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to identify a photo of GOLD. FAY EL3GN in interview 6/2/47 staged she |

was r ecommended for employment in U. S. Service St Shipping Co. ay person^
she refused to identify. Was present at meeting at Buckingham Hctelr«'ifew
York City, with GREGORY and JACK. She stated she met JACK twic^JtWlereafter
but does not knowUs identity. She denied knowing GROLIOV an^-denied that
she arranged meetings with him or with JACK for GREGORY or'anyone

.

Admitted membership in Communist Party for past ten years. KICHAHL EIvDELYAN
•in signed statement 6/2/47 admitted meeting GREGORY through JOSEPff-ECKART in
January 1938 but denied any contacts of espionage character. -iOjQBAEL

^GREENBERG interviewed 5/29 and 6/4/47. Admitted seeing MAR3MPRICE in her

apartment in Washington in Novsmber 1942 and on three other occasions in

1943. He discussed China generally with her but denied furnishing documents

or confidential information to her. GRE^i BERG indicated he was leaving for

England 6/6/47. MAURICEhmLPFRIN interviewed 5/29/47 and denied knowing

GREGORY, the SILVEHKASTERs , JTUU.KmJOE or HARRWZTE. He admitted having

unrestricted papers that he had obtained from O.S.S. or the State Department
but denied being a Communist or furnishing information to any unauthorized
person. He indicated that under appropriate legal circumstances be would
give any information desired. HuLDRED PRICE when interviewed 5/29/4
admitted knowing GRl\EKBERG and DUNCA]r'‘LEE but denied knovdng GREGORY or any
other individuals alleged to be couoacted with her and denied furnishing any
information to anyone. JOHN HAZARD" REYNOLDS interviewed 6/2/47 and stated he
became interested in forming a-- company to promote trade with Russia after his
trip -there i;. ^L936. THEODOH^ BAYER introduced him to GCLOS and the latter
brought EARL BROWDER into the picture and arranged for advance of $.5,000 by
TJ-TKHARRIS to finance the company. REYNOLDS considered this a personal loan
and"stated no one attempted to dictate corporate policy. He personally repaid
$5)000 to HARRIS and instructed GREGORY to pay HARRIS $3>000, the balance of
$7,000 being still owing. He denied any knowledge that above money was CP
money and denied that he made loans ar gifts to EARL BROWDER or any other
member of the BR07.T3ER family. PETEIrRHODES interviewed 6/3/47 and denied
knowing any figures in this case, except JOSEPH 'GREGG and DR. YSTTISTEIN • He
said that his wife and the wife of GREGG had’been friends in Paris, France,
and that WEINSTEIN was his dentist. He denied transmitting any information
to ai)j£ unauthorized person. A signed statement to that effect secured.
HgJ.Kf TENNEY interviewed 6/5/47 and denied knowing GOLOS or GRACBOSRANICH
but identified photo of GREGORY as a person she knew as ISABEE^D/IVXS or some

similar last name. She met her prior to the war and claimed to believe GREGORY

- 2 -
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was employed by a New York City advertising concern as a d®^!d

knowing why GREGORY visited Washington on several occasions and derned ttet

orre-r asked her to disclose or transmit any information which she

possessed as a result of her Government employment.
?^

e
^^

ed
y kept°

seen GREGORY for approximately two years f^hough it is n°^T.N^Y^ pt

di ner engagement with GREGORY in New York City 2/7/47. TENNEY extremely

i^ous during interview and when asked for details of

GREGORY pleaded poor memory due to recent illness. *
.

. . - -.-p-- •- — ~~~

interviewed 6/2/47 and said that he knew GHEC-G, -LSON anc ._.v onlj

a + 1 ~a+-**.n+s He failed to identify photos of GREGORY and GOLOS. he

stated he treated VA3 TLi^AEANIEV as a dental patient and latter was
stated he treated vad_li ^-,0 +. wr'.ttcrt^TN nrenai

°

qS™^re"use
e

^

Hn-Anerican Affairs Co^ttee.

- P -

BEPEREKCEs Eeport of Special Agent JC® T. HUSBOS, He. York City

6/3/47.

DETAIIS:

- 3 -
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Ret CEDRIC BELFRAGE

Th® following investigation was conducted by Special Agents

IA1RENCE W. SPTLIANE and MICHAEL M. O’ROURKE on June 2 and June 3, 1947s

CHffilC BELFRAGE was interviewed at his hone on Finney Farn, Croton

of the HudsonTMew York, on June 3, 1947, at which ti^ to tj^dout a four

page statement on his own typewriter. The original of this 18

being retained in this file, and the statement is set out as . .\ lowss

June 3 1947*

My name is Cedric Selfrage, residing at Finney Farm, Croton

„ tfcriaon Hew York. I wish to sake the following voluntary statement

to Michael M. O’Rourke and Lawrence ¥• Spillane who have identified then-

selvesto be special agents of the F.B.I. Mb threats, promises or use of

force have beeTused against me in making this statement, and I realise

ttet this statement may be used in a court of law.

I first met V.J. Jerome about 1937 in Hollywood, California, I

believe at a seml-wocial"gathering in aid of Republican Spain. I

to New York City in 1941 and during that year I became employedatthe

Rri tlsh Security Co-Ordination office at 630 Fifth Avenue, New York City.

in co-or.iin.tlPglnumg.no. inf«ntton.bout

in liaison with OSS .nd to • !•« «-

I worked for B.S.C. until the end of 1943*

Durine 1942 V.J. Jerome called me on the telephone at ^y home,

.. tSflLidij on S.th.rUDd *«nu., N.T. City. I ...«. ttat

TArome had learned through one of his contacts in Los Angeles that I was

£rk mTSs irking for British Security Co-Ordination. He re-

g'J!! „ of^r^tinTii Hollywood .nd Mid he woold lit. to .mm
wile. At ttat tine * lnnoh.on d.t." .rTtn^d in th. rtoiA^

of Communist Party headquarters where Jerome is employed. Jerome askea

2 S^ftoewiSut the relationships with R^sial^ emotion with the

second front. W# talked about the general international situation.

During 1942 and 1943 I »et Jerome en eight or nine oJ“ff;
usually for lunch. The only direct interest I had in coamon with JeroM

£££ SnJ'SSJSiJ? 5 ?.s.c. ftt it.’Uoyee. to AMP *

? v.n« tv t:

4 .
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"whatever contacts they had which night produce information of value. I
decided to see Jerome from tine to time with a view to finding out what I
could about Communist and Russian policies.

"During these eight or nine meetings with Jerome he asked me a

number of questions mainly relative to the policies toward Russia and the
prospect of a second front. I was not in a position to tell him anything
about this but I suggested that I might be able to supply some information
on other subjects. Ky thought was to tell him certain things of a really
trifling nature from the point of view of British and American interests,
hoping in this way to get from him some more valuable information from the
Communist side. I supplied him with information about Scotland Yard sur-

, \ veillance8 and also with some docvnents relative to the Vichy Government
in France, which were or a highly confidential nature with respect to their

! origin but which contained information of no value whatever. In the course
jof our conversations Jerome took notes on the information concerning the

1 1above-mentioned items.

"Somewhere about the middle of the period during which I was meet-
ing Jerome, Claude^Tfilliama came into New York and I learned that he was
going to see Earl Browder. I was interested to meet Browder and suggested
that I should go along. I went to an apartment in Greenwich Village where
two (possibly three) others were present in addition to Browder, none of
idiom I knew. There was a discussion going on when we entered and the in-
troductions were very perfunctory, and I paid little attention to the others.
Browder speke almost continuously during the hour or so I was there, analysing
the world situation as he saw it. I recall that one of the others present
was a man whom I remember as a little man. I cannot clearly remember his

fact but I have been shown two photos of him which I would say may well be
the man present on that occasion. The photograph shown to me is that of
Jacob Golos, according to Messrs O'Rourke and Spillane.

"On four or five occasions when I was with Jerome, other men
came to the table and spoke with us or were accompanying Jerome. I assumed

that they were all Communist Party officials since we were in places fre-
quented by them or at least near to their office. None of that was known
to me and I did not catch their names if these were stated, but I do not
t-M nV they were. It is quite possible that one of the men mentioned above

may have been present with Browder at the time of my visit. I did not pay

much attention to Jerome's friends as I was not interested in getting in-

formation on the inner set-up of the American Coranunist Party but purely in

international affairs and information.
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"Later in 1943 I came te the conclusion that ay meetings with

Jerome were of no particular value; in fact he had always continued to »

•Kjtiv a general manner had given me no information of value to B.S.C*

I renmlned on perfectly friendly terms with him and he telephoned to suggest

a meeting between his family and my own, but I was working at very high

pressure, Sundays included, and there would not have been enough point in

this meeting to make it worth while to give the time* I think that Jerome

called me either once or twice more, suggesting that we get together, but

I told him how busy I was and put the matter off. Finally he stopped tele-

phoning*

"In 1944 I went overseas and joined the Psychological Warfare

Division of SHAEF. I returned to the United States at the end of 1945*

I met Jerome in December 1945 at a convention of the'Pnople's Institute of

Applied Religion in Hew York, where he had been invited to take part in a

discussion* Claude Ulliams later wrote to tell me that Jerome was in-

terested to know more about the^P.I.A.R. I met Jerome a few weeks later

in a cafe on Lafayette Street inwrder to tell him whatever he wnted to

know about the P.I.A.R. I assume that he wanted to find out blether it

was an organization with which Communists should be instructed to co-operate

In the same connection I also met Jerome at lunch at which Joseph North was

present* /

[yf "In the spring or early summer of 1946, when Claude Williams and

Donald-West were in Mew York, I accompanied them on a visit to Earl Browder

in hisSffice on 42nd Street* Williams said he was going te see Browder to

find out what he had to say relative to his recent expulsion from the

Communist Party and to the general situation* I had heard of this natter

,ihiie overseas and was also interested to hear ^jat Browder had to say*

"This statement, consisting of this and three other pages, was

typed by me and is true to the best of my knowledge*

/s/ Cedric Belfrage

"Witnesses:
Lawrence W* Spillane, Special Agent, FBI, N*Y«C*

Michael M* O'Rourke

BELFRAGE further stated that he was born at London, Ehgland, on

November 8, 1904, and he was educated at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge,

England* He said he altered the U* S* in 1926 at New York City and in 1927
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he went to Los Angeles, California, where he worked as a free lance writer,

aostly in Hollywood. BELFEAGE stated he has been a free lance writer during

the greater part of his life, and the only tines he was actually employed

jtot with the British Security Coordination Office, 630 — 5th Avenue, New York

City, from 1941-1943 and with the Psychological Warfare Division of 3HAEF in

Germany from 1944—1945*

pgr.Ti'PfftE: further stated that on his first contact with V. J. JERCME

in New York during 1942 he was quite sure that JEROME contacted him because

he ms employed by B.S.C. BELFRAGE stated that he realized JEROME'S main

interest in was to obtain information from the files of B.S.C.

In regard to the highly confidential document relative to the Vichy

government in France, BELFRAGE stated that he recalled giving V. J. JEROME

several telegrams which had been sent from IAVAL'a Vichy government in France

to the Vichy Embassy in Washington, D. C. He indicated that the British

government obtained these documents and inasmuch as they had been sent

through the diplomatic pouch BELFRAGE did not want to have the full details

of such a transaction in a signed statement* He stated that a violation of

this Hr** on Ms part would subject him to a fine of 10,000 pounds and 5

years in jail inasmuch as he violated Ms oath under the British Secrets

Act wMch he took prior to Ms employment with the B.S.C# BELFRAGE stated

that he would testify under oath that he furnished such Mghly confidential

documents to V. J. JEROME. He said that he would be willing to state that

these telegrams wM oh he obtained from the confidential files &t the B.S.C*

were given to V. J. JEROME.

BELFRAGE expressed a willingness and a desire to cooperate in any

investigation conducted by any U. S. Government agency. He stated that all

hi8 life he had advocated both in England and in the U. S. friendly relations

with Russia. He continued that he has made tMs a matter of record in Ms
various writings on the subject' and in Ms book on CLAUDE WILLIAMS. BELFRAGE

said that he is not a member of the Communi st Party but that he has been

asked on several occasions to become a meaber./He said that he is interested

in Comnism from an intellectual standpoint." He said that Ms interest is

somewhat academic and he does not in any way advocate its application here

or in any other country but that he advocates friendly and close relations

with Russia*
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Res ABRAHAM BROTHMAN '

(HARRY GOUD)

The following investigation concerning the activities of ABRAHAM

BROTHMAN and GOLD was conducted on May 29, 1947, by Special Agents

DONALD E. SHANNON and FRANCIS D. O'BRIEN:

On May 29, 1947, ABRAHAM BROTHMAN was interviewed in his office,

Ro«a 1212, 2948 - 41st Avenue, Long Island City, N, Y. BROTHMAN was first

questioned regarding his submitting information or furnishing blue prints

to any individuals who might have connections with a foreign government,

BROTHMAN stated that he had furnished blue prints to a number of individuals,

and it was a connon practice in the engineering field to submit blue prints

to certain individuals who might possibly be in a position to obtain contracts

for a firm,

BROTHMAN was then specifically questioned as to whether or not he

had been ac^inJed^th an iSividual by the name of JACOB GOIAS. BROTHMAN

stated that he could not recall this name, and a picture of GOLOS was ex-

hibited to him. BROTHMAN denied knowing 00L0S at this Ume, J*»re

*

picture of informant GREGORY was exhibited to BROTHMAN, BROTHMAN identified

GREGORY as an individual whom he knew as "HELEN, n BROTHMAN vms thereupon

vigorously questioned as to his acquaintanceship with HELEN. He then ad-

mitted that he did recognise the photograph of G0I£S but was unable to state

^ Of tiio indliiLl. BROTMilN thon relate th> follooing cone«nlng

his knowledge of JACOB GOLOS and HELEN*

According to BROTHMAN, sometime in 1938 or 1939 an individual came

to him at hie office at 114 East 32nd Street, at which time BROTHMAN was

operating a firm under the name of the REPUBLIC CHEMICAL MACHINERY COMPANY,

vdiich company was associated with the HENDRICK MANUFACTURIlp COMPANY at

Carbonda^, Pennsylvania, This individual told BROTHMAN that he had con-

tacts with the Russian government and that he was in a position to get con-

tracts from the Russian government for BROTHMAN, if BROTHMAN would turn

over to him blue prints of certain products BROTHMAN was working on at

that time, BROTHMAN stated that the blue prints were his own property end

they were for the most part blue prints of shafts, vats, and other equip-

ment necessary in the operation of a plant manufacturing chemicals.

According to BROTHMAN, GOLOS visited his office on several
^

occasions and sometime following his original visit he introduced him to

ot individual known only aa HELEN. BROTHMAN stated that he was under the ,
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impression that HELEN mas secretary to GOLOS. GOLOS advised BROTHMAN that
HELEN would in the future obtain the blue prints which he had been accustomed
to turn over to GOLOS.

HELEN visited BROTHMAN' e office over a dozen tines during 1933-1939-

1940 and sometime in 1940 HELEN stopped coning to his office and another

individual named HARRY GOLD came to his office and said he represented

GOLOS, the individual BROTHMAN had already identified as the man who made

the original contact with him. GOLD visited BROTHMAN's office on a number

ef occasions during 1940 and 1941. BRQTHiAN stated that GOLD at that time
was living in Philadelphia and used to make the trip to New York approximately

every three weeks and obtain these blue prints from BROTHMAN. He said that

to the best of his recollection the last time GOID picked up the blue prints

was late in 1941 or early in 1942.

BROTHMAN was then questioned as to the whereabouts of HARRY GOLD,

to which he replied that GOLD is presently employed by him as a chemist in
his laboratory in Elmhurst, Long Island. BROTHMAN emphatically stated that

GOLD was the last individual to pick up any blue prints or material which
was to be furnished to GOLOS. He also stated that he did not know the

present whereabouts of GOLOS and denied that he was ever contacted by any
other individuals other than HELEN and GOLD as individuals who represented

GOLOS.

BROTHMAN was questioned as to the nature of the blue prints that

he had turned over to GOLOS, at which time he displayed the blue prints,

copies of which he still had in his offices, and an examination of the

blue prints was made and it was determined that they were all concerned

with blue prints of shafts, filters, vats, and other machinery used in the

manufacture of chemicals. BROTHMAN stated that sane of the blue prints

which he turned over to GOLOS and HELEN as well as to GOLD were returned

to Mi, but others were retained by them. He emphatically denied that he

had ever turned over any blue prints which were of a restricted or secret

nature pertaining to the war effort of the U. S. or any plans which the

U. S. might be concerned with at that time.

Relative to the HENDRICK MANUFACTURING COWANT at Carbondale,

Pennsylvania, BROTHMAN stated that he himself had founded the REPUBLIC

CHEMICAL MACHINERY COMPANY which was set up as an engineering and design-

ing company dealing solely with instruments and material to be used in

the manufacture of chemicals. He stated that at the time he had formed

the REPUBLIC CHEMICAL MACHINERY COMPANY he was associated with the HENDRICK
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MANUFACTURING COMPANY and worked with that company until 1942* BROTHCAN

added that all of the blue prints which had been turned over to the

individuals mentioned hereinbefore were his own personal property belong-

ing solely to the firm that he had founded*

BROTHMAN was specifically questioned as to how he had become

acquainted with JACOB GOLOS. He replied that possibly GOIOS knew of his

firm through advertising in the various chemical magazines* He emphatically

stated that this was the only possible way that GOIOS would get in touch

with him and denied that anybody had ever sent GOIOS to him. BROTHMAN then

stated that it was a comaon practice in the engineering field to turn over

blue prints to various individuals in an effort to obtain contracts. He

, also stated that this was his sole purpose in turning over the blue prints

I to GOLOS; namely, that GOLOS had stated that he was in a position to obtain

contracts from the Russian government.

The following signed statement^ the original of which is being

retained in this file,' was obtained from BROTHMAN:

"New York, N. Y*
May 29, 1947

"I, Abraham Brothman, make the following voluntary statement to

Donald E* Shannon and Francis D* O'Brien, whom I know to be Special

Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. No threats or P*0™-*®8

of any nature were made to me to make this statement. I know that what

I say may be used against me at any time in a court of law.

rm 1938 or 1939 a man whose name I do not recall but whoso

picture was shown to me today by Mr. Shannon & Mr. O'Brien, came into ay-

office at 114 B. 32 St. where I own and operated the Republic Chemical

Machinery Co. which was associated by contract with Hendrick Manufacturing

Co. This man said he had contacts with the Russian government and he could

get me contracts with the Russian government. I turned over several blue

prints to him; these blue prints were my own for the most part and the

purpose of turning them over to him was to obtain contracts. Shortly after

this man came to my office a woman by the name of Helen came to my office

and said she represented this man, whose picture I have identified; I

believed that this woman was the secretary of the man whose pictured I

identified. I have identified Helen as the girl whose picture Mr. Shannon

& Mr. O'Brien have shown to me. This Helen came to my office over a dozen

times 1938, 1939 & 1940. Then around 1940 another man whose name

10
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is Harry Gold cam* to my office and he said he too represented the nan
whose picture I identified* Both Helen and Harry Gold would pick up |blue

prints from ne for this man whose picture 1 have identified* Harry Gold
is now employed by me as a chemist* The blue prints were sometimes re-
turned by Helen and Harry Gold but not all of them* I still have the
original of most of the blue prints that 1 turned over to them* Harry
Gold made his last pick up of blue prints late in 1941 or early in 1942*

"Sometime in 1938 or 1939 I became associated with Hendricks
Machinery Co* and did work with them until 1942* The blue prints were
my own and cot Hendricks*

"I ence contacted the man whose picture I have identified at a
phone listed to a Mr* Chester and the telephone exchange was Watkins to
the best of my recollection* I often met this man arid Helen, his Secre-
tary at various restaurants in the mid-town area in New York City*

"I have not seen this man whose pictured I identified since 1941
or 1942*

"I have read the above three page statement and it is true to the

best of ay recollection* I have read and signed page 1 and it is true
to the best of my recollection* I have read and signed p* 2 and it is
true to the best of my recollection* I now sign p* 3 and it is true to
the best of my recollection*

/s/ Abraham Brothman

''Witnessed
Donald E. Shannon, Special Agent, f*B*X* NI City
Francis D* O'Brien, Special Agent, F*B*I* N.Y* City"

BROTHMAN was questioned regarding his activities and contacts

with the Russian government* He stated that he had submitted various con-
tracts to the Soviet Purchasing Commission and the Amtorg Trading Corpora-

tion but that he had never obtained a contract from either of these two

agencies representing the Russian government* He offered the information

that he had recently obtained a contract from the Chinese government and
that he had obtained this contract by the same means that he had used in
obtaining all of his contracts; namely, by submitting plans and blue prints
to individuals representing the Chinese government, and they had given him
the contract for the devwlogsaeut of a material which they hoped will
eventually reduce the cost ef manufacturing lucite*

"A
J-

V
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BEOTHKW nu tbon 8p.dfle.Ui- questioned u to .Utter or nrt ho

«-nif h«ec associated with the Communist Party or bad attended any of the

TtZZZ&t Iffelra. BR0TUS1S replied twhwt'«»b«
the Young CoeMiiet t**11

* ^^ggluMd th»t he did not attend eny connunlet

7S^^^S%SSTJ^ he eotlrelr engaged in uy Couuni.t

party affairs*

BROTHMAN me then questioned as to mhether or not ^
neeted that JACOB GOLOS ms engaged in espionage activities . B^THMAN rep ed

that durine the tine that the Canadian espionage case broke in Canada in

J&6 te^ftelrtion he becue euapicioue of OMflS ud thought puolbly he ... s
engaged in the type of activity that existed in Canada*

BROTHMAN offered the information that he me a neAer of t**e

political Action Committee and had attended meetings of that organization*

Re: HARRY GOLD

The following investigation concerning HARRY GOLD me conducted

by Special Agente DONAID E. SHANNON end FRANCIS D. O'BRIEN on lfcy 29, 1947*

HARR! GOLD is presently asployed by A* BROTHMAN ASSOCIATES as a

chemist GOID ia the individual to whom ABRAHAM BROTBJAN, a subject in

?£££'camftSnefover blue prints which he had in his paeaeseion, and

(WLDalso is the individual who obtained these bine prints at the express

Ot ZS%WS, no. deceased but .ho ... u .gent of the Buwlu
^

government*

GOID ms interviewed on May 29, 1947, in the^BROT^N ASSOCIWES

Laboratory, 8503 - 57th Avenue, Elmhurst, Long Island* GOLD stated that he

me bom December 12, 1910, in Switzerland and that he came to the U* S. in

1Q1A ^thhi5 parenta, SAM GOLD and CELIA GOLD, both of idiom were born in

R^ili gSS SSSTthatVs parents came to the U* S. under the n«e of

GOLODNETSKX but changed their names at the time they were
. .

stated thathe moved to Philadelphia after a short timeand attended

the public schools of Philadelphia, and in 1929 he me employed by the

PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY in their laboratories.

Subsequent to this tins GOID attended night school at the Drexell

institute in Philadelphia, the University of Pennsylvania, and Columbia

££r£ty, .«i he .tortlj thereafter obtained . leer. of .b.enco fro.

V
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the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY In order to attend Xavier University at

Cincinnati. Ohio, from which university he received a degree of Bachelor

of Science Sums* Cum Laude in June 1940. GOLD gave hie address in Phila-

delphia as 68-23 Kindred Street where his parents presently reside. GOID

stated that he was presently renting a room at Elmhurst, Long Island, and

that he commutes to Philadelphia on the week-ends. His address in l£ng

Island was given as 4209 Hampton Street, Elmhurst. OOID is residing with

a family named PEREIRA at this address.

In the course of the interview HARRY GOLD advised that he bad

been employed off and on since 1929 with the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY.

During his employment with this company he became friendly with an indi-

vidual by the name of CARTER HOODLESS whose father was an official in the

PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY. In October 1940, OOID advised, he attended a

meeting of the American Chemical Society at the Franklin Institute in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, together with CARTER HOODLESS. At the conclusion

of the meeting HOODLESS introduced him to an individual whom he recalled as

JOHN GOLUSH or GOLISH (phonetic). A photograph of JACOB GOIOS was then

exhibited to HARRY GOLD, and he identified this photograph as that of JOHN

GOLUSH or GOLISH to whom he was introduced by CARTER HOQDLESS in October

1940.

At the conclusion of this meeting at the American Chemical

Society and after the introduction had taken place HARRY GOLD advised that

he and GOLOS went to a restaurant on Broad Street in Philadelphia. He -ma

unable to recall specifically the name of the restaurant but thought that

it might be LEM TENDLER’S RESTAURANT. They remained at the restaurant

until 2:30 a.m. in the course of their conversation GOIOS made the follow-

ing preposition to HARRY GOLD. He advised him that he had some connections

with some individuals in a foreign country, net naming the country, and

that he had connections with an individual in New York City by the name

of ABRAHAM BROTHMAN and BROTHMAN was turning over to him certain blue

prints which had a connection in the chemical field. GOIOS told GOLD

that he had to have a recognized chemist who would go to Mew York City,

make contact with ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, obtain from him certain blue prints,

and thf™ evaluate these blue prints on a chemical basis. GOLD stated that

ne financial agreement was entered into but that there was an understanding

that he would receive some reward for the work he was to perform.

GOLD stated that about two weeks after this meeting he telephoned

^upiHXU BROTHMAN in New York City and introduced himself to him over the

telephone as a representative of JOHN GOLUSH or GOLESH and made an appointment
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to cone te New Tork City to see BROTHMAN within a week or so* Within a
week or two after this telephone call and sonetine in November 1940 HARRY
GOLD nade his first trip to New York City where he contacted ABRAHAM
BROTHMAN. This meeting, according to GOLD, took place in the evening in
a restaurant in the downtown section of New York City* GOID was unable
to recall the name of the restaurant. The two had dinner together and
BROTHMAN turned over the blue prints to him.

GOLD stated that for the next 6 months he made visits to New
York City on the average of every three weeks. All of these trips were
nade in the evening as HARRY GOID stated he had to attend to his job in
the daytime. He also advised that he returned te Philadelphia on the same
evening that he cane to New York City and that on no occasion did he stay
overnight in New York City during this six months period.

During this same period he received 4 or 5 phone calls from JOHN
GOLUSH or GOLISH and in all of these telephone calls GOLUSH would state
that they would have to get together very shortly for a meeting, which
meeting, according to GOLD, never took place.' The last phone call from
GOLUSH or GOLISH was made in May 1941. No further word was heard from
him, according to GOLD.

GOID stated that after his second or third trip to New York
City and the phone calls from GOLUSH or GOLISH he felt that there was
nothing to the proposition and he became more or less disinterested in it.
However, in the meantime he and ABRAHAM BROTHMAN had become quite friendly
and ABRAHAM BROTHMAN exhibited an interest in HAKEY G0ID*s career as a
chemist. In this regard, GOID stated that BROTBIAN gave him several odd
jobs to perform in his capacity as a chemist and that he paid him for this
work. It was through this contact, according to HARRY GOID, that he sub-
sequently became employed by ABRAHAM BROTHMAN in February 1946. GOID
stated that ever since 1941 ABRAHAM BROTHMAN had been interested in having
him come with his organisation on a full-time basis, but it was not until
February 1946 that he could see his way clear to accept such employment.

HARRY GOLD was questioned very closely as to any financial
arrangements that had been entered into between GOLUSH or GOLISH and
him. He stated thao he did not receive one cent from him and that he had
only seen GOLUSH on the one occasion in October 1940. He was then asked
who paid his fare for these trips he made every three weeks for a six
months period from Philadelphia to New York and return. He stated that
he himself stood the expenses for the first two tripe and that after that
and after he became friendly with ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, BROTHMAN would give
him a (5 bill to sustain the expenses of his trips to New York and return.
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A signed statement, the original of which is being retained in this

file, ass obtained fro* HARRY GOLD in the course of the interview and is set

out as follows:

"Queens, N« T. City
May 29, 1947

«X Harry Gold, residing at 68-23 Kindred St., Phila, Pa make

the following voluntary statement to Francis D« 0*Brien and Donald E.

Shannon whom I know to be Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of Investi-

gation* Ho threats or promises of any nature were made to me to make this

statement* I know that anything I state may be used against me at any time

in a court of Law*

wjn Oct* 1940 I was introduced to a man by the name of John Golush

or Oolish by Carter Hoodless, who was a good friend of mine. The introduction

took place at a meeting of the American Chemical Society at the Franklin

Institute in Phila., Pa. After the meeting Golish or Golush and

went to a restaurant on Broad Street where we remained until 2:30 A.U. On

this occasion Golish or Golush made the following proposition to mej that

I was to telephone Abe Brothman, a Chemical Engineer in N* Y. City and to

make an appointment to see him; that I was to discuss two chemical processes

with h'tm and to obtain blue prints from hi* which I was to evaluate against

the chemical soundness of the process. The two chemical processes were Phenol

Formaldehyde resins and Urea Formaldehyde resins. About one week after this

meeting with Golush or Golish I telephoned Brothman in N* Y. City and ms®

an appointment to see hi* in about two weeks. I saw Brothman the first time

in November 1940 and obtained the blue prints; this meeting was in the

evening and took place in N* Y. City in a restaurant in the downtown section.

Brothman had the blue prints with him; we had dinner together and turned

over the blue prints to me. For the next six months I *ade trips to N* Y.

City on the average of every three weeks and on each occassion Brothman

met ae and we would have dinner together and Brothman would turn over more

blue prints to me. I kept these blue prints in my home in Phila. and I

never did turn them over to Golish or Golush* I received four or five

telephone calls from Golish or Golush in regard to seeing him but he kept

telling me we would get together but no definite meeting was ever made*

The last time I heard from Golush or Golish was by telephone in May or

June of 1941* I never heard from him again. The plans and blue prints

mre useless to me and I have discarded most of them. Carter Hoodless who

SJroSuced me to Golish or Golush died in July 1942 in Phila., Pa.

I
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»I have read the above three page statement and It is true* I

have read and signed page 1 and it is true* I have read and signed p* 2 and

it is true* I nos sign p* 3 having read it and it is true*

/a/ Barry Gold

"Witnessed
Donald E* Shannon, Special Agent, F.B.I. NT City
Francis D, O'Brien, Special Agent, F.B.I. N.Y. City"

The following is a description of HARHT GOLD as obtained from ob-

servation and interview:

Name
Age
Born

Residence

Height
Weight
Eyes
Bair
Build
Characteristics

HARRY GOLD
35
December 12, 1910
Switzerland
68-23 Kindred Street,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
5» 6"

180 lbs*
Hazel
Brown, wavy
Short and fat
Round, full face, prominent
protrusion of eyes

GOID stated that he was a naturalized United States citizen

by deviation through his parents*

Photo of HARR? GOID shown to informant GREGOR? by Special Agent

J* M. KELLY, but she was unable to identify it as an Individual whom she

knew at any time*

lu
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The records of the Bureau of Vital Statistics, Philadelphia, Pa*,
contain a death certificate for CARTER HOODIESS indicating that he died on
July 2, 192*2, at the Hahnemann Hospital, Philadelphia* HOODIESS was born
June 26, 1908 in Mississippi and his residence at the time of his death
was 61*21 Overbrook Avenue, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania* He was divorced*
His father, CHARLES R. HOODIESS, was born in England and his mother, IftwnRB
CARTER HOODIESS, was born in Ohio* Cause of death was cancer*

Mr* R* P. SMITH, Personnel Director, PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY,
Delaware Avenue and Shackamaxon Street, Philadelphia, furnished a record of
HOODIESS* employment with that company* This record also shows his date of
birth as June 26, 1908, in Mississippi and indicates that he was enployed
during the summer months each year from 1922* through 1927* He was perman-
ently employed from October 19, 1932 when he received a position in the
alcohol plant then being run by the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR CCMPANY* On October
19, 192*1 he was transferred to the SIBONEY DISTILLERY CORPORATION, a subsid-
iary of the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY, as a foreman, where hr remained until
his death on July 2, 192*2*

Mr* SMITH stated that he was veil acquainted with CARTER HOODIESS,
who was the son of CHARIES HOODIESS, formerly plant superintendent of the
PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY, who is now deceased* SMITH stated that CARTER
HOODIESS was wild and irresponsible* His father was continually putting Mm
to work in various departments in the plant in the hope of settling him down
and at times paid him out of his own pocket* Mr* SMITH stated that HOODIESS
had received some chemical education hut was by no means a qualified chemist*
He stated that HOODIESS had a wide range of acquaintances from d.1 classes
of society* SMITH does not believe that HOODIESS was disloyal to the United
States and does not thinkthat he would be engaged in anything that would
injure this country* He stated that HOODIESS was quite friendly with HARRY
GOLD, and that GOID’s chemical knowledge and his willingness to assist

HOODIESS was the only thing that enables HOODIESS to keep his position as
foreman in the distillery*

Mr* SMITH also furnished the personnel record of HARRY GOID from
which the following information was obtained* GOID was bom in Switzerland
December 12, 1910 and is a naturalized American citizen* He was first hired
by the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY on January 2, 1929 as an assistant chemist
and remained in that position until August 31, 1930, when he left of his

\ own accord* He was re-hired on April 25, 1932 and was laid off by the company

\
because of lack of work on December 15, 1932* During this time GOID worked

• as a chemist on the production of carbon dioxide gas* He was again hired
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on September 18, 1933 as a laboratory assistant and remained in that position
until September 15, 1938, when he again left of his own accord* On July 1,
191(0 be was re-hired as a chemist in the alcohol plant and remained in this
job until February 1, 19li6, when the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY sold its
alcohol making equipment and discontinued the operation*

Mr* SMITH stated that he knew GOLD well while he was enployed at
the PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY* SMITH stated that when COLD was first hired
he was a conscientious worker* During the course of his employment he
attended school and also continued his education during the periods when he
was employed by the ccapary, SMITH stated that he believes GOLD, at least
during part of the time between his periods of employment, was attending
college* He stated that HARRY GOLD is an intelligent shrewd man, but that
his work as a chemist during the latter part of his employment was not
completely satisfactory, as he required a great deal of supervision*

SMITH stated that GOLD and HOODLESS became friendly when they
worked together as young men, and that during the time they r. oth worked in
the laboratory at. the alcohol plant GOID's knowledge of chemistry and his
assistance to HOODIZSS placed CARTER HOODLESS under some obligation to him*
SMITH stated that he knew nothing of GOLD'S activities outside the plant and
that he never suspected GOID of being connected with any organizations that
might be considered subversive*

It is noted that the personnel file of HARRY GOID indicates that
he was given an occupational deferment from Selective Service Board No* 65,
Philadelphia, on May 3, 191*5, at the request of PENNSYLVANIA SUGAR COMPANY*
According to personnel records, GOID has also worked for the following
companies, dates of employment not givens THE HOBROOK MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Jersey City, N*J*, employed for nine months; THE MOQRMEIR T>ATHY COMPANY,
Cincinnati, Ohio, one year*

On May 31, 1?1*7, Special Agents WILLIAM B. WELTE and FRED C*
BIRKBY contacted the home of HARRY. GOLD, 6823 Kindred Street, Philadelphia,
for the purpose of interviewing GOLD 1s parents along the lines set out in
referenced teletype* HARRY GOID was present at his heme, having arrived
during the early morning of M«y 31, 19l*7, from New York City* It was noted
that GOID's parents are elderly and speak English with difficulty* They
appeared to have no detailed knowledge of their son's activities and immed-
iately called HARRY GOID to speak to the agents* No attempt was made to
interview GOID's parents in detail*
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HARRY GOLD appeared cooperative and looked through his personal
effects, which he stores at his parents* home, to determine whether any of
the blue prints mentioned in referenced teletype were still in existence*
He was unable to locate any such blue prints* During the time he was
making the search GOID spoke of his connections with ABRAHAM BROTHMAN, stat-
ing that BROTHMAN is in financial difficulties and has been unable to meet
his payroll on one or two recent occasions* GOID appeared to have con-

siderable respect for BROTHMAN* s ability as a designer of chemical processes*
He stated that BROTHMAN could be described as a genius, without exaggeration*
It also appeared that GOID is loyal to BROTHMAN as his employer*

GOID stated that the blue prints in question contained nothing
extraordinary but that the reason he had previously believed some of the
blue prints might still be in his possession was that one of them contained
a design for a machine used in making a common plastic which was an un-
usually good design* GOID stated that he was convinced that the blue prints
had been destroyed in 19U* when his family moved to their present residence*
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Re* RAY ELSON

The following investigation was conducted by Scecial Aeert
James R. Shinners :

v ' 6

On the morning of June 2, 1947 Mrs. RaS^JSON was approanhed
by Special Agents R. F. X. 0*Keefe and J. R. Shinners as she departed
from her apartment at 161 West 16th Street and she voluntarily came to
the New York Office for an interview which will be set out below, ifrs.
ELSON was obviously upset and highly nervous during the interview and
displayed strain when pressed for details.

*&*• ELSON stated that she was employed by the UNITED STATES
SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION, New York City, from April 1, 1945 to
October 15, 1945. She said that when she assumed her employment with
the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION it was accepted by
her on the basis that it would be permanent in nature because of the
understanding she was given that GREGORY would be retiring from s-tiv-
role in the firm. Mrs. ELSON said that GREGORY was leaving because of
ill health bu 4

- prior to her departure she prepared Mrs. ELSON for approxi-
mately one month in the administrative procedures connected with the
UNT TED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION.

Mrs. ELSON said that when GREGORY reappeared on the scene in
October, 1945, and was going to be accepted back into the firm, she felt
that she could not get along with GREGORY because of conflicting ideas
and personalities. Mrs. EISON stated that this was the sole basis of her
retiring from the organisation on October 15, 1945.

When she accepted the position, Mrs. ELSON stated that she
thought it was an excellent opportunity for a permanent position particu-
larly in view of the fact that it may have provided an opening for her
husband when he returned from the armed forces.

*

When questioned concerning the opening phases of her being con-
tacted for employment with the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORA-
TION, ELSON was vague and evasive. She said that she was contacted tele-
phonically by an individual who was later identified as "JACK? who told
Mrs. ELSON the.t she was referred to him by another individual whom ELSON
refused to identify. ELSON said that at the time she was telephonicallv
contacted she expressed great interest at the oossitili ties of obt«*n*nv
such a position because of the financial attractiveness it presented" to*
her.
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ELSON said that shortly prior to her entering the UNITED STATES

SHIPPING AND SERVICE CCRPCRATICN she was invited by "JACK* to weet with

him and GREGORY at a prearranged location* ELSdN did not recall the loca-

tion of this meeting bat when reminded and pressed for details, she admitted

that it took place at the Buckingham Hotel, 57th Street and Avenue of the

Americas, New York City*

Concerning the proceedings at the meeting, EISCN said as far as

she could recall most of the conference dealt with social problems among

the three individuals present and the remainder of the discussion was de-

voted to EISON's taking over GREGCRT’s position in the UNITED STATES

SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION*

When the unusual circumstances surrounding the above meeting

with JACX were brought to ELSCN 's attention, that is, a strange man

telephonically contacting her and offering her a position and then arranging

a meeting in which she never bothered to find out the background or identity

of the individual, ELSON nervously admitted that the procedure was "bizarre"

in essence but said that she did not know the identity of the individual

whom shs reluctantly admitted to be "JACK"* After considerable questioning

on the above situation, ELSCN admitted this individual's nane was "JACK"

but added that she was unable to give any further data regarding his interest

in the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CCRPCRATION.

ELSCN stated she did not believe that "JACK* possessed any

particular foreign accent and to the best of her recollection she said he

did not have any outstanding characteristics by which she could identify

Mm with any particular trade or foreign association* She said that he

was not what would be termed "attractive", bat in attempting to formulate

a description, ELSCN stated she could not offer exact data as to her im-

pressions. She said that she recalled that he was a very average dresser,

approximately 5’ 11* in height, and approximately 170 pounds* ELSON could

not recall the color of his hair but pointed out that she was sure he was

not bald headed. Mrs* ELSCN stated that "JACK" definitely did not impress

her as being the diplomatic type*

ELSON pointed out that it is her policy that when she meets in-

dividuals shs does not try to categorise them by their foreign background

or my outstanding phases of their character. She said that she believes

in taking people as they are and letting it go at that*

ELS® said that following the meeting at the Buckingham Hotel,

she was contacted by "JACK" on two occasions telephonically* She said that
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on each occasion that she was contacted by "JACK* a meeting location was
arranged and ELSON said that the only thing that transpired at these meet-
ings was that "JACK" would make inquiry regarding her progress with the
UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION.

ELSON said that at no time did she have any idea how she would
get in touch with "JACK? should a situation arise where she would need his
advice immediately. ELSON said that she never anticipated any such move
thereby an emergency could arise where it would be necessary to obtain the
service of "JACK".

ELSON said that she knew the identity of the individual who recom-
mended her to "JACK" tut she refused to disclose his identity because she
felt it would be unfair to expose this individual without proper consultation
and consideration, She admitted the possibility was very good that she was
recommended for this position to the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE
CORPORATION because of her Communist Party affiliations. VIhen questioned
concerning the exact capacity that "JACK" had with the United States Shipping
and Service Corporation, ELSON stated that during her entire emcloi,raent with
the firm she never saw' "JACK" ir the offices of the '’irn and to the Vest of
her Vr-owledge he had no connect: or whatsoever with the
cec'ures.

administrative trc-

Regarding her work at the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE
CORPORATION, EISON said that she was primarily concerned with keeping
abreast with the changing commercial trends in Russia and the United States
regarding the shipment cf packages to Russia. She said that the processes
of getting parcels to Russia were very tedious because of the poor administra-
tion and policies of the Russian Government.

She said that while she was at the firm she had very little contact
with Colonel REYNOLDS, President of the firm, because he was serving in the
armed forces at that time. She said that towards the end of her term at the
UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION she was busily engaged in
negotiating a new contract for the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORA-
TION with the Russian Government which negotiations were handled with In-Tourist
the Russian counterpart of the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION ir.

Moscow. This latter firm in turn was carrying on negotiations with World-Touris
in Moscow according to Mrs. ELSON. Mrs. ELSON said that all negotiations on
this matter were transacted by cable and letter which she stated was a very
slow and tedious process. Mrs. EISON stated that at no time during these ne-
gotiations were there any conferences or contacts made by anv individuals on
this matter in the United States.
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Prior to Mrs* ELSON’ s actual entry into the service of the
UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION vshe said that the problem
of stock purchases on the pert of Mi's* ELSON was raised in conferences
with GREGORY and "JACK'’* She said that it was her understanding that
she would be allowed to purchase certain stock held by Colonel JOHN
REYNOLDS and his wife, but that actual negotiations regarding this transac-
tion were very slow in taking place*

When pressed for details on this matter, Mrs. ELSON admitted that
she attended a meeting at the home^of FREDERICK Vv^IELD, 16 West 12th
Street, at which time Colonel JOHIHREYNOLDS, GREGOR^) Mrs* ELS0N,and EARL
BROWDER were present* Mrs. bLfcON did not voluntarily admit the presence
of EARL J3ROV7DER at this meeting until questioned at great length regarding
his possibilities of being there. Mrs* ELSON stated that she knew prior to

the meeting that BROWDER was going to be present at the meeting and stated
that she was not surprised at this event because it had been known to her
that Colonel JOHN REYNOLDS and EARL BROWDER had been friends* She stated
that it was her opinion that the reason that BROWDER was present at this
meeting was more or less to obtain advice on the part of Colonel REYNOLDS
from BROADEF on the matters that may have been brought up

.

Ifrs. ELSON denied that EARL BROWDER had anything to say regard-
ing idiether or not she would purchase any of the stock of Colonel REYNOLDS
and his wife. Mr 6* ELSON stated that this meeting at the home of FREDERICK
V. FIELD was the first time that she had ever met BROWDER and she stated
that she has not seen him since that date*

Mrs. ELSON stated that after "JACK" had ceased contacting her,
she was not contacted by any other individual under circumstance which she

would parallel to that of her previous relationship with "JACK". She
stated that she did not make any inquiry as to the whereabouts of "JACK1*

after he had failed to contact her for a period of time and she said that
she expressed no alarm at such a problem. Mrs* ELSON denied that she ever
arranged any clandestine meetings of any nature for GREGORY or any other
individuals who may have been affiliated with the UNITED STATES SHIPPING
AND SERVICE CORPORATION or the Communist Party.

ELSON also denied that she had ever done courier work for the
Communist Party* She said that she was a member of the Communist Party
for over ten years and described her activities as "rank and file"* Mrs*
ELSON stated that her activities in the Party consisted of nothing more
than handing out leaflets on the street corner and at Party meetings*
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Mrs* ELSCN stated that there ms nothing unusual about the idea
that she ceased active participation in Conmunist Party activities daring
her actual employment with the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORA-
TION* She said that as far as she was concerned this situation could
parallel that of any individual's activity in any organization in which
they will cease activity for a period oftime for no given reason* She
said that it just so happened that during her employment with the UNITED
STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE CORPORATION that she was kept very busy learn-
ing the administrative procedures of the office and she did not have an
opportunity or time to give to active Conmunist Party work* She stated
that she has been attending meetings of the Communist Party daring recent
months bat denied that her husband, JOSEPH ELSCN, was a member of the Com-
munist Party*

It may be pointed out that at several stages during the interview
Mrs. ELSON flatly refused to answer questions propounded by the interview-
ing Agents and admitted at the conclusion of the interview that she had
withheld information and that on severs! other phases she had told half
truths and outright lies* She stated that she did not wish to continue the
interview until after she had an opportunity to speak to her attorney at
the Civil Rights Congress, 205 East 42nd Street, where she is employed there
with her husband*

Mrs. ELSCN telephonically contacted the writeron June 3, 1947
and stated that upon the advice of her attorney it would not be necessary
for her to continue with my future interviews on this matter*

The photographs of various individuals believed to be connected
with the instant investigation were displayed to Mrs* ELSON and the only
identification that she would make was that of Dr* A. EvVEBISTELI her family
dentist cm East 53rd Street, New York City* She would not identify the
photograph of JACOB GGLOS or A. 8* GROM07* She stated that her only corib act
with any Russian Consular officials was concerning matters of business
regarding new policies relating to the UNITED STATES SHIPPING AND SERVICE
CORPORATION*

Mrs* ELSON refused to give a signed statement to the interviewing

Agents because she said that like previous matters in this case upon which

she had come to realize were very serious she would fird it necessary to

dscuss the matter with legal counsel before Dermitting herself to make

such a statement* The interview, which was 2$ hours in length, was concluded

at Mrs* ELSON's request because she had to return to her employment at 205

East 42nd Street*
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MICHAEL ENDEIMAN, was

The following investigation vas conducted by special Agents
John Henry Doyle and John J, Danahys

On June 2, 191*7 at about 8:20 A,k, Special Agents John Henry
Doyle and John J, Danahy noted subject ENDEIMAN leave his at 1*9
West 83rd Street, New York City, He was approached by the reporting
Agents, who advised him that they desired to interview him concerning a
particular natter, ENDEIMAN indicated that his room was in disarray and
the reporting Agents suggested that the interview be conducted at the New
York Office, to which suggestion ENDEIMAN graciously agreed, stating only
that he wished to notify friends who drove him to T^ity success wtere he is
presently employed*

Accordingly, he was driven to Second Avenue and 79th Street,
where he told friends he m>uld not be able to proceed to work at the
United Nations that day and reporting Agents and subject ENDEIMAN proceeded
to the New York Office, arriving at Room 229 in the Federal Courthouse at
8:50 A.M,

which is
f ELIZABETH
After

.. . r-T identify
tna wxwanj however, as soon as he was given the name ELIZA55TH’' BENTIEY he
stated that he knew her and would never recognise her from the photographs,
It is noted at this point that at the end of the interview he reiterated that
he would never be able to recognise ELIZABETH BENTIEY from the photographs
shown by reporting Agents,

ENDEIMAN was questioned as to background information,
being

j^t forth later in this report, 'fie was shown photographs s
TEUlILt^BEfTIEY taken in the New York Office in the Fall of 191*5,
studying the photos for some minutes he stated that he could mA

t ,
ENDEIMAN stated that he met this woman through JOSEPH ECKEART inJanuary, 1938 and that ECKHART told him that BENTLEY was one of his girl

fclends of whom he had about six or eight, and that he had had intimate
reiationa with her on numerous occasions, ENDELMAN executed a signed state-

MDED£AH
C

alli
86t forth here*ith, 1*faich deals with the ECKHART-BENTIEY-

"Nsw York, N,Y,
June 2, 191*7

v_ .
"I, MICHAEL ENDEIMAN, who is also known as Michael Nicholas

Delmaib make the following voluntary statement to John X~Bariahy and
John Henry Doyle, whom I know to be Special Agents of the Federal Bureauof Investigation, No force, threats, promises or duress of any sort has
oeer. used tc induce me to make this statement and I realize that it maybe used against me,
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. «.« c lorn at Dresden. Germany. I •» a
_?

0H8
?<wA

•I was born May 5, 19OT
states In August of 1936

citisen since 1918* I If1
’8?' 0

. qtteeN MART, on a visitors visa for

thru the Port of New fork

/

b
!Sio2l Sections in the United States for

the purpose of COTeri
JIB^ KBhm ’of Warsaw. In Jane of 1937

the Polish newspaper roRJ® PO^«^
ant ^ ^side here permanently,

to enter the United Sj^tion by the U. S. Consul at ^m**
and having passed /StTreentS the United States

J
*be

Cuba, I proceeded
statM on July 20, 1937 through New Tork

quota. I reentered the UnitedS tes^
a Declaration of

th. Supr.» Court, 10.tC-.tw County,

White Plains, M. !• _ T

To the best of sy re00^®^°?,^t
t^1^.°f

I
1
Lde the

*as residing at tbs HOTEL PARIS* 97 S** ***!
t ^ hoteL# I believe that

acquaintance of J0SEPH.^K?^f ^oo\ restaurant, bar or other public room

I probably eet bin in
casual & not planned or directed,

and I an certain the nesting was purely
Germany and engaged in

I believe JOSEPH ECKHART to bavebeen a fiththe hopes of obtain-

sow manner in the chenicjl ^S^^^tiSed my friendship with

ing translation assig^-^ Jnited States about the end ofS until his stated departure
j purchased an auto, a 1935

January 1938. ^f^^f8,^#^488^rom ECKHART. The title to

Packard Sedan, s® 1^1
?S«31S DEVEIOPIRQ CO. of Franmn

this car «s held by *be ARIBNA ,_>« w&8 signed by JOSEPH De WTCKCFF,

Turnpike, Ramsey, H. J* SwrnPlWG CO. on Jan. IS, 1938. I «»

president of the ARIENA TOWERS
1 Dept, of Motor

sssuswy?SaysastiiVASfs ss».

saassr«£JK,uss®

—

"During W
”

with him to Asbury Park, M.J.
i at Asbury Park, we would park

in nature. On «**h SC
h?£ould

P
laave ns with the explanation that be had

near the boardwalk and he would leave
t at that time at our

S .ppolnW ^ S^oSioB « dinwl «t •

parking space• I Si- FilS An. and Wuhlnglon Squar. vA

* » toSTof SMARTS u«4 SHAPmO, «»<>*•

first name I cannot recall^

» ‘
. «

*r>O
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"About a aooth prior to his departure, JOSEPH BCKHART

introduced m to a woaan who I know as ELIZABETH BENTU5T* I recall

that at the tine I met lfi.se BENTLET, she was residing between Broadway

and Hbst Bid Ave* in the upper eighties or nineties* I was aware that
wT-TgaHETH BENTLET was JOSEPH BCKHART 's girl firiend and upon his departure

from the United States he asked ae to lode after her*

After BCKHART*S stated departure fron the United States about

January 1938, I contacted ELIZABETH BENTLET and for a period of several

aontha until 17 own departure for Europe in April of 1938, I net her for

social purposes and saw her a marlwum of ten tines* During this tine

me of Miss BENTLET* s topics of conversation was concerned with her anti-

fascist activities in Italy and she indicated to ae that she had been

expelled fro® Italy for these activities, I believe that I aay have

mentioned to Miss BENTLET that I too had exposed ayself to possible

reprisals in Germany for aiding oppressed people in escaping fro* that

country and had gene to that country at considerable risk but at no tine

did I state to ELIZABETH BENTLET that I was a member of an organisation

»similiar to the Catholic Church except that if you left the Catholic

Churchyou only lost your soul,* I state herein that I aade neither

this or any siniliar statement to her nor have I ever been a member of

any secret organisation either political or national in nature*

I last saw ELIZABETH BENTLET just prior to mj departure for

Europe in April of 1938 and I recall that I received a letter from her

while I was in Paris, in which letter she advised we that she was smployed

at the Italian library of information and she enclosed a clipping concern-

ing Capt* UQO V* dfANNUNZIO which I am turning over to Agenta Danahy &
Doyle* I cannot recall the contents of the letter and I am oertain that

if Miss BENTLET, in this letter, proposed to furnish information to me

which she could obtain through her position, I did not recognise this

proposal* I recall answering the above correspondence with Klee BENTIET

but thereafter our correspondence ceased and I have had no contact with

MLes BENTI25I either personal or through oorrespondenoe since that time*

After returing to the United States in May of 1939 I made several attempts

to locate lfi.se BENTLET through her place of employment, past addresses,

COLOMBIA UHIVERSITI, and the organization *BESCENDENTS OF AMERICAN

RETOU7TI0N' but was unsuccessful*

Since JOSEPH ECKHART'S alleged departure from the United States

I have never heard from Mm nor seen him aid I have no knowledge of his
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"present whereabouts or his whereabouts in this intervening period*

Farther* I hare never performed ary services for BCKUBT othess than

operating his car for him on the previously described trips to Aabury Park.

The only services which BCKHART proposed that I perfona for fain consisted

of preparing translations of pamphlets on chemistry, which proposition

never materialised*

"I hereby deny that I have ever engaged in any activities

inimical to the welfare of the United States nor have I ever been

approached by anyone who suggested that I perform such activities*

I have never been a neater or supporter of the Cosmnnist Party nor

have I ever acted or been approached to act as an agent of a^fareign

government* \ j

"I have read the above statement consisting of approximately

six and one half pages and I affirm it to be the truth, t am affixing

ay signature below and initialing all pages and corrections*

"(aimed) MICHAEL H,~DEUiAN

"Witnessed:
Hew fork, HI. June 2, 1947.

John J. Danahy^ F«B. I. . Hew Tork^ HI

John Henry Doyle F.B.I. H.Y.* H.T. "

v.-
-
4 ' in addition to the above mentioned information the following

was developed by interview by reporting Agents*

Photographs of JACOB GOLOS were shown to ENDEUCAH, but he said

definitely that he could not identify hi* st all and that if he had

ever seen GOLOS he would recognise him because of hie peculiar features.

Hb was further shown pictures of Hew lark subjects:

THEODORE BAUMGOID

CEDRIC BELFRAGE
MART BEIBRAGE
ABRAHAM BROTHMAN

EARL BROWDER
LAUCHLTN CORRIE

JOSEPH ELSON
RAI ELSON
MAURICE HALPERIH
ALBERT KAHH
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NATHAN KATZ
ALEXANDER KORAL
JULES KQHfltrnai

FERRUCCIO MARINI
OLCA FRAVDINA
VLADIMIR FRAVDIN
HELEN G* SCOTT-KEENAN
PETER RHODES
PAULINE ROGERS
URSULA WASSERMAN
ABRAHAM WEINSTEIN

P. BERNARD NORTMAN
ANATOIE VOLKOV
NATHAN GREGORY SILVERMASTER

ANATOLI (ROSTOV

It is noted that ENDELMAN denied knowing any of the above

mentioned subjects, but admitted having attended meetings at which EARL >

BROWDER spoke and admitted being told by several individuals high in 1

ONI in Washington, D. C. to contact URSUlMASSEKMAN, who was extremely 1

able in placing individuals in positions* ' He further said that he

partially recognised the photograph of HELEN G*vSCOTT—KKKHAN*

Tn explanation of xhe fact that he had seen BROWDER and attended

lectures by Mm, he stated that he had also seen FRITZ KUHN and attended

lectures by approximately the same number of times* Regarding SCOTT-

KEENAN, whose address was given as 25 Wbst 89th Street, New lark City,

and employment as United Nations, Lake Success, New York, he stated that

he might have recognised her through his boms neighborhood at 49 West 83rd

Street or through employsnt at United Nations*

SHDEZMAN stated that ECKHART had been extremely friendly with

Mm at all times after their first meeting and that inasmuch as they are

both about the same age and ECKHART always seemed to be quite flush with

money and also had promised ENDEUCAN a job acting as a translator for

him in his chemical business, he associated with him very closely on all

occasions from their first meeting until ECKHART* s stated departure in

January, 1938

•

EMDEIMAN further stated that ECKHART had told him that ELIZABETH

BENTLEY was just one of his girl friends and on the parting date, wMch was
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abottt the 18th of January, 1938, the date of the purchase of BCKHART*s

car by ENDEIMAN, ECKHART told ENDEIMAN to take good care df BENTLEY «

and he sailed* ENDEIMAN was questioned as to the identity of ECKHART *a

other girl friends, but stated that he could not recall their names,

although he had met 'SSveral of then, ENDEIMAN stated then that shortly

after BCKHAKT*s stated departure he took ECKHART 1* place with BENTUST

as her lover and admitted nesting her about 10 tines between January,

1938 and his departure from the country in April, 1938,

ENDEIMAN recalled that he visited BENTLEY first at an address

in the upper 80*s or lower 90's between Riverside Drive and Broadway and

later at her residence, which he recalls was located on the corner of

U3th Street and Broadway* ENDELMAN admitted having intimate relations

with ELIZABETH BENTLEY on practically every occasion he net her, namely

about 10 times* however, he denied ever staying the entire night with her.

He stated that he further tried to contact her on numerous occasions aid

in answer to his proposals for a date she replied that she was leaving

to visit relatives in Virginia, She had admitted on numerous occasions

that these relatives had an estate where she usually went horseback riding*

When questioned as to the use of the name MARCEL, ENDELMAN

at first did not recall ever having used the name, hut after recognising

the BENTLEY he then said that he might have used another name and later

in the interview he said he could almost positively state that he had uaed

the marcel in corresponding with her or contacting her on any

The reason for the use of this name was that ha had been

told prior to hie trip to this country that to become a citixen one must

be above suspicion, especially on moral grounds, otherwise one would be

deported and deprived of any ©banco to obtain American citixenshLp and

this was the reason he used the pseudonym MARCEL, He said he had probably

used the MARCEL because that was the cane of his brother-in-law,

who was also a very ds&Jt friend and at that tine recently deceased*

Whq" questioned as to his discussion of the REOBIN-ROBINSCN

affair, ha admitted remembering the facta of the affair and the possibility

tlmt be night have discussed it with individuals; however, he denied

knowing the principals in the ease or remembering discussing it with

ELIZABETH BENTLEY,

However, be stated that the reason he was familiar with this

particular incident was that at the tins that it was given notoriety by

tJ- V 5
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the Aoerlcen press he noted that the couple knoen as RSUBIM-R0BIM5QM

had dwelt in the London Terrace where ENDEXXAN had likewise resided

for a short period of tine* He further recalled that at the ties of the

notoriety he viewed pictures of the couple published in the New Tork

papers and noted that although they dwelt in the sane housing development

at the approximately the same period of tins that he dwelt there, he

did not recall ever having seen than and denied to the interviewing

Agents that he was acquainted with then or the facts in this ease in

any ^inruir other than knowledge gained fron reading the Hew Tork papers*

Vhen questioned as to his relationship with ELIZABETH BENTLET,

he furnished the following information which he recalled as some of her

background* & believed that she told him she had been in England in

the early 30* s where she had been in an accident in a cross-county bus

which resulted in scars on the right side of her face, dilch scars were

visible at the time he knew her* She further told him tint she was »

Mmber of the -DESCENDANTS OF THE AMERICAN RETOUJTION-, which he described

as a confederate organization with left wing tendencies. He stated further

that she was an outspoken left winger, much more so than BCKHART, whom he

would describe as a very strong Hew Dealer.

\qamxr further told him that she had been expelled ftrom Italy

for anti-Fascist activity and that she was extremely interested in this

country in unmaking secret Italian Agents and further that he would be

most surprised to realise hoe far up in this government these agents had

traveled* He recalled that on several occasions she mentioned to him

mneroas professors of Italian descent at COLOMBIA UNIVERSITY whom she

described as typical of the Italian Fascist Agents proml^ting propa^nda

in the United States* ENDELMAN was unable to recall the identities of

these professors*

ENDEXMAN further stated that at the time he was going with

ELIZABETH BENTLEY he had another girl friend by the name of MARI&'-ANDERSON

and that that might have been another reason for him to usa an assumed

name* Regarding ANDERSON, aha ie presently married ^ PI^Ik^^CRANTZ

and residing at 348 East 19th Street, Hew Tork City* He stated that both

PAUL MARIE are outspoken Communists*

Hhen queried as to available background information on JOSEPH

ECKHAKT. ha advised that ha believed BCKHART was a German Jew who liwed

in Prussia and who probably came from Berlin, Germany. He believed that
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ECKHART spoke English, German, French and had a slight knowledge of

Polish* ECKHART spoke to ENDELMAN frequently about his business which

was the chondral end machine business and seased to esphasise particu-

larly boats, primarily speed boats* ENDEUIAN somehow gave the impres-

sion that ECKHART was exporting high powered speed boats to Strops from

the United States, though he could recall no specific incident or facts

whieh created this impression for him*

ECKHART also told ENDEUIAN that he had been a pilot in Germany and

was still wary interested in flying, but that as a result of a nervous

affliction he had become so physically unbalanced as to become unable to

drive his own ear and ENDEIMAN acted as chauffeur for him on several

occasions because of this ailment*

ENDEUIAN further stated that ECKHART had given him the impression

that he had a wife and children in Germany and stated that when he returned

to Germany he would have an untroubled existence because the Gestapo did
not know that he was Jewish* ECKHART told ENDEUIAN that he never had to

worry about speeding or getting in trouble with the police and to bolster

this statement he showed ENDEUIAN his wallet,, which contained about 10

celluloid sections, most of which held identification cards such as courtesy

cards given out by Police Departments and sheriffs* He further believed

that these cards had a New Jersey background and that he had recognised

a sheriff's identification card therein*

fwmeTJUAW remembered that on many of his trips with ECKHART,

that ECKHART had always been extremely interested in the time and he

stated that at that time he thought he was just ap extremely punctual

individual, but now at the time of toe interview 'with
/
^CKHART^ acting

in such a maimer, might indicate that he was, to quote ENDEUIAN* s words,

"a bad fellow"* He further stated that these trips he made to Asbury

Park with ECKHART and several trips to lower Manhattan were, on reconsider-

ation, all made in a surreptitious manner* He said that ECKHART gave him

the impression of a well trained butler*

On the above mentioned trips the only individual whose name he

could recall warn one SHAPIRO, whose first name he did not remember, about

40 years old, single, in the real estate business, who resided at either

146 or 148th Street near Riverside Drive, New York City* ENDEUIAN met

this individual to several occasions thereafter to listen to his records,

of which be had a large and extensive collection, and to take tripe around
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the countryside In hie ear. an Oldsmobile* He further Indicated that
his friendship with SHAPIRO over a reasonable period cf tine would t

enable hia to positively identify SHAPIRO at the present ties*

This nesting between ENDELMAN, SHAPIRO and ECKHART was nade

at a French restaurant in the Washington Square neighborhood in the
vicinity of 5th Avenue*

ECCHART sold hia Packard car, as stated above, to ENDEIMAN
about January IS, 1933* At that tine he stated he was returning to
Qerwany and he gave BiDEUON, as a parting gift, a two-volnae set of

WEBSTER* s dictionaries* He further indicated to ENDEIMAN that he had
no intention of returning to the United States*

During his association with ELIZABETH BENTLET, ENDEIMAN

stated that she was in very straitened eircuastances, having been forced

to live on Unemployment Insurance and that they had been on extremely

good terns when he left the country in April, 1933* He stated that he

probably left the address of HAUfesRIBOS, care of the Auberge Hongroise,

76 Rue Hasarins, Paris, France, with"BENTLEY as a means of communicating

with her*

He admitted receiving a letter from ELIZABETH BENTLEY while

he was in France, which letter intimated that she had obtained a position

and she enclosed a clipping which the letter referred to as being about
her employer. The clipping was furnished to the reporting Agents and
is being set forth herewith*

"Captain U00 T, d*AsNUNZIO, youngest of three sons or the
immortal Italian poet, patriot and playwright, lives in New York* He

is a well known aviator and aeronautical engineer, a director and vice
president of the BELLANCA AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, and director of the
ITALIAN LIBRARY OF INFORMATION"*

The clipping appears to have been obtained from a magasine and
is being retained as an exhibit in the Mew York file*

( Reporting Agents, at 12*05 P.M*, June 2, 1947, left the New York
Division and proceeded to the FLEUR de LIS RESTAURANT, West 69th Street,

^ New York City, where subject ENDELMAN and the reporting Agents lunched and

then proceeded to his residence at 49 West 83rd Street, which they entered
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/at 1*07 P,M« At these premises ENDEBUN made an effort to locate the above

t mentioned letter written by ELIZABETH BENTLET with negative results, but

'•it is noted at this point that inassnch as he has retained practically all

/'of his correspondence for the past 20 years, with no regard for order,

*) that this was a practically insurmountable task in such a brief period of

time; however, ENDELMAN stated he would make a more extensive search in

(
the future for the letter and would advise the reporting Agents of the

\ results of this search*

lh regard to his background, he stated he was bora in Dresden,

Germany, of Polish parents, but that Poland at the time of his birth in

1907 was under Russian control* He claimed Polish citizenship, therefore,

through Ms parents after 1918 when Poland was declared a free city* The

purpose of his trip in 1938 to Europe was to sell real estate left him by

his parents*

Prior to his trip he advertised in the SEN YORK TIMES for articles

which might be sold in Europe at that time, and ae a restilt of this adver-

tisement acted as a contact for one ROBERT/ttlESTCN, who is described as an

inventor and whose machinery he endeavored to patent and merchandise in

several European countries* He stated that he made numerous sales in

Europe of these machines, most of which were vacuum cleaners used in the

cleaning of cars, but that inasmuch as times were difficult and export

control restrictions limited the number of machines he could bring abroad,

he was unable to derive any profit from this enterprise, but used this

position as a front for traveling through Europe and endeavoring to realise

something on the properties left him by his parents in Poland* He further

stated that in view of the fact that he had no apparent source of income and

was at frequent intervals unemployed throughout the time of his sojourn

in Europe, he was at first under constant scrutiny of local Police Departments,

but they, in turn, upon being advised that he was independently financially

secure, discontinued their scrutiny of him*

Hhen queried as to his association with ZION WEINFERT, EHDEUttN

advised that in the late summer of 1936 he arrived in this country as the

representative of the Polish newspaper CORJIR PGRANNT, Jfersaw, Poland,

covering the National elections. Directly on arriving in this country

he rroceeded to Manhattan Beach where he stayed until shortly before

election time, when he went to the ffiQADlTAT CENTRAL HOTEL, New York City.

While at l&mhattan Beach he frequented a book shop on the boardwalk of Coney
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Island, which is known as ths^HOTSE OF KN0NIJ5DG&" , and he stated that he

associated there with numerous people openly professed to be Coraamists*

The only individuals whose names he remembered were MARIE ANDERSON and

PAUL ROSENCRANTZ, both mentioned above. At the time of his stay in the

United States he also attended EARL BROWDER and FRITZ KUHN n^etjngs*

At the BROADWAY CENTRAL HOTEL he became associated with ZIONrwINFERT,

who lived at the hotel and who saintained an office in his* living quarters*

After returning to Europe in 1938 he came back to the EROADWAI

CENTRAL HOTEL in May, 1939 and there he queried WEUfPERT as to the trouble

he, ENDEIMAN, was having with Immigration & Naturalisation, and 1EINPERT

advised hi* that he was having a lot of difficulty too* It was not until

sometime later that a friend of his. Dr. HARGOSHES, told him that WEINPERT

mas definitely a Red and was under constant investigation* Thereafter,

ENDEIMAN claims, he discontinued his associations with WEINPERT so as not

to endanger his status as a prospective citisen of the United States*

When queried as to ARNOI^SNDEDaN, his uncle, he stated that he

last saw him June or July, 1945 when he visited New York City*

When given the name AI£XIS^GOIDENWEISER, 523 West 112th Street,

he stated he did not recognise the name whatsoever* It is noted that

GOIDENWEISER is listed as a witness in the GERMINA RABINOWITCH petition

for naturalisation and is also a friend

nrofessed not to know the nans GERMINA RABINOWITCH and specifically recalled

that he would recognise the name inasmuch as his father’s mother s name was

RABINOWITCH*

JLlbUR]
1
/c /y A'' > 5

f

I* -fa
,

*111 Vt* MMllad. has .

ENDEUIAN advised that SAGUL flOURIE who* «.it will be recalled, has;

at the present time ask a house guest Mrs* JOSEPH Ni^SRMDLIEFF, the former

mX^AYLCRD who was the subject of a Bureau investigation, is his mother s

brother* He advised that he knew there was some woman living with IOURIE,

but did not know her name and did not recognise the name of VERA GAH0RD or

JOSEpisEHMOLIEFF* He stated that be is in frequent conaunication with his

uncle*' sAOUL LOURIE, but that their communications are concerned solely with

a financial agreement whereby SA0UL IOURIE provides ENDEUttN with a stated

amount of money which the latter in turn forwards to an impoverished aunt

and sister of LOURIE, SGPHJ^KRAMSTYK, who resides at Locarno, Switzerland.

wwnvrifsw advised that he“»dffV trip in 1941 to the west eoast at which time

he saw LOURIE*

X&S «

*

r'*
Sil
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In addition to the above mentioned reason for contacting LOORIE,
he acted as a chauffeur for E8NA SCHTADRON, a womn about 65 years of age
presently residing at Test 74th Street , New York City, and to sell records
for the ASCH RECORDING COMPANY,

ENDSUCAN was queried as to his correspondence with A. C.
12&ASS3DID who, itri-s noted in previous reports, is also a correspondent
of NATHAN GREGORiSILVHHMiSTJiR# GLASSB3ID is presently a director of
DNRRA' Canp"3ll, APO 757, Iandsberg, Bavaria. HTDEIMAN stated that he net
GLASSHOID through GLASSBOID’s wife, whoa he net through EUGENIEV$CHEIN,
95 Christopher Street, The aforementioned women were classmates *t

ENDED4AN volunteered at this point that he was glad he at least
knew the reason for the extensive instigation which had been made of him
by various governmental agencies. Then queried further as to this, he
stated that he was 3 years overdue for his naturalisation and that he had
been informed by his lawyer and other friends that he had been the subject
of investigation by the following agencies:

FGC Investigation Department
Immi gration & Naturalisation Investigation Department
(Ml Security Invest!gatore
0-2

The aforementioned lawyer is CEERSON YOUNG, recently deceased, whose office
was at 55 Broad Street, New York City,

At 4:27 P.¥. reporting Agents left the premises of 49 Test 83rd
Street, with BiDEUUNU assurance that he would continue to search for the
aforementioned letter and also any other natters which he believed might be
of interest in instant investigation, particularly any background informa-
tion concerning ECKHART or the informant gfl?nr>RT.

The following additional background information was obtained
by the reporting Agents from BiDELMAN’s personnel fils at UNITED NATIONS,
Lake Success, New York, ENDEWAN is classified by UNITS) NATIONS as
speaking tbs following languages excellently: Polish, German, French
and English, and is classified as speaking Spanish and Russian fairly well.
His education was listed as follows:
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i v, Switzerland, 1914 to 1920.
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f Paris, and I* U-wO oi

._ . «f 1934I* 1* UTHO of Maono.
of

» fnrthsr ffl£ 5£
SU~ *-U 5 , «—

. .. _A. la sorbonne,

« »»ww—jasrasiTw
, -Sr&rss 1* 5Jr1- ““
suleward dn Po^T^ol^al **ir at P*ri8 193 #

or the International
qu..ti«n*re

irtte International0—— "
,u..ti^ that

Be further indioated in M.^»P^“^rttlng the estate of !

zs&a'&es;SS£ _
his

Anther MAXIMIIXIAN wa**—"*
wether nai

„„tloned references the

Be list*4 in a^t^ ^J^t application,

allowing reference, in m« enpi°I»»
- “

«... Pafk ifenne , new i
uoaoo. refers* ^ m.

verb City, »*»* “
w. B®»B® R^’or4^

A
rt

,

ron^coiM«, h« *** ity*

0f _ lorl. City,

Also, Dr. K^f ^SihS
0.^^^ official*

OO. EHDEHAH describes as an a
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WJDEUIAN describes himself as a former accredited c
°^?ff»

deat

ss s srss -
concerning the activities of the IEAGUE OF JATIONS,

With reference to his previous residence
f*

mmimian daacribes hinself in his questionnaire as a farmer Russian

SSSSfofSSsh parents and presently a Polish eitisen doe to the

noted in hie passport and Social Security card. He lists his previous

residences as follows

:

Poland - 1908 to 1914

Switserland - 1914 to 1920

Gemary - 1907, 1920 to 1922 and 1927

Gdansk, Dansig, 1923 to 1925

France - 1925 to 1933 *«d 1938

DSwd"sStts - 1936 to 1937 and 1938 to date.

% also states that he has traveled in Morocco,

. - ug nets as a dependent a sister. Miss SOPHIE KRAMSTIK
Chechoslovakia.

txerland. who* he describes as a fomer prisoner
of Locarno, Ticino, Switxer

» + -._ . tubercular patient at the
of the Piety French Government and presently a tunercuxar

CLINICA SANTA AGNESS. \ ,

Be lists as a beneficiary * nephew THQMAS^Fl

8th Street^ Topeka, Kansas.

Sfpubli!} Blfoi»tion of WHED NATIONS,

2796^ and i. presently paid 13,370 p«- anno*. pJ» *^
nr «n unstated amount. He commenced employment with the UNITED NATIOSS

an Anril 15 1947 with a three months 1 appointment and it is unknown at

or not hi. ..ploj™nt .ill oootinoo.

With mference to the aforementioned fact, it is noted whan

the interviewing*Agents were leaving ENDEWAN he queried the. as to whsthar

FABIAN of 2508 West

i..L>
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or not he would obtain bis citizenship now that ha had baen interrogated*

Khan the Agents declined to furnish any information on this

witter. ENTrarnum remarked that should he obtain his eitiseMhip at the

present time he would thereupon be discharged om UNiTED NATICWS since

S was employed therein as a Polish citizen under the Polish quota

!£d “uS^Tbe employed while a citizen of the United States*
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Re: MICHAEL GREENBERG, IAS
I

The following investigation was conducted by Special Agents
IAVRENCE W. SPILUNE and MICHAEL M* O’ROURKE on May 29 and June 4, 1947:

On May 29, 1947, MICHAEL GREENBERG expressed a desire to accompany
the interviewing agents to the Hew York Office for interview* He stated
that his qpertment was in a generally disorderly condition and perhaps it
would be best for an interview to be conducted at the New York Office*
Accordingly, said Interview was conducted at the Hew York Held Office*

On June 2, 1947, a letter was received from GREENBERG* The letter
was addressed to the interviewing agents and indicated that he was leaving
for England June 6 and would be available for recontact during the beginning
of the week. At the tine of both interviews a signed statement was received
£rom GREENBERG* These statements are set out chronologically as follows, and
the originals of these statements are being retained in this file*

"Hay 29, 1947

"I, Michael Greenberg make the following statement to Michael M*
O'Rourke and Lawrence W* Spillane vfoo have identified themselves to be
Special Agents of the F.B.I* No threats, promises, or use of force have
been used against me in making this statement and I have been advised that
this statement may be used in a court of law*

"I was bom on Nov* 28, 1914 at Manchester Bagland and 1 presently
reside at 428 E 58 St, N.Y.C* After attending Harvard University, I was
employed by the Institute of Pacific Relations, N.Y*C* as a research
associate, and I then became Managing Editor of 'Pacific Affairs' of the
I*P*R* During this period I met Mildred Price through ay association at
the I.P.R. Mildred Price was active in China relief* During 1941 Mildred
price invited me to her apartment which was located in the upper west side
in Manhattan and at that time I was introduced to Mary Price, the sister
of Mildred Price*

"In 1942 I was employed by the U* S* Government in the Board of
Economic Warfare and in Sept 1942 I was requested by Lauchlin Currie to
assist him on the staff of the Whitehouse* I was working on economic aid

to China dealing with strictly confidential material* Aa I recall Mary
Price lived on Pennsylvania Ave, Washington, D*C. and when I first went to

Washington, D,C* I was invited to Mary price's apartment for dinner or
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"drinks inasmuch as I wanted to meet some friends* Some time later I invited

Maxy Price to *y home at 2700 8th St South Arlington, Vs* sometime in

1943 or 1944* Mary Price was visiting Washington, D.C# on this occasion

and she was returning to N.Y.C. As far as I can recall I saw Mary Price

on only two or possibly three occasions while I was in Washington, D*C*

"Daring the period I was eiployed by the U*S* government and work-

ing for lauchlin Currie on the Ihitehouse Staff, I never at any time know-

ingly gave Mary Price or any other individual any information, documents,

or materials or any kind that came into my possession or that I saw while

I was employed'by the U. S* Government. I realized that the documents I

was working on, writing, or reviewing were strictly confidential# I wish

to state that I never knowingly gave any confidential government informa-

tion to anyone and I state I may have said something in a social conversa-

tion without knowing its importance.

/a/ Michael Greenberg

"I have read the above two pages and they are true#

"Witnesses t Lawrence W# Spillane, Special Agent, FBI, NYC

" Michael M. O'Rourke, Special Agent F.B.I* N.Y.C."

"June 4, 1947

"I, Michael Greenberg make the following voluntary statement to

Mielmel M. O'Rourke and Lawrence W. Spillane who have identified themselves

to be Special Agents of the F.B.I. No threats, promises or use of force

have been used against me in making this statement and I have been advised

that this statement may be used in a court of law#

"I wish to make a further statement than that which I gave to

the above agents on May 29, 1947. In the spring of 1941 Mildred Price in-

vited me to her apartment in N.Y.C. for dinner. Mildred Price, Mary Price,

and Mr. Coy and two or three other individuals were present at this dinner#

I had known Mildred Price through the Institute of Pacific Relations and

r.Mna Relief work and at this dinner I was introduced for the first time

to Mary Price.
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"In Oct 1942 I went to Wellington for employment in the Board of

Economic Warfare end I wee sworn into government service on Nov* 9, 1942*

I wee employed as a Senior Economic Analyst working on China and Indian

affairs* Daring the middle part or later in November, 1942, I called Vary

Price on the telephone and my wife and I were invited to Vary Price's

apartment for dinner* Also present at this dinner was s girl named Van

Schaik whose first name might have been Elisabeth and a man in a U* S*

Amy uniform whose name I cannot recall* I remember telling Vary Price

that I was working for the Board of Economic Warfare dealing mainly en
China affairs* At this party Van Schaik invited Vary Price, my wife
and myself te a party around Christmas time in 1942* I told everyone at

this party that I had just been called to work on the White House staff by
XauchUn Currie* I also said that I was working principally on China

affairs* There was s large number of people at this party*

"I moved to Arlington, Va at 2700 8th St* South in the middle of

March, 1943* In April or May, 1943 Mary Price called me at the White House

advising me that she was working with Business Week magazine and I invited

her to ay apartment for dinner* After we had dinner I recall speaking to
Mary Price about the international affairs and I think I spoke about China

generally* Vary price told me that she would be coming to Washington, DC

periodically on stories for her magazine* I told her to keep in touch with

me when she came to Washington, D*C*

In June 1943, Vary price again called me at the White House and

I again invited her to dinner but she said she would only be able to stay

a short while and could not stay for dinner* I was working so intensely

on the Chinese situation that I am sure we talked about China among other

things* Vary Price on this occasion stayed in ay apartment less than an
hour* Sometime in Sept, 1943 Vary Price again called ay wife or myself

either at ay apartment or at the White House and arrangements were made

to have cocktails* I think we went to the King Cole Bar in Washington,

D.C* We were together at this Bar for about 45 minutes* This was the last

tine I ever saw Vary Price* I always regarded Vary Price as a highly

reputable person with a good background because of her many years work

with Walter Idppmann and her association with Business Week* 1 felt it

was perfectly natural for vary Price te talk to me about China* At ne

time did I furnish Vary Price any documents or confidential files in the

possession of the U* S* Government*

"I have read this statement consisting of the above & two other

pages & to the best of ny recollection it is true*
/s/ Michael Greenburg

"Witnesses: Lawrence W* Spillane, Special Agent, FBI, NYC
« Michael M* O'Rourke " " " "
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GBEENBURG further stated that he was born on November 28, 1914*
at Manchester, Lancashire, ftiglsnd* He entered the U, S* at New Toxic City
on September 30, 1939, and resided in the city until October 1942, at which
time he took up residence in Washington, D* C* GREENBURG said that he be-
came a citizen of the U* S* at Washington, D* C# on June 6, 1944*

GREENBURG continued that when he first came to New York he worked
with the Institute of Pacific Relations where in addition to first meeting
MILDRED PRICE he also met and became a friend of PffilllP^AFFX* He stated
that he attended New Tears Eve parties at JAFFE' s house inS^941, 1943, and
1944« He said that in view of their mutual interest in the Chinese situation
he usually made a point of seeing JAFFE on his trips to New York City.

At the New Tears Eve party at JAFFE'a house in 1943 GREENBURG
said he remembered discussing China and the Chinese situation with JAFFE
at some length* He said that JAFFE at that time asked him to contribute
an article for "Amerasia" but that he advised him that he could not in
view of his official capacity with the Government* N

GREENBURG further stated that he first met IAUCKLINCUKRIE at an
Institute of Pacific Relations meeting at Princeton* He stated that he
does not recall having met him at any other time but that his next contact
with CURRIE was while he was employed by the Board of Economic Warfare in
Washington, D* C. He said that at that time he received a telephone call
from CURRIE and CURRIE asked him how he would like to work with his staff
at the White House* GREENBURG stated that he replied he was honored and
was most desirous of being associated with him at the White House staff*
GREENBURG said that during bis association with CURRIE attached to the White
House staff he remembers that on two different occasions CURRIE was contacted
by RAYMOND GRAM SWING and DREW PEARSON, and he believes that CURRIE furnished
some information to both of these men* GREENBURG continued that it was his
feeling that this was CURRIE'S position and authority to furnish what in-
formation he thought should be furnished to newspaper people and radio
commentators*

GREENBURG said that he is presently unemployed and contemplates

leaving for Sagland on June 6* He said that he was going abroad to see

his parents as they were both rather old and this might be his last
opportunity to visit them while they were alive* He said that he intended

to fly bade to the U* S* on October 4, 1947* GREENBURG stated that he
had tickets for his passage abroad on June 6 and also tickets for his

return on October 4, 1947*

c
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GREENBURG said that since hia return to New York City he has con-
tacted all hi8 friends and associates in an attempt to secure a position.

He stated that he contacted IAUCHLIN CURRIE at his office and was interviewed

by him. He said that at that time CURRIE stated that he would make about
a million dollars and GREENBURG said in view of this he asked CURRIE to

employ Mm at $12,000 a year. He said that he did not receive any such
position because he felt that his asking price was too high.

GREENBURG stated that he also filed an application with the

American Jewish Committee but to date has heard nothing from them. GREEN-

BURG expressed a willingness to cooperate with the FBI in any investigation

as he felt it was his duty to cooperate with the U. 5., Us chosen country.
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Re: MAURICE HALPERIN

The following interview was conducted by Special Agents

Joseph T. Genco and Frank J. Nolan on May 29th, 1947, at approximately

2 p»m,

Mr, HALPERIN was net in the lobby of 521 Fifth ivenue,

o^cOTttinedoro to the New York Office. HM.P3RIN suggested that the matter

Se S^ccdrt a nearby restaurant and the intarriew was conducted at the

Excellent Restaurant, 507 5th Avenue,

Mr, HALPERIN was apprised of the purpose of the inter-

view and his background was gone over in detail by the Agents, e

b!SgTSXsor at the Unireraity of Oklahoma, jnd teat he

made numerous trips to Mexico and South America during this t

•

He verified the fact that in 1935, he and a group headed byJLgOPRD

'ODETS were refused entry into Cuba because they were considered y

^uban authorities as being of a revolutionary nature,

HALPERIN stated in 1941 as the result of an investiga-

tion by the State Legislature, he and several other professors at the

University of Oklahoma were accused of Communist tendencies, and as a

result, he obtained a leave of absence and came to Washington,

HALPERIN advised during his period at the University, he

contributed to numerous magazines, and when asked specificaily for the

names of the magazines, he became very vague and begged-off on the

groan* he could not recoil ell of them. He wee

his contributions to "New Republic" and "New Masses", HALPERIN, after

some hedging, recalled contributing to "New Republic", Jut wouid not

definitely say whether he did contribute to "New Masses althougi he

guessed he must have, •

HALPERIN was asked if he knew BRU^KJQNTON, and after

hesitating a moment, stated that he knew who he was ahi

man but had never associated with him socially. He recalled that MINTON,

was an editor of some sort, and upon prompting, recalled that he was editor

of "New Masses", However, his association with him was such that he

could not recall any of its details other then he may have met him.
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Photos of Informant GREGOR! were shown to HALPERIN, and he stated that
he did not think that he knew her* When asked for an explanation of
this remark, he stated that he could not recall ever having met the
woman, but would not state that he did not ever meet her* In spite of
the fact that he was advised that he had been seen in her company both
in New York City and Washington, he still claimed that he could not
recall the woman*

When shown a picture of JACOB GOLOS, he could not recog-
nize it at all and stated that he thought it looked like a character in
an Italian movie*

During the course of the questioning, he was asked if he
knew various individuals connected with the Silvermastex) group in
Washington* He admitted knowing PHILIP DUNAWAY, JOSEPlPsREGG, and
WOODRCCT^BORAH, and when asked if he knew MARY PRICE, he stated that he
did notrecallrany woman by that name* It was pointed out to him that
he and WILLARD'TARKE, both being instructors at the University of
Oklahoma who came to Washington about the same time to work, was observed
meeting MARY PRICE at her house together with GOLOS and Informant GREGORY*

Although he hesitated a moment before answering this statement, he denied
knowing MARY PRICE or where she lived or ever having heard of her*

HALPERIN was asked if during the course of his employment
with O.S.S. or State Department if he ever had occasion to take home
with him Government documents* He first stated that he did not recall
his activities or methods of work in this respect* However, after further
questioning on this point, HALPERIN's memory cleared sufficiently for him
to recall that he may have "some" documents of that nature at home*

When asked how many, he stated that he could not recall,
but he took them home for reference work and for the courses which he
might teach on Latin American affairs and also in case he had an
opportunity to write his Memoirs* He stated that he did not take out
any classified documents to his knowledge, and did not think that there
was anything wrong in taking them home with him, as they werecf no value
at that time to the State Department*
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He was reminded of the fact that when he took his job, he took an oath
requiring him not to divulge any information which would come to his at-

tention during the course of his employment with the Government, and he

immediately advised that he had not furnished any of the information to

anyone else* On this point, he was very specific*

HALPERIN refused to sign any negative or affirmative
statement or to furnish the Agents with the documents questioned, speaking

in a general manner about appropriate legal actions, subpoenas, and
advice of an attorney, et cetera* Consequently, in order that he might

not be too aroused concerning the importance of the documents at his

house, this line of questioning was dropped* In the event the obtaining
of these documents was deemed necessary, this course was considered
appropriate in order that the documents would not be destroyed in the
meantime*

HALPERIN was asked if he was a member of the Communist

Party or had been one, and he denied this. He denied that he had ever

paid dues to the Communist Party.

At the close of the interview, HALPERIN was again presented
with pictures of Informant and G0L0S and still denied he had ever known
them*

When HALPERIN denied known MARX PRICE or G0L0S or
Informant, he was asked the names of his five closest friends in Washington*
These he declined to name* He stated if Agents asked him about an individual,

he would be able to answer, but he had no intention of answering such a
general question* He admitted knowing RQBERxTCELljER socially,

"
WELLARD

Zi^TARKE from his association with him at the University of Oklahoma.

Readmitted knowing JOE ukgGG. and stated that he had last heard that JOE
had tL&ft the country "and was presently employed in a private business in
Cana$a*"s^

He denied knowing HARRX DEXTER^HITE, whom he classified
as the "big-ehot* in the Treasury Department* He stated that he thought

he would recall meeting a man of his prominence, and since he could not

recall meeting him, he did not know him*

He denied ever hearing thd name of EfiAJOLGQE. He stated

that he knew DAVID iVAHL jbecause they both worked for the same organization,

and that he knew PHILIP^ESNEX who was the Librarian of Congress at the
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time HALPERIN worked at the Library of Congress,

Mr, HALPERIN was asked if he knew the SILVERMASTERS, and

he denied ever hearing of the name, and did not know GREGORY or his wife

HELEN, even though he was advised that he was seen in the company of these

two individuals.

HALPERIN indicated that because of his fear of implicating

others, he would not admit under an informal discussion knowing them or

of their activities, but stated at the appropriate time and under legal

proceedings, that he would be perfectly willing to furnish any additional

information which might be wanted.

The interview was terminated at 3:15 p»m.

' i i
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ret MIIBHED PRICE

On liajr 29, 1947, MIIDRED PEICE was interviewed by Special
gents JOHN B. SIMMONS and FRANK J. GALIANT, in her office at the China
Aid Council which is a part of the Biited China Belief*

Kiss PRICE evidenced a hostile attitude ifcen the Special
gents made known their identity and stated that she had nothing to say
to the F. B. I. Miss PRICE was courteously invited to aceompany the

agents to the New York office for an interview relative to a pending in-
vestigation* She stated she did not wish to go to the F* B. I* office,
but would talk to agents in her office*

t the out-set of the interview, ides price stated that

it was absolutely ridiculous to think she had any information of a sub-
versive nature or knowledge of such activities which were directed
against the better interests of the United States Qovernaent*

Miss PRICE was interviewed thoroughly and repeatedly
about the faots of instant case insomuch as they pertained to her* She

denied any knowledge of ever having been approached or solicited by any
one for information of a political nature relative to Chinese affairs.

She stated that on occasions she had made speeches and had written arti-
cles in the past on China and her work with the China lid Council on
whioh she had been questioned by menders of her audience, but so far as
being approached individually by any person for political or espionage

information, she stated that there had been no such solicitations*

Kiss PRICE denied ever having known any one by the name

of ELIZABETH BENTU3I or HEIBN or JACOB GQU0S. She was shorn photo-

graphs of these individuals and she denied ever having seen either of
frham before. She also denied recognizing pictures of other subjects in
this case which were shown to her, but admitted knowing EARL BROKDER
from newspaper photographs.

She stated that she was acquainted with MICHAEL GREENBERG,
also a subject in this case* She first met GREENBERG when he was asso-

ciated with the Institute of Pacific Relations, at ifcieh time he was

doing work on the magazine "Pacific", vhich is a publication put out by

the institute of Pacific Relations.

Miss PRICE strongly denied ever suggesting GREENBERG'S
name as a possible source of information for JACOB GQLLQS.

Miss PRICE also advised that ehe had an acquaintanceship

-K *-/
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with DUNCAN LEE, static she first net IRE Tken he was eonneoted with
the China Aid Counoil in its first Tears of existence. She stated that

she has seen neither of these men during the past few Tears. She did re-
call, however, of seeing 1IICH1EL GREENBERG at a recent dinner given for

General CARLSON, but did not have an opportunity to talk with him at
this affair.

It win be noted here that Hiss PRICE at first refused to

answer the question pertaining to her recommendation of GREENBERG as a

source of information.

Hiss PRICE, dazing the interview, stated that she had a

great deal of respect far the Federal Bureau of Investigation tiien they

were a Desu>cratic organisation investigating the Nasis and Fascists, but

she felt that the federal Bureau of Investigation has changed and she

doubted very much that the Federal Bureau of Investigation mould be con-

ducting interviews of this kind were President ROOSEVELT still alive.

She further stated that she felt that she was being per-

secuted beoause of a feeling on her part that members of the negro race

were not treated well and she did not hesitate to say so. She advised

that beoause of this attitude, she had been called «a negro lover” and

a "Communist".

Hiss PRICE was questioned as to her various trips to

Russia, France, England, Spain, and the Scandinavian countries. She

advised that her tour of these countries was a conducted one by a travel

agency. She stated, however, that in 1934 she and her husband, after

e&vixg a exm of money, took a trip to Spain merely for educational pur-

poses.

Ihen questioned as to her alleged association with JULIA

STUART POYNTZ, Hiss PRICE stated that she was not acquainted with this

individual, but reoalled reading of her mysterious death in the newspapers

some time ago.

It will be noted here that JULIA POXNTZ was described as

an O.G.F.U. agent.

-Kiss PRICE advised that she was not acquainted with Captain

ftDRTAM tVERTNIKOV^ROSENBAllI, who had PRICE'S telephone number in his pos-

sesion at one time. ROSENBAUM is identified as an associate of Soviet

espionage agents and was, at one tine, engaged in espionage activities

in their behalf.
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BB. JOHW H17JLBn MmmKDS

**• following is being reported by Special Agent Joseph M« Kelly,
vhieh represeats the results of investigation conducted on Jtuie 2, 1947
by Special Agents Thonas 0* Speneer end Joseph M. Kellys

JOMM H. RETMOLDS was interviewed et his residence, Apertnsut 7^4.
825 Fifth Avenue, New Tork dty, for approximately three hours, and mi
advised at the outset that agents were interested in the operations of
the U.S. Service and Shipping Corporation and certain circumstances
attendant upon its formation.

REIN0U3S declared that by way of background he had wade a trip
to Brssia in 1936, principally to analyse the possibilities of coMerclal
trade between that country and the United States and that approximately
three years later he definitely decided to form a corporation for the
forwarding of parcels from this country to individuals in the USSR. Re
continued that he discussed this matter with THEODORE BAYER, Editor of
11Soviet Russia Today*, whom he stated he had known for some years, and
that BAYER suggested he should meet JACOB N. OOLOS, inasmuch as the latter
was head of World Tourists, 3hc*, and was familiar with the aitustloa
generally eo far as doing business with Ifcissia was oonoerned.

RBIMOLDS recalled definitely that he did meet GQLOS through BAYER
and that QCLOS encouraged the formation of a company along the lines
REYNOLDS outlined. He maintained strenuously, however, that he took
special pains to inform QCLOS that he wanted no political interference
whatsoever with the operation of hie company if it were formed, and that
he intended to operate a concern strictly within the limits of all United
States laws. He claimed that QCLOS offered no objection to this condition
and me a matter of fact never did attempt to dictate company policies to *«<
or exert any pressure whatsoever on him with reference to ccnp&ny affairs*

REYNOLDS further declared that it occurred to him that he might be
troubled with "interference" from American Communists and that accordingly
he felt that ha should have a dear understanding with URL BROTOBt, the
than Qansral Secretary of the Communist Party, and Infozmsd him tfiat he
wanted no interference ef any kind from American Commmistsj that his coonany

b*
i
.°per*ted aloa8 "trictly business lines. He likewise maintained that

BROWDER offered no objection to REYNOLDS' stated position on this phase of the
business*
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It mas also learned from REYNOLDS that during this Pjrtodof^

rtjfaa^ 2?
years inasmuch as the HARRIS family formerly welded

™ elStal *JUJmS had not In fact applied *15,000, and he i«di*tely
** ffi^SEs in fact had not invested *15,000 or any other sum
replied that HARRIS in ract »« wv

-ad, a personal lean to hi*

2? 000
P
*Se proceeds of which REYNOLDS claimed be deposited in a

«xi«n+—ymS -that the reason he requested this lean iron namu.aw«o u“mw

t^thsTconditiens of the contract entered into by !“*

StCURIST, it was nseessary for the eor
PJ”J*JJ°? flSThf^needed

deposit with the State Bank of *“^ “***** ^o f^aS^POlitical
protection not only because of that advance hot also fro* any

SerfewILi- which Ight later be threatened *J 2TS?S^e
was questioned intensively on this point and that ***

were^tbe bona fide reasons for his hawing accepted this suw^frow HARRIS,

and that hs was net In any sense operating a private concern for the

financial or other bensfit of the C«niet Party.

Hi admitted that no stock certificates had been isamed to HARRIS,

that no escrow arrai«ewint of stock had been wade for protection of HARRIS

axwditor position, and farther that nc promissory note or evidence ©s

SmtotaSJ tod tom IWHM or roooload hr H1HRIS to XL^JoImhSs
wwTwnrps elalwd to believe that this sun was a personsl advance from HARRIS

SSSliSftS tto ?<5o of tto Osmantot Forty and tool»tod that It oaa

na lmtoal toatoaao of hto to toaootifato tto aooroo of tto money* Ho

arblained that H*p1iTa was a member of a prewinent financial family He

difficulty in raising *15,000. Further questioning on this

Joint resulted only in REYNOLDS* admission he might have had some suspicions

STSJgiTof thl. money, tot that to mr fait boon! to ooodoot a.
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Inquiry of tho matter* He likewise admitted that EAR^BSORDEH beeaaa
cognisant of the fact that he had received this loan from HARRIS, although
he claimed not to ho able to recall just when BRONDBt became apprised of
the financial relationship between himself and HARRIS*

RBIBCLDS contlimed that it mas through GOLOS that ha met l&ss
BENTLEY and recalled that tho introduction to her probably occurred in
the office of World Tourlate. Ins* He said GOLOS had suggested that
Idas BENTLEY would be a very good choice to assist him in the operation
of company affairs and that she had proved to be a very competent person*
As mentioned above, REYNOLDS declared that after he was commlssleaed a
Major in the Finance Division of the U* S* Army and entered upon active
duty in September, 1942, Miss BENTLEY personally directed the operations
of the company although he himself kept currently advised of its activities
REINC3LDS admitted that GOLOS had informed him that ha had pleaded guilty
to a federal indictment charging him with operating as s non-registered
agent of a foreign principal and had bean fined in U* S* District Court;
REYNOLDS was asked shether or not he had ever heard that GOLOS might have
pleaded guilty to this charge in order to shield other persons, and he
conceded that there mas some indication of that, although he could not
enlarge upon it* REYNOLDS said that so far as he knew during the time
he was seeing GOLOS, the latter was exclusively occupied with the affairs
of World Tourists, Ino* and that he had no reason ifcatsoever to believe
that GOLOS might have been engaged in any activities detrimental to the
beat interests of the United States*

REYNOLDS was asked if he knew the principal officers of World
Tourists, Inc* at that time and ha saidstbat ha understood that JOSEPH

“BRODSKY was one of them end that ALEXANDE^^RACHTENBERG, who he said was
a proprietor of a publishing company, wae/*lso an officer* Ha claimed
not to know that those two individuals ware prominently identified with
Communist Party activities*

With reference to REYNOLDS* relations with HARRIS, he admitted
that on two or three oeoasions he had accommodated HARRIS by keeping for
him for a short period of time envelopes apparently eeutalnlig money;
he explained that HARRIS knew he had a safe in his office and asked
him to keep custody of such valuables from time to time* Ha coneeded
also that ha might on very few occasions have aooommodated HARRIS aletg
similar Unas by placing such envelopes in hie safe-deposit bex at the
Fifth Avenue Branch of the Chase Bank, but steadfastly denied that he
had ever given instructions to Mias BENTLEY or anyone else that after
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his wafer? upon active dot? with the U* 3* limy HARRIS should be similarly
seeommodated either with respect to hie office cafe or hie safe-deposit box*

Concerning the present statue of HARRIS* lean to REYNOLDS, he
declared that in the latter part of 1945* HARRIS began to inquire about
the possibilities of being repaid and that he Informed HARRIS that the
company had been losing none? steadily since its formation and that he
mas not In a financial position to repay fain at that tine* Sone Booths
later, boeever, he said that business Improved greatly and that the
corporation was shoeing a profit} accordingly, he began repayments to
HARRIS and recalls that he personally in his apartment handed over to
HARRIS the sun of $5,000 In oasfc to be credited on the lean* Be said
that he neither received nor requested a receipt fTon HARRIS, beoause
he didn't feel it eas necessary, inasnaeh as HARRIS had no security or
evidence of the lean* He stated in addition that as conpany profits
kept increasing he directed lfi.se BENTLEY from tins to time to pay over
certain sums to HARRIS, probably in amounts of $500 end $1,000* He said
the matter of securing the cash for these repayments mas handled by his
drawing a check on the corporation, payable to himself, cashing it and
thereafter giving her the currency* He explained that Miss BENTLEY was
fully aware of the fact that he did owe HARRIS $15,000 and that although
he oamofe recall the exact language which ha uead in giving her these
erieua seme, ha said it certainly waa understood the money was for
HARRIS and not for EARL BRORDER or anyone else* He said that the total
of these various payments made for him by Miss BENTLEY was $3,000, which
with the previous sum paid over by him personally to HARRIS loaves hie
present indebtedness to HARRIS et the sum ef $7,000, He claimed there
was ns arrangement for interest on the obligation and that none had ever
been asked or paid* He likewise declared so far as he knew Mies BEKTLEY
had not secured any receipts from HARRIS on receipt of the sums* He
maintained strenuously that he had never had any financial dealings
whatsoever with EARL BBONDER} that he had never directed Miss BENTLEY or
anyone else ever to pay over or loan any money to BROWDER or anyone on
the letter's behalf, and insisted that if BRONDER received any or all of
the $3*000 it was without his knowledge*

Concerning his personal meetings with EARL BRONDER dating from
their intreductien, whioh he plaoed in the latter pert of 1940, REYNOLDS
at first claimed to recall only one meeting after the initial conference,
at which time, as explained above, he informed BRONDER he wanted ns
political interference with his company* He said this cams about scmstlse
in the Spring of 1945, very near the time BRONDER had been publicly expelled
from the Communist Party, and said the conferenoe was held among himself.
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BROWDER, Wee BESTLET and Hn» Hi! ELSON, who at that tiwe wae employed

by €EeU. 8. Sarrlea and Shipping Corporation. Ba contended that ha had

asked Vlas BENTLET to arrange thia confarenoa ao that ha wigbt discuss

with BROWDER, and aaenre the latter*a opinion on, the aatter of obtaining

a renewal contract or a new contract from INTOURIST, inasmuch aa the

original contract had bean for a two-year period dating froa April 1, 1941*

& explained that the period froa April 1, 1943 to April 1, 1945 had bean

covered by an extenelon of the original contract arranged by an exchange

of cables. Be deelated he could not recall the locale of this weeting

with BROHDBt, except that it was in an apartnent probably on Vest Uth
Street, bat *ien asked specifically if it were net in fact held at the

apartnent of FREDERICKS. NTran at 16 Test 12th Street, New Toric City,

be replied that was in fact correct. Be said that Hiss BENTLET at his

instruction had arranged for BRONDER*s presence and likewise had arranged

for the wee of the FULD apartnent on this occasion. According to

REYNOLDS he solicited BROWDER'S advice as to the future possibilities
of oonmercial relations between this country and the USSR, and asked
BRONDER whether he and anyone he wight suggest could possibly assist in
securing a new contract. He said it was his recollection that BRCWDHt
was not of any assistance in this regard.

He was then asked whether anyone at any tine had ever wanlfested
a desire to acquire capital stock of the U. S. Service end Shipping
Corporation and be replied he oould recall no such instance. He was
then asked if it were not true that Mrs. RAT ELSON had wade known her
interest in this regard, and he then recalled that in fact she had, and
there was sowe discussion during this period about the possibility of
MTs. KLSGN’s baying hlw out. He eleiwed he was not favorably Inclined
toward thia proposal because the corporation had bean losing soney since
its inception, its contract had expired end he had no desire to foist a
"white elephant" on her or anyone elae. The watter of ELS0N*s financial
ability to consuawate such a transaction was then brought up and RETNQLDS
said that she claimed to have considerable funds available through an
inheritance. It was pointed out to hlw that her alleged assertions in
this regard wars obviously fallacious, insawnch as she was at that tine
and always had been a salaried, clerical worker, and REXNdDS conceded that
in fact her intentions way net have been bona fide and that in a sense
she was attempting to pat over a fraud on hlw. It was slso adwltted by
RE1KHDS that in fact aowetiwa later he had leewed Mrs. ELSON $300 for
livlig expenses, which sow she repaid, and he adwltted that if she in
fact were a person of substantial weans an occasion of that sort would
not have arisen.

Uth further reference to Ike. ELSON, REYNOLDS declared that she

was brought into the company by MLse BENTLET and that he himself had never

had many conversations with her and was not particularly well acquainted

with her. He stated that her services were of a routine nature and that

oo
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he bed no reason to believe that she sas using her employment far any
ulterior propose* At this Juncture there use exhibited to REYNOLDS a
photograph of A. 6. GROMDV, and after studying it for a eoneiderable
period of tine he said that he did not believe he knee this individual*
Be eas then queried as to whether he aade it a habit of dining at the
Vandexfeilt Betel in New Toxic City, and he replied that be had not had
dinner there for several years* Be eas then informed that this Bureau
had reason to believe that in fact he did keep a dinner engagement at
the Vanderbilt Betel in the Spring of 1945* and that his dimer companion
eas the individual sheen in the photograph. Be thereupon studied the
photograph further* but still declared that he did not recall ever having
seen this uan* He then said that he did have seas recollection of being
introduced by Miss BENTLEY te a aan in the Vendsxbilt Hotel, and that it
eas his recollection that this person eas the head of sons foreign
relief agency* He eas not advised by agents of GROMW’s identity, but
a physical description eas furnished to hla, and although he olaijoed
to be very hasy about the Meeting in question he agreed that this individual
did eeea te neat the description furnished* Be continued that his
recollection of the conversation betaeen himself and this person, mho
he said had an unidentifiable foreign accent, mas very vague, but that
there mas something said generally about the business REYNOLDS mas
operating, but he claimed that there mas nothing unique mhleh mould nexfc
the conversation in his memory* Be stated he could not recall by mhat
name this person mas intreduced to him, and he likevise insisted that he
had no reason to ULieve that this individual might have been a representative
of any branch of the Russian Government*

Ba contended that it mas his recollection the reason Miss BENTLEY
manted him to mast this man mas so that the latter could vouch to him for
Mrs* RAY ELSON uhom he mas eonsidarlng for amployment at that time* Ba said
he could not remember mhat if anything the men said about Mrs* ELSON, except
that it must have bean favorable or also ha mould net have hired her, but
could supply no details as to hem this individual mas in a position to knom
anything about Mra* ELSON, mhsthsr he mas a previous employer or Just exactly
mhere he fit into the picture eo far as lkt* ELSON mas ecacemed* Ba declared
that this occasion mas his only meeting with this man an! that he had never
heard anything about him since, had no particular suspicions of him, and had
never taken the trouble to ask Miss BENTLEY mhat if anythin she knew about m*».
REYNOLDS denied that this individual indicated in any may that he knew of
HARRIS* lean to REYNOLDS, or that he gave any indication that he might be of
assistance in securing an extension of REYNOLDS’ contract with INTOURIST*
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Again inferring to REINCLDS* relation* with UHL BROTOER, it

iMreod that REYNOLDS in fact had several meetings with BROKDBl in

idSSon to his original introduction and that held in the FIELD

aadescribed above* He said that he oould notfimiiah the exact dates but

that it was turn that BROWDER had in fact called upon Mm in bis apartsent

on two or three occasions} he said that these visits were requested by hi*,

again fbr the purpose of securing BR^ffi»s^ws^ wit^rcfwncc to

the future of his concern* He recalled epedfically that i*eediately

nrior to BROWDER*s departure for Itasela in April, 1946, Miss BENTLEI on

hie instructions had arranged for BROWDER to go to his apartment for a

conference; that Miss BENTLEY was in attendance at the conferenoe as she

Se other occasions when he discussed problems of Ids company; and

that on this occasion he asked BROADER whether or not the latter could

intercede for hi* with officials in Ibsoo* far the purpose £
either an extension of hie contract or a new oortract. He insistodW
neither on this occasion nor any other occasion did he give BHOTOHi ^any

suns of money whatsoever for his advice, and he also recalled that BKWffiR

volunteered to do what he could for REYNOLDS, but held out very little hope

that he could be of any help. He explained that he felt there vae nothing

unusual in his consulting BROWDER fro* ti*a to ti*e •* this wtter and

rationed that ha had also enlisted the assistance of SM^^PES, Chief

of the Division of Russian Affairs, Offioe of international Trade, H. S«

Department of Commerce*

It is to be noted that throughout the questioning REYNOLDS reiterated

that ha at times endeavored to conduct hiaself and his corporation in

oiumner wholly within all A*erican laws and that he had a very Mgb eenae_

of patriotism and loyalty to this government* At this point ^ *wi*d thet ___

hs is now or ever had been s weaber of the Comnunist Party and in^oatod that ,

the very 1*-* was repugnant to REYNOLDS also admitted that he and Miss

BENTLEY had *ade a trip to visit BROWDER, probably in tbs Summer of 1944, whan

BROWDER was located at * Summer plaoe near Monroo, New York, but hs said again

that his Motives were strictly of s commercial mature*
... ,

pgiranimg was" requested to elaborate upon vtoat he meant by the term

"political iJiksrference" of which ha ciaimad to ba apprehensive at the time

hTlauncbed his corporation, but hs said it was Just s general feeling with

hi* that he did not know what specific form such interference night take v
American Cemnunists did for any reason want to disrupt his operations, tat

he insisted that this fear was the motivating reason for his requestingJ
receiving $15,000 fro* HARRIS* As mentioned above REYNOLDS declared that no
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did not deposit this sm la the corporate bank account, and when aaloed vhethsr
he aade a lunp sun deposit of it in a personal aocount, he said that In all
probability he did not bat rather dirtied it up Into smaller erne for
deposit in several accounts aaiatalned by himself and his rife. Be volunteered
that his corporate bodes and records had been periodically edited by Mr, AKINS
of the accounting fix* of Brown and Itkins; that he had throughout secured and
followed the edvioe of his counsel, Clark, Carr and Kills, and that this
letter fire ms presently in possession of all his papers bearing on the
operation of the U. S. Service and Shipping Corporation, Ba offered to mate

any of such books and records that agent# night desire to exaaine*

At the conclusion of the interview he renarked to tbs effect that agents
obviously pesseseed a great deal of infomation concernij^ him, and that it
probably locked aa though ho had been aanethiag of a dupe* Be asked whet
action if any was eontenplated as a result of the Oovenawnt's inquiry into
this natter, but was informed merely that all information gathered would be
studied by the Attorney General for such aetion as he night see fit to take*

T

! %
i .
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_ ^ nf investigation conducted jointly

by specialuJZwS^W. ttm P. «MOT — E’ “*•
On June 3, MU, P0~™* JT*”

PETER CHRISTOPHER MODES
association uith tooim ligures in

such ti» he uas !*««««»>^fwMOI^ORO^’. JOSEPH tffiPDG and Dr.

this case, particularly J^OB GOMS, ^ATOLi ^»^^rouna RHODES gave

ABRAHAM WEINSTEIN. In connection *i*h tnxs

the foliosing information.

.....—a-wfssrftSwsS^c^
Indiana in 1903. CODES' mother. ^^S^bybirth. His lather died

Atlanta, Georgia and eas a.Unite
RHODES said that he learned a fes

in 1$16 under mysterious ci^umstances . RH
^

ia
killed by his^ 'SJfSiX ”rdfd

le
nlf the^circ.instances cl thi. and .a. cnly

about 19U2 »r MU.

SHOD* said that he

uhen he uas about t«o or ^JJj^u^Ieiand! Iron 1925 to 1929 and then

LaSalle Military Academy, 1^^4 JSf t^933, securing his A.B. degree

had attended Columbia College from 1929 ?
» 193y~$r from Columbia

thare. He ^o^h?p^ attlnded Oxford in England from.193U

University, ne then, * &
£

i0^d
S^\A . degree, both at Oxford, *hich

£T- zz ^rrmrrT
Columbia University. , J/ t r • 7^

in June 1936 ha nnrried uhe

and uhoo he had net in EeJ-gium. no then ogu^
snother position uith tha

SiKIrSs
1”'

‘iS.
-
“lS5i correspondent lor that organisation.

RE®E3 advised that uith ^b^h^a8
.

Paris from 1936 until November ^ ^ ewered Norregian

\ press to Copenhagen and thence S
Balkan states. He said that ue

On this trip hone he related that S»

"ta£ SS
>*.'«- * *>“- "* *-~*

“ih ^e SSed free, olfioe and its personnel there
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On HIb return to the United States about the end of July l?i*0

he worked for the United Press at their main office, 220 East l*2nd Street,

New York City, for several weeks and then was sent by United Press to *

Martinique to cover the story of the French vrarships maintained there, he

then returned to the United States and worked for the united Press until

January 19l*l, at which time he left his position with the United Press.

RHODES then secured a position with JOHN PRICE JONES, an

organization which he described as a "fund raising outfit." Ee said that

with this company his position was that of publicity and promotion, mainly

with United Chinese Relief. He said he worked there from January l9hX until

August 19l*l.

He then secured a position with the Federal Communications

Commission and was sent to Washington in October 19^1, and with the Federal

Communications Commission was sent to England to set up a system of foreign
j

intelligence broadcasts to cover Europe. He worked in London from November /
l>bi until October 19b2- for the Federal Communications Commission at this

work and at that time called back to Washington to organize the same

type of work for North Africa.

At this time, on his return to the United States (about October

19U2) RHODES said he was questioned by the State Department representatives as

to whether he had ever loaned his passport to anyone to enter this country

under his name. He said that at that time also his citizenship in the United

States was under question in view of the fact that his father had been born

in Germany. He related that he had told the State Department that he had
;

never loaned his passport to anyone for entry into this country. He said

that he had never been able to understand this allegation made against him

but apparently it had been cleared up satisfactorily with the State Depart-

ment. He said also at this time the question of his citizenship apparently

was cleared up to the satisfaction of the State Department in that it ap-

peared that his father had been naturalized as an American either during

service with the United States Army in the Spanish-American War or by-

naturalization at Indianapolis, Indiana about 1903.

RHODES related that he had remained in the united States only

a very short time and had immediately been sent back to London where he pre-

pared the organizational work of the Psychological Warfare Section attached

to Allied Headquarters. He said that his first work $n this was in North

Africa and that there he was closely allied with ROBEkI^URPHY of the Stale \

Department and with YIHCaiT K&JEHAN who, he said, was direfctly interested in

th° psychological Warfare Sedtion of the Federal Communications Concussion.

ERODES saldtEat he thert set up a system of psychological wgrfars~smr field

headquarters for Balkan intelligence. Ke advised that he remained in ine
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tras covered by the Office of War Information,

RHODES returned to the United States about November 191*1* and

-th this

£^i~ SSterjszZSSS^
payment the benefit of his past experience in psychological warfare.

RHODES said that while in Washington, D. C. from September

to December l?hfte ted lived at the ho™ of JOSEPH GREGG in Washington.

iatt_*22 2S 2SSMWSi*
5bS JSSTSTiSsst

«

cottage which he still owns.

rhodfs said that he returned to his apartment where he

r=&ss«M£ssssls*
53r^?rsss

5«;xss&
the struggle between capitalism and labor,

RHODES secured a new position in the ^licity Department of

the calvation Army, 120 West lijth Street, New York City on June 2, 19U7.

SStes in t£h position include presentation and disssoinatien of

publicity favorable to the Salvation Army.

aKf*rn?q said that he had had no residences in the United

q+Ates after his graduation from Columbia diversity in 1931* because he

been
6
living^broa^unti1 his return to the United States about July, 151*0.
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He advised that on his return to the United States at that time , his wife,
who had preceded him to this country, had a anal! furnished apartment on
Vest 72nd Street, the exact address of which he cannot recall* However,

RHODES advised that he had lived at this apartment on West 72nd Street

only for one or two months until he could secure a regular apartment and
that he had secured this apartment at his present residence. Apartment

AH8, hO Ifonroe Street, New York City, where he has been living regularly,

except for the period of February 1945 to January 19hl when he was residing

at Amenia, New York* During the period of his residence at Amenia he sub-

let his apartment at 40 Monroe Street*

He denied specifically that he had ever resided at or had

ever claimed to have resided at 47 Attorney Street, New York City.

During the course of the interview, RHODES furnished the

following signed statement, which is being set forth

t

"June 3, 1947

"I, PETER CHRISTOPHER RHODES, voluntarily mate the

following statement to HARRY O'NEILL, JAMES IviARxIN and DO^AID

SHANNON, who have identified themselves to me as Special Agents

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation*- I make this statement

freely and voluntarily, aware that I do not have to do so, and

with knowledge that it may be later used against me in judicial

proceedings if the Government so desires* 1 make it solely be-
cause of my desire to relate the true facts regarding the follow-

ing matters* I have been advised I do not have to make a state-

ment*

"I am not a member of the Communist Party and never have

been* Uy wife is in the same category. I have been shown a photo-

graph of one 'JACOB GOLOS* ' I do not recognize such name, and do

not know any such person. At no time have I ever met or conversed

with such person* He is a total stranger to me* Further I have

never been been acquainted with any soviet Nationals or Communist

party members - so far as I know.

"As I recall I originally met JOE GREGS sometime in 1941*

Since such date I have been friendly with and his wife. In
fact I lived with the Greggs for about three months in Septesber

1945 when I was working in Washington* I remained or roomed with

the GREGGS to save money rather than staying at hotels. I do not

know whether he is a communist, at least I do not think so. I

have seen him from time to time on social matters* In fact it
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was I who introduced him to Dr* WEINSTEIN so that he could have
certain dental work done*

*At no time have I ever been approached by anyone to
furnish any information} to engage in communist activities; or
to further communist causes.

NI have been asked regarding one 'ANATOLI GROMOV' and
have been shown a photograph of such person. He likewise is a
total stranger to me. I never met him or spoke with him in my
life.

"I have read the foregoing statement consisting of two
pages. To indicate its truthfulness I have initialed the first
page and signed my name below.

(Signed) PETER C.’AfoGDES
WITNESSED

_ _

HARRY D. O'NEILL - Special Agent - Federal Bureau of Investigation
DONALD E. SHANNON, Special Agent, Federal Bureau of Investigation
JAMES P. MARTIN, Special Agent, F.B.I. N.Y."

Supplementing the above statement, RHODES was questioned
specifically regarding the following persons!

JACOB GOLOS

A photograph of such individual was exhibited to RHODES but
the latter related that he did not recognize such individual and in fact
had never seen such person in his life. He also related that he had never
even heard of GOLOS and was positive that neither he nor his wife had ever
met or associated with such individual in any manner.

ANATOLI GROMOV

Here again RHODES was shown a photograph of such individual
and he again denied ever meeting or knowing this person.

JOSEPH GREGG

In regard to this individual, RHODES related that Mrs. RHODES
and the wife of GREGG became acquainted in a social manner in Paris, Fiance
in 1?36 when both women were active in Spanish refugee relief activities.
GREGG, however, was not in Paris at such time, according to RHODES, and con-
sequently the two did not meet until some time in l?Ul when RHODES was
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transferred to Washington. Sooial oont«t. foiled thereafter the teo

became rather friendly

•

In about December 19U5, * ™

~

his wife here in New York
as GREGG desired to have certain

referred by RHODES to Dr
* t^t his wife previously had had con-

a*™* -**^i - 3
csr

SS **&,££&K SSSfS ;Sh rork, he in tom. RHODES continued,

referred GREDS to Dr. WEINSTEIN for treatment.

RHODES professed his inability to recall hoe and when his eife

happened to originally patronize Dr. WEINSTEIN.

, • _ 4 + rv?H'rVr also visited RHODES and his
Subsequent to the a^e^f\fSt^that he has not seen

wife at Amenta, New iorx about «* ,ear ago.

GREGG- since.

T-, cantember 19U5, however, RHODES related, pursuant to
li! September i.yU5, ^ GRBGG in TTasVangton, D. C.

questions, ne remained as a roofer
stated that he had done so be-

for en cpg°^te “.^e^ont^s g a;ooE!CDdations in Washington, D. 0. and

because^of
f

the^rohibitive^price of suoh faoilitiee.

When questioned es to Ss^sW^lt.
S^SSoS Brigadeand hisjther kindred aotivities.

RHODES characterized GREGG as a "liberal

At this point RHODES

his political philosophies, f^a^ ^ such beliefs he had

liberal and progressive and that

^

the repatriation of various members

utilized his full efforts to effectua
States. At this point he was

of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade ° prance in 1938 where he stated he ex-

referring to his employment^^ri, Fv ^ ROBERT WJRFHT of the Eobassy.

tended tliis assistan^^ conjunct:
^nothing secretive or unethical about these

H
%-^tSi

b^fSo reLtefthirMrs. RHODES and Mrs. GREGG were active »
:^nT;ssfstS: Jo the Spanish refugee groups.

RHODES vigorously denied that he was a Ccmmunist, that *»**

ever been a Communist, that he a*s°c^Jj£
e^ory ^^cSection with his

^tr^sm ^ t0

be merely an assistance to a pro-democra-ic for-e.

V
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At this point he engaged in a dissertation upon the inability

of the United States government to recognize Nazi threats to the United States

in 1936 and 1937. RHODES, however, stated that he saw no threat by Russia

to the peace or security of the United States at the present time. He

suggested, however, that it might be advisable to consider means to stop

further Russian expansion in Europe. He also related that if war ensued, it

would probably be between the United States and Russia and that in the event

of such possible war his loyalties, of course, would be with the United states

RHODES likewise denied ever knowing any Soviet nationals or

Communist Party members, although he stated it was quite probable that GRACE

GRANICH was a Communist Party member.

In response to the appropriate questions, RHODES denied that

while in government service or elsewhere he had ever been approached for in-

formation of any type or that he had ever been engaged in Cor-cunist or pro-

Comnunist activities. He did not consider his activities as a member of the

NORTH AMERICAN COtfiOTTEE TO AID REPUBLICAN SPAIN to fall in this category.

Similarly, he related that he considered the Communist Party of the United

States to be an unimportant segment and that he, RHODES, of course, did not

subscribe to or defend their tenets. However, at the same time, lie expressed

his opinion that the STALIN-HITLER pact was a necessary defensive move on the

part of the Soviet government, s'
/' or \!r - *

In regard to MAX and GRACE QULNICH, 339 East 16th Street, New

York City, RHODES related that he knevTsuch individuals through Mrs. RHODES

who has been acquainted with them for some time. As a result of his con-

versations with GRACE GRANICH, RHODES believed her political philosophy to

be that of a Communist. He related, however, that he could not say the same

regarding MAX GRANICH.

MEIVoClHe alser’ stated that he was acquainted with CIAYMER SCHLtfi'ER

and that he knew such individual by virtue of their joint attendance at

Columbia University from 1929 to 1933. He vigorously denied ever trans-

mitting any information to SCHLUTER or having anything to do with him other

than an occasional friendly visit. He does not know the present employment

or activities of SCHLUTER.

At this point RHODES was asked if he was acquainted with

NOELl£^tAVlS who h»d at one time roomed with Mrs* RHODES at UO Monroe Street.

RHQDE3 related that he was very well acquainted with such person. He was

asked if such person was a Communist and he stated that such was not the

case; in fact, such a question was absurd. It was pointed out to him that

Miss DAVIS was Publicity Director of the NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR SOVIET-

AMERICAN FRIENDSHIP and later affiliated with the JOINT ANTI-FASCIST REFUGEE

COMMITTEE and other groups and that there was no doubt of tier Communist af-

filiation. RHODES strongly commended the above organizations as being ”very

goodw in their anti-Fascist activities and because of the fact that they

helped poor Fascist refugees in co.ming to the United States.
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RHODES denied, however, that he had ever engaged in any Com-

munist activities or discussions with Hiss DAVIS.

It should be mentioned that throughout the interview RHODES

evidenced an uncooperative attitude, with frequent lapses of memory.

His description follows:

name
BORN
HEIGHT
EYES
HAIR
WEIGHT
COMPLEXION
DISTINGUISHING
CHARACTERISTICS

DRESS
BUIID

PETER CHRISTOPHER RHODES

December 10, 1911, Philippine Islands

5’10j«
Brown
Black, parted on left side

Rather dark and sallow

Scar on left upper lip

Average - rather sloppy

Rather angular and lanky.
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BE, HELEN BARRETT TENNEY

£ STtT
n£ &5TU«. !—• *• 3pllUn-

Special Agent Thonas 0. Spencer ^t^i® bTteHHEI

TEKNEY rtaidence, 150 ^
,
|3^t

S
^|

t
|t?eet, Hen York City, in an apart-

It «ea eubeequently Sal^S?
that Mias TEHHEI could be reached a lg

avenue. Hen York City.

Of the Pan American Society, Inc*, &3Q £xixn A *

Accordingly, Special

intemiened mss TEHHEI she^aTinfomad that the Govern-

approximately one and a a fltion ^th certain individuals,

2» «• ^r«t«d in ta.^^^t“
s~^tT^Singtcn, tat «W-

principally during the period ox ne p jr
.

. tin *ar years*
<tw also the period while she _» te tvm yt » joiiOS* She studied

There was then exhibited to
blared she had not,'to'ha** recollection,

thin photograph wrefully tat d«la^l»l»*^ ^ sh,„
ever seen this individual loetore and had

QVer asked her to

categorically asked if ^ or •aritten, coming into her poesess-

divulge any information, either^
employment, and she replied in

iondSrtag tha coura. of ^^““^Tph^Sriph of Informant

the negative. There mas then shewn to ner a
tiBe and finally

GREGORY, which she •w®**?*
Sl^that woman. lhen asked by what name she

stated that she thought she team that
her for pro-

£. tar, HIM TEHHEI* Eta? aakad if the wuan*a

tably tiro yaara and could tat recall tar w. ^ fwt> that uae^ ^n'l.ktaSat'-IaataU.'.' fatal! name «a »ta replita ah.

^utfTit nas Davis, tat could not ba aura.

Miss TENNEY was then asked to J^S ^ghr^iginally^t her.

tion with this woman, commencing from
_

the time
«Isabelle"

She declared that it TO
,
to* rf some parson whoae iden-

In He* lork sons Una prior 5?
t5*

n^Jed\St emetine after aha secured

^"ervlcas in
D. C,
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shortly after assuming residence in the apartment of MARI PRICE, "Isabelle"

!?^oiL7h!r taSl^ny, said she was in Washington and requested
contacted he

. ht
'

ritv hey PENNEY further declared that

ssr1

at tt» anartment, stayed overnight with her and that there were probably

three or four subsequent occasions on which “Isabelle", likewise, spen

the night with her in the PRICE apartment*

It might be noted that Miss TENNEY claimed that she secured this

anartment bv following up an advertisement in a Washington paper, placed

b?Miss PRICE, offering her apartment for sub-leasing. She declared she

tadnaver previously met or heard of MARI HUBS and that she did not too.

her present whereabouts

.

Miss TENNEY was then asked what " Isabelle *s* employment was and

replied that although she had a very hazy notion on this subject it was

her recollection that "Isabelle" was employed by some advertising agency

in New lark City and she was a writer by occupation* She claimed not to

know the specific purpose for "Isabelle" making various trips to Washington

and, likewise, claimed that "Isabelle" was never inquisitive about her own

employment with the Government* She thought that at one time Isabelle

had mentioned to her that she had changed employment but she claimed to

be unable to recall more details*

Miss TENNEY was then asked if she was formerly in the habit of

meeting persons by pre-arrangement in various stores in Washington, and

she said that like most other New Yorkers she occasionally did keep *PP-

ointments with acquaintances in public places* Rhen asked specifically

about whether she recalled keeping any such appointments in the People a

Drug Store at 19th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue Northwest,

cTc. during Thanksgiving week of 1945, she answered that she had ne such

recollection*

It is to be noted that Miss TENNEY was in a highly nervous and

upset condition while being questioned and 8h®

familiar with the fact that she had recently been in the hospitai for a

considerable period of time due to a nervous breakdown. Ghe volunteered,^

by way of explanation for her obvious inability to recall events, that he

memory had^een greatly impaired during the past year b^use of herdl*

ness L she said it often happens that acqjaintanees rtoirftar^^tlon

tain events that had taken place a few months ago and she has no reco
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whatsoever of such incidents. She was extremely deliberate and evasive

throughout the interview and constantly reiterated her alleged loss of

memory.

Ihen confronted with the allegation that this Bureau had reason

to believe that she had, in fact, been in contact with persons seeking

unauthorized possession of information which she had, due to her Govern-

ment employment. Miss TENNET seemed somewhat dazed, wittered that she had

no Idea what Agents were seeking to establish and that the whole matter

was almost beyond her comprehension. Due to her obviously poor physical

and mental condition and the fact that she was greatly upset from the

moment the interview was commenced, she ms not intensively interrogated.

The subject of JACOB N...G0LGS was again brought up and Miss TENNEY

was asked if, in fact, she had not met this individual through GRACE GRANICH;

she expressed "rfi* amazement at this allegation and asked who Miss GRANICH

was. It was noted that while being questioned Miss TENNET wrote down the

name "GRACE GRANICH", also the name GOLOS, and when asked her reason for

so doing she said she has recently found since her illness that if she

lodes at a name long enough she sometimes is able to refresh her recoll-

ection. She advised Agents that she would communicate with them at the

New lark Office in the event she regained her memory even partially, on

the subject matter of the questions asked.

Miss TENNET was questioned briefly about her activities subse-

quent to the time she terminated her Government employment and said she

had olanned to so to Europe but that she had been unable to secure a
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Ret ABRAHAM BENEDICT WEINSTEIN

The following investigation was conducted by Special Agent FRANCIS

D. O'BRIEN and Special Agent DONALD E. SHANNON and covers the peried of

Jane 2, 1947*

On June 2, 1947, Dr. ABRAHAM B. WEINSTEIN was intervened at hie

effice, 20 East 53rd Street, New York, N. Y., by Agents O'BRIEN and SHANNON.

In the course of this interview Dr. WEINSTEIN admitted that he knew JOSEPH

GREGO. RAY ELSON, and PETER RHODES, all of whom are subjects of the instant

investigation. The doctor stated that these individuals were dental patients

of his and that he had absolutely no connection with them outside of the

relationship of doctor and patient.

The name of BERNARD NORTMAN was mentioned to Dr. WEINSTEIN but he

stated that he did not recall this name off hand but that it was quite

likely that he could have been a dental patient of hie.

He was questioned as to any and all individuals who were patients

of his who had any connection with the TJ. S. Government. With the exception

of the aforementioned JOSEPH GREGG he stated that off hand he could recell

no ether Government employees who were patients of his.

As to RAY ELSON, Dr. WEINSTEIN stated that she had been a patient

of his for the past 7 or 8 years. He was unable to recall who recomnended

her to W||t He also stated that he had attended to JOSEPH E2£0N, husband

of RAY ELSON, in a professional capacity.

Hs advised that PETER RHODES originally came to him as a dental

patient approximately 2 or 3 yeare ago and that he was reconmended by hie

wife who had been a patient of Dr. WEINSTEIN'S for the past 5 years.

He did not remember who recommended JOSEPH GREGG to him but stated

that he originally was treated by him about a year and a half ago and that

he paid 6 or 7 visits to hie office for dental treatment.

In connection with the doctor's practice of dentistry, he himself

stated that hie particular practice was a highly specialized one and that

he engaged for the most part in the reconstruction of the entire mouth. In

tr
M. regard he stated that he had many wealthy patients who paid large sums

of money for dental work. On the other hand, he advised that he had other

patients, such as JOSEPH GREGG and PETER RHODES, who were more in the middle
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class whom he charged accordingly. He stated that his fees vary according

to the capacity of the individual te pay* He stated that in many oases

tfrt of his patients paid only a snail fee that Just covered expenses chile,

on the other hand, his wealthy patients Bade up the difference*

In the course of the interview a photograph of JACOB GOIOS was

shown to Dr* WEINSTEIN. After due deliberation he advised that he did not

recognise this individual and, furthermore, that he never knew an individual

by the name of JACOB POLOS.

A photograph of informant PRESORT was also shown te Dr. WEINSTEIN.

Again he advised that he was unable to recognise this photograph.

He was questioned as to any connection he may have had at any

^th the Russian Consulate in New York City or the Russian Bnbasay in

Washington, D. C. To this he replied that he had rendered dental treatment

to a member of the Russian Consulate in New York City whose name he recalls

was VASILI KAZAN!EV« He could not recall who recommended KAZANIEV to him

but stated' that he had treated him about one year ago and that he made 3

or 4 visits in all to his office. He stated that KAZANIEV appeared to be

very much impressed with the type of dentistry that he practiced and that

he asked Dr. WEINSTEIN if he would prepare a manuscript on his particular

type of dentistry so that he, KAZANIEV, could take it back to Russia with

Dr. WEINSTEIN stated that he had prepared this manuscript and that he

turned it over to KAZANIEV. He did not recall just how this manuscript was

delivered to KAZANIEV but he did remember that it was sent by some means

to the Russian Consulate in New York City to be turned ever to KAZANIEV

who was leaving for Russia in a very . short time.

In regard to this manuscript. Dr. WEINSTEIN stated that the

reason he was filing to prepare it and to turn it over to KAZANIEV was

the fact that he is interested mainly in seeing that people of all nations

and in all parts of the world have an opportunity to preserve their teeth*

Dr. WEINSTEIN dwelt upon the fact that if he could get all individuals to

adhere to his policy in regard to care of the teeth and proper methods of

for them that the need for dental attention would be minimised. He

felt that all the nations ef the world and all the people were entitled to

the results of his experiments and he stated he was more than willing to

put his methods into writing at the request of a member of the Russian

Consulate* He stated he could recall no other Russian nationals in the

U. S. whom he had known, either professionally or socially*
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Dr. 1EINSTEIN cea questioned concerning hie association with »»yv
.

individuals who cere either Bombers ef the Communist Party or associated cith

organizations that are in sympathy cith the Communist ideals. He readily

admitted that many of his patients might be classified "leftists. He stated

that he had no knowledge of the fact that some of his patients may be members

. . . »*
,

i f^rtv He readily admitted that he had treated in a pro-

fessional capacity ANNA. LOUIS^TRONG, JO&^LIIAMSON, TEB^ALI^, and BAgET

and LBON JOSEPHSON. He also stated there cere many others ebb thought along

the same lines as the above. In fact, he stated that probably one-tenth of

his atients could be termed leftists. He accounted for this by stating

™o£Sd«i th. other to hi. Md th.t, in foot. hi. cli.nt.1. eooM

be termed a cross section of the American public.

As to his own political beliefs, he said that he liked to term

himself a liberal. He denied that he at any Uw^d ^en a^m^r of the^

CoiBunist Party or any other organization that followed the Coamtnolst Party

line In fact, he stated the only organization that he cas a member of cas

the American Dental Society. He admitted that he had made contributions on

Modlool Soci^, the Joint

Refugee Cosmdttee, the National Council of American-Soviet f^endahip, and

many other organisations who had on occasions requested ce^ri^^on®

hiS He cas asked if he had listed his cortributioMacco^^ to organi-

sations in his income tax returns. In reply he stated that he himself did

not make out his income tax but that he did feel that Ids accountant had

so listed the organizations to which he had made contributions.

In regard to LBON JOSEPHSON, Dr. "WEINSTEIN admitted that he cas

friend!? cith him but he stated that his friendship cith LBON JOSEPHSON

had come about through his relationship with LB0N»s brother, BARNET JOSEPHSON.

Dr. "WEINSTEIN stated that he cas a close friend of BARNET JOSEPHSON chom he

had met through members of the theatrical profession who cere patients of

his.

The doctor was asked if LBON JOSEPHSON had on any occasion been

a guest at his home in Connecticut.. In reply at first he denied that LBON

JOSEPHSON had at any time been a guest at his home in Cj^ctieut.
J^

on

further questioning and more reflection upon the part of the doctor he

admitted that it was quite likely that LBON JOSEPHSON had been a guest at

his home. He was then more specifically questioned as to Aether or not

LBON JOSEPHSON was a guest at his home within the past two ®°rths a
jj*

the time that LEON JOSEPHSON cas canted for questioning before the House

Un-American Affairs Committee. Dr. "WEINSTEIN stated that he had no knowledge

"f

\
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or he did not recall that LEON JOSEPHSON mas not available

niiMtIonine before the House Un-American Affairs Committee and that, further

certain that LEON JOSEPHSON mas not staying at his home on such

occasion or at least he had no knowledge of it.

He stated that he had discussed with LEON JOSEPHSON the testimony

that JOSEPHSON gave before the House Un-American Affairs Cosmittee and that

££ SSnS to” SL that tt. Government »= “
iS thet, in feet, LEON JOSEPHSO*« “otl™>e<J by

£lt£d\hat
Germans and Hitler in whatever action he took. Dr.

he had no knowledge of any passport fraud in connection with GERHART

EESLER that IBON JOSEPHSON was involved in.

Dr. WEINSTEIN was questioned as to whether Mr. JOSEPH

or Ur MICHAELS or Mr. ONDA had on any occasion been in contact with him

7t Si hoM SfsSnSrd, Connecticut. He denied that he knewany of the.*

4 ju_i tw that he had any connection with them. It was then specifically

pointed out to Dr. WEINSTEIN that these three individuals were functionaries

5 the Communist Party in the state of Connecticut or had formerly been

connected with the Communist Party in the state of Connecticut and that

it was known for a fact that they had been in contact with him at his home

2 *LSSS£? H. denied eophakcllyM «“»

he was adamant in his denial of any knowledge of these individuals.

Dr. WEINSTEIN did advise that he had visited in Russia on one

occasion and that was in 1928 or 1929 when he made a thirty day tour of

Europe. On that occasion he stated he spent about one »®ek i"

Thesis as a tourist. He advised that in this same party of tourists was

former*Attorney General ANTHONY BIDDLE. He stated that he had made no

other trips to Europe since that time.

-PENDING-
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Jte&rral Bureau of Investigation

United States Bepartment of Dfustire
New York 7, New York

Direoto r, FBI

Dear Sir*

OOWFTD^feTlAL

June 10, 1947

<r
RE: GREGORY;

ESPIONAGE.- R

i

7s

. v v
fo^renoe is made to the report of Special Agent John T. Hilshos,N®w Yo dat

!
d d

J“®
7
*sA^A7t under the atove-oaptioned title, in whichthe interviews of UI CHAEljfo'CEENBERG were set out.

^ th® 8® interviews, GREENBERG indicated that he intended tosaii for England on June 6, 1947 on the SS KARINE JUMPER! He stated hisaddress in England w>uld be 38 George Street, Solford, Manchester, 8,England, where he intended to visit his parents. He also indicated thathe plannee, to visit Trinity College, where he would seek job oontaots foremployment, preferably in the United States. He further stated that he was

GREEWBERG stated thVS* U
nit<,d Kati

?f
s to aBaiBt in tha Eoonondo Division.jR&ENBaRG stated that he has reservations for his return to the United State*on the AMERICAN AIRLINES, leaving England on October 4, 1947-.

.
A
? ^* tine of th® interviews, GREENBERG stated he was parti culart

v

oo noerned about his trip inasmuch as he felt that a cancellation of his tripwould probably prevent him from going to England this year inasmuch as itwas extremely difficult to obtain reservations.
118

7® ®tatad that if At was any intention of the Department of Justiee. , - . . ,
” —

7

r*
— J ui vxio ~©pan;mem; or ouc

fc d®1&y His separture to England, he would contact DAVXDJTOLES. whs. in
aid see President TRUMAN so *EKat his~ departure would i»t be de-

turn, would
layed. ne also indicateci that he would contact various influential peoplein Washington, D. c. so that his trip would not be cancelled.

The interviewing agents advised GREENBERG that they had no know- *•*
ledge as to whether the Department of Justice intended to" make any effortto oanoel his trip to England. .

* . o',

BEb a
<i

4 y - 4C
LWS: MXW
65-14603
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Letter to Diredbr
NY 65-14603 June 10, 1947

"*LTER BIEI2. DHTED SUITES USES, 1 Broadway, Haw York aty.
ss

rd“ Which r<lfl,ot,d tb»t Michael sheebbebg boardad th«

zgasi ess*?-
™ s - m7 “* .^iinst

oo Washington Field

T«ia truly yours,

tl—J-
?ARD SCHELDT, SAC

- 2 -

*a-ja-r- *«&*****
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100-17493
ELG:CHS

Director, FBI

^S^SS. "

0IHEB3NISB ...

w Dear Sir:

Btedaral Bureau of fnuratlgatinn

Unitrh States department of Bustlre

Washington Field Division, Room 1706
Washington, D. C.
May 29, 19^7 »

c -<

$
RE: GRIGORY

ESPIONAGE - R
<P

ALGER HISS aka Eugene Hiss

REASON-FC

DATE OF

ai.H-5
The following information is being furnished on the above

individual for use in connection with an anticipated interview. (J

ALLEGATIONS OF GREGORY &
S>

i->—*0

*/
4

l .

I'

Gregory related that HAROLD GLASSER, an Individual who is a ^

,

/ -/l,
prominent figure in this investigation, had been working in Europe for /

' '

the United States Treasury Department and had dropped out of the VICTOR / -
/ XPERLO group in Washington, D. C. Gregory stated that VICTOR PERLOhad'’ '

,

told-GTegory that GLASSER had asked him if GLASSER would be able to retu#^ JHJ
to the PERLO group. PERLO, in explaining why GLASSER had left the ’group/ /•
originally , stated that GLASSER and one or two others had been taken some
time before by an American in a Government agency in Washington and had
been turned over to some Russian. PERLO told (HpiORY that he did not know
the Identity of this American, and that CHARLEff KRAMER, also a prominent
figure identified with this investigation, so far”as he knew was the only
person who had possession of this information. GREGORY stated that at a
later date Gregory, In talking with KRAMER in New York City, brought the
matter up and KRAMER stated to Gregory that the person who had original!
taken GLASSER away from the PERLO group was named Hit-.-, ana. wito 1?

'' ^
employed by the United States State Department. ^

Gregory informed thab^rVack' 1

, a Russian conty.'^>Si^5o h >s not as
yet been identified, advised of the information relative to GLASSER and in
the spring of 19^5 Gregory obtained an article concerning the United State
State Department from the newspaper "PM" In which HTSS vas mentioned. At
that time "Jack” stated to Gregory' that he had learned the identity pt

Gregory also advised that on one occasion GPiirrnRy p.TT.yvpa/^flftygO
a prominent figure in this investigation, complained to Gregory that VICTOR
PERLO was upjsetti^g existing arrangements among the members of his group in

i.O ± EL) (j\ UmOUKii iuJli Lk-£(, HO*- * s-f &*' tv safln 7

"
-UN \y*.f
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DIRECTOR, FBI RE: AIGER HISS, aka Eugene Hies

Washington arid asked if Gregory could do something to remedy the situation.
Gregory told "Bill," a Russian contact vho has not as yet Been identified

fj?°
Ut

«
the SilvennaBter complaint and he stated that he knev a person

vene vho could "lay dovn the lav to those hoys and straighten them out."
Gregory advised that it vas Gregory's impression that he vas referring to
HISS vho had been mentioned In the "PM" article and vho vas. stated to be an
adviser to DEAN ACHESON in the State Department. t/l

/27HA)



COMMJNIST ACTIVITIES

On May 10, 1945, WHITTAKE^^5HAMBERS, a former Important member of
the Communist Party and a courier for the Communist Government undergrounl,
advised that he vas instructed in 1935 to contact HAROI^WARE in
Washington, "D. C., who vas the leader of a group of government employees
who were Communist Party members, but whose activities with the Party as
such has ceased when they were transferred to the underground of the
Communist Party . The informant, as a courier, operated between WARE a
Russian contact in New York City. The informant explained there were about
eight individual members in the WARE organization. These in turn operated a
underground unit and each member of these underground units was not aware of
the identity nor composition of any of the other unite. The informant- Mint
out that after having been assigned to work with WARE, he learned the/

i
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DIRECTOR, FBI RE: AIGER HISS, aka Eugene Hies

identities of the members of that particular underground group, inasmuchas he met vith them on numerous occasions. He named the following

hlB Mother, DONALD, were members of the Communistunderground in Washington, D. C., at least until 1937. While AIGER was with
_
Administration, he met with HENRY WARE’S group on^ attended when the g^up meetings were Elat

Ss+5Sf a
^ add6d that When 0125 vent lnto ^© Nye Committee

SmJJ
1

?
tln

f
A
f
naments

’ he vae segregated from the group and had no more

?
lth them

' but vould meet socially with a lot of them andwas particularly close to JOHN ABT'S sister, f-IARTA^/^ACHRACK. ^ |

said he had no reason to believe that AIGER tttrc may have^ J!

8 2°™IUnift Party - Informant explained that after h^
thfSS hLi

8
? r

° 8n
T

th6 CoEaunist Party, he made a special trip to

HISS^tn^Lw
Ge°r6et°Wn

’ WashinSton , D * C., with the purpose of talkingHISS into breaking away from the Party. He had dinner with HISS at his home

J ? 811 niSht in £n effort to Persuade him to leave the
. .

refused, and gave as his reason for not breaking his loyalty to

relo^Tol «“ °plnionata4 «»t one^f the^strongestreasons for HL£ maintaining contact with the Communist Party was the / sanatical loyalty to the Communist Party on the part of his wife. J
-t ..

been alleged that the name of AIGER HISS. 3415 Volta Place“ • U8t °£ 018 “«*««* Tfcehin^ ^ttsl ^r
mentioned a^ee'le afore-

group<
tt on . HI£- Has denied any contact with this

u
nr™. . 4. t ^?

raie
f

Important member of the Communist Party alleged that theplanned to have DONALD HISS handle the HARR^fel3GES casein us-ifornia because of the influence which he might have withthe LaborDepartment. DO,MB art AIGER SISS reportedly uore meobera of a CoL^la?Party underground movement in Washington 'n 1933 AIGtn trrc'- v.„„ „ , ,

Eg* *?sf -J?.’
101' or hM erer of SfSS^pJSg'S?7

BL-S denied affiliation with the Young Communist league.
7

u

- h .
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SE

EE: AIGER HISS, eke Eugene Hies

WHITTAKER JHAMBE3S advised the Stete Department in September, 1939,
thet AIGER HISS vas en eseistent to one SAYRE of the Communist Party in 1937

*

and thet he vae a member of the underground Communist Party and active vith
a group in Baltimore.

AIGER ’S vife, PRISCILLA, is alleged to have been a Socialist in
the early days of the Nev Beal. ^

Information is available reflecting that TTTfift vas in 1933 the
Chairman of the Research Committee of the International Juridical Association.
This information also reflects that he vas involved in a group of nersons in
Washington, B. vOyall connected vith the International Juridical Association
including MTHAZ^ITT and LEE PRESSMAN, vho, like HISS, are reported to have

'

been recruited fiifco the Communist underground. The International Juridical
Association, which is no longer active, vas formed in I93I by a group of
persons vho over a period of years have been closely connected vith the
Communist Movement. It is knovn to have been closely affiliated vith the
International Labor Defense, vhich group has long served as the le<?al am
of the Communist Movement.

' \J

’’

In 1933 it is knovn that EARI/CBROWDER desired to use the mailing
list of the International Juridical Association in order to advertise
increase the subscriptions to the "Nev Masses."

Drifts its existence the International Juridical Association closely
folloved the Communist program and it is knovn that it cooperated vith
such groups as the National Federation for Constitutional Liberties, the
International Labor Defense and the National Lawyers Guild. \J

H
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DIRECTOR, FBI RE: AIGER HISS, aka Eugene Else

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

During the several weeks prior to December 28, 1945* AIGER HISS was

primarily engaged in activities relating to his planned trip to London, England,

as a representative of the State Department and during this period he made, so

far as is known, no important contacts with other subjects in this investigation.

1/
AIGER HISS returned to the United States on February 22, 1946, and

at his request he was interviewed on March 25, 1946. During this interview he
advised that he was not much of a joiner, but could have been on the mailing
list of organizations of various kinds, but was unable to state whether this
was a fact. He recalled that for a period of five or six months prior to his
employment with the Department of Agriculture he was a member of the
International Juridical Association, which he characterized as a small group
interested in labor law. HISS denied that either he or his wife were ever
members of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action. He was of the .

impression that his wife could have been a member of the League of Women Shoppers,
because he thought some of her friends had been members of that organization.
HISS denied emphatically that at the present time or at any time in the past he
had been a member of the Communist Party. He also denied that he had ever had
any associations with the Coromunist Party. He further advised that as far as
he knew none of his friends were members of the Communist Party. However, he
stated that he had heard many people say that one of his friends, T.ttr PRESSMAN,
was either a Party member or followed the Party line, but HESS did not know
^is to be a fact. LTO PRESSMAN, mentioned by HISS, is identical with LEON
'PRESSMAN, the present General Counsel for the CIO, Washington, D. C.

~

u
Physical Surveillance

OA/Tjpvember 30, 194-5, a “an etad woman driving a car with tags listed
to HAROLD ^flSTEIN, husband of LCRIN S JETEIN, 3744 Huntington Avenue, N. W.,
Washington, dV C., visited the HISS residence and then returned to the above
address. (Mrs. STEIN is a member of the Washington Bookshop, The DIES
Committee lists the name of STEIN on the Washington Committee for Democratic
Action. STEIN has been described as a "Pink", a Communist thinker, a leftist,
and so forth, by several individuals.) */

On December 1CL II945, AIGER and PRISCILLA HISS were guests of
LAWRENCE MEREDITH ClEJeONfSMITH, 3230 Reservoir Road, N. W., Washington, D. C.
(SMITH was a member of tney. National Lawyers Guild until 194-0, the American
Federation of Artists and 'the Washington Committee for Democratic Action. His
wife, ELEANOR, was a member of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action
and the Washington League of Women Shoppers in 1941. In 1940 SMITH was •

Special Assistant to the Attorney General.)
,

j

- 6 -
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DIRECTOR, FBI

SE^ST

EE: ALGER HISS, aka Eugene Hiss

On March 9, 1947, a physical surveillance revealed that HENRY ECU.
COLLINS, a prominent subject in this case, vas observed to enter the HISS
residence. u

^Technical Surveillance]

On December 50, 19^5, DOROTmBLAISDELL contacted_PEISCIKA HISS.

DOROTHY BLAISDELL, 3901 Connecticut Avenue, N. W., in 1941 vas on the

membership list of the Washington Committee for Aid to China; also she vas on
a membership list of the Capital City Forum, an alleged Socialist group in

D. C., and on the active list of the League of Women Shoppers. Mr. and Mrs.

DONALD C. BLAISDELL reportedly vere on the membership list of the Washington
Committee for Democratic Action. jj u)

7 V i/
On January 11, 1946, Mrs. HISS, contacted MARCIA7 FOOTE ang. mentioned

that she had been in contact vith LOI^HORTON. Mrs. ROBERT WYMAJT^HORTOE, aka
Lola G^^orton, reportedly vas a member of the Washington Committee for
Democratic Action, a member of the Socialist Perty, Consumers Organizations
in D. C., on the membership of the Capital City Forum, a member of the
Committee to keep America Out of War end Chairman of the Committee ,on
Membership of the League of Women Shoppers in 1940 and 1941. j/ \Ji)

On June 5, 1946, DONALD BLAISDELL contacted PRISCILLA HISS
‘ ^(0

it » *

The indices of this office reveal that DONALD CHRISTY BLAISDELL
of the State Department vas the subject of an Internal Security, Hatch Act,
Investigation based upon the allegation that the DIES Committee listed his
name as a member of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action. BLAISDELL
denied this in 1^42 and no administrative action vas taken.

y|

T.VTOTftWH mij MTT.Tfi COLLEGE, Oakland, California, on January 23, 194]
attempted to arrange a meeting vith AIGER HISS.

On August 17, 1946, the informant advised that subject HENRY COLLINS
invited HISS and his family to his residence for dinner the following day.

It is further known that on January $1, 1947, HENRY COLLINS 6 {>

- 7 -
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DIRECTOR, FBI EE: AIDER HISS, aka Eugene Hies

attempted to contact HISS vith negative results. The informant advised
that on February 2, 1947, PBISCTIJA HISS visited in the COLLINS' residence.
Concerning COLLINS, it is further known that on March 27, I9U7, he called
his home in Lanham, Maryland, from the HISS residence. ^

On March 7, 1947, subject ROBERT MILLER contacted AIDER HISS. U

100-17493
MG:CBS

- 8 -
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lt.Jc.iki 8UPE/.U OF INVESTIGATION

,# U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

'immmms section

JUN 8 1947

r . tump***
TELETYPE '

'u£fifu-M
> fiftyism

CONF WASH AND WASH FLO FROM NEW YORK 14 S 6-*81

Director and sac urgent

3 & / U
K

GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. MESSRS. T. VINCENT CUTMM AMD T. J. DO!

''if

TODAY ADVISED THE CONTEMPLATED PROCEDURE TO BE FOLLOWED BEFORE THE

GRAND JURY IN PRESENTING THIS CASE, STARTING JUNE SIXTEEN. THEY STATED

THAT THE FIRST WITNESS WOULD 5E

AGENTS WHO INTERVIEWED

AFTER WHTCH'TKF

WOULD TESTIFY. FOLLOWED BY

MR. GUINN ADVISED THAT THEY INTEND TO CONTINUE ALONG THIS LINE IN FIRST

PRESENTING
"

WITH EACH SUBJECT AND PROBABLY

KNOWLEDGE OF THE SUBJECT AND WK

PARTICULARLY IF NO SIGNED S
JUN10 1947

ENT WAS~TAKEN AND ORAL TESTIMONY IS

NECESSARY. INJTHE EVENT A SIGNED STATEMENflyWAS TAKEN AND CONTAINS

ALL THE NECESSARY TESTIMONY :*ji

END PAGE 0 riFO COPIES WFO



WOULD

iHE SUBJECTS THEY

APPROPRIATE US MARSHALS.

i:OT INCLUDED II

INSTRUCTIONS

GUIHt: THAT A ITU

ITTED TO T

LIST OF S!

INCLUDED SUCH SUBJE

AY TU^’TV

D U^DE

GLAS3EP

TD ADLER. IT UAS SUGGESTED TO

_HR. QUIMK THAT THE EXACT STATUS OF THESE INDIVIDUALS COULD HOPE READILY

IN WASHINGTON AHD IT vJAS SUCurSTTri Tu a*y HE COHIiU*’TCATr

> ITK THF~DEP^Trrrf£^I_AHD HE SAID HE WOULD DO THIS.

SCHEIDT

Irj



Offil Memorandum united states government

J^RET
DATB:

P-Tros CONTAIN^)

- .

'*,*
t

-

tt
J*- 1 R-*Hsas shown ‘i/JV .

• OI.-i2SV7lSS v >77
J

\

'y

/

TO »

FROM

SUBJECT:

The Director

D. M. Ladd

0
THE GREGORY CASE

7
Lr* Hendon"
lx. Pennington
Ur. Quinn Team-
Tele. ROOB

—
ST. Ne&ae
liss Seihn
Kiss (tarty

Reference is made to the attached teletype from the New York
Office dated June 9, 1947, concerning the contemplated procedure to he
followed before the Federal Grand Jury in presenting this case starting
next Monday, .Tuna tfi, 1947 - On page two it is noted that Mr. T. Vincent
Qjiinn noted that a number of possible subjects on the list which he sub- ~7 f

mitted to the Department on May 26, 1947, were not included in the list of
subjects recently interviewed under Bureau instructions. He said that he
included the following^subjects: Norman Chandler"'Bursler, Anatoliyolkov.

jaaroldf-HJlasser, George^Perazich, J Julius'^Toseph . Willard^Zt^Park. Bernard
P Redmont'. "Hazen.jSlse and Schlome^Adlgr:

~r-~—
j

“5
It was suggested to Mr. Quinn that the exact status of these individ-

uals could more readily be determined in Washington and it was suggested that he
communicate with the Department which he stated he would do.

For your inforaertion, instructions were sent to the Field on May 28,
1947, to interview all of the subjects listed in the letter from the Department
dated May 26, 1947, with the exception of the following who are out of the
country and unavailable for interview: Scnloaer Adler -~In China; j'.~ulius
Joseph - London, England ; and Bernard Redmont - Buenos Aires , A^gent^nn.'

By letter dated May 29, 1947, the Attorney General was advised that
interviews would be conducted with the subjects requested in the letter from
the Department dated May 26 with the exception of those listed immediately
above.

Iiie results of an Interview with Harold Glasser was made available to
the Attorney Generaljas_an enclosure to a letter ^ted

,

1 qat7

NOrmaa Chandler iursler was interviewed by the Chicago Office on June 8.
1£47A_gndr the repprt_fig_vexing this Interview has^not arrivea at the Bureau
date. xhis report will immediately be furnished to the Department upon J?ts

fj^receipt,

>^
V

' and the report has not reached the Bureau to date
the Department immediately upon its recelptr"

4

George Perazlch w»a interviewed by the Chicago Office on J«n<* ft, 1947.
™-r+. ’ Itwill be made~ava.ilable to

Q
Anatole Volkov, the stepson of Nathan Gregory~Silyermaster

, is a
student at the University of North Carolina. The Charlotte Office advised that
he is away from the University and will return next Monday, June 16. 1947. at

llXET1 ^ *
,

)

31 ,i,H/8%
which time he will be interviewed,
be made to the Department.

GG JUN25194?.
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Memo To: The Director

t
Z».Pmxk In In "filthi npl a and at the time instructions vent out

^ i v, !
W 6^JeCts ' the Washington Field Office received infor-^ ?! y

0Uld
ff
tUrn t0 this country ln the near future on or about thattime and vould he available for interview. However, it has since been learnedthat he will r amain in Ethiopia. The Department is being advised of his Tin-availability in the attached letter to the Attorney General.

By letter dated June 5, 1947, the Attorney General was furnished areport from the Washington Field Office containing the tr-esSts of SteSiews with
.
71
5£i?.

lus fraXioe, Alge/Hlss, Prlscufl^les.
>n>5<ichinsky, Rutif^fkin, Allan

Wheeler. ' '
.

' —

tne iflowing individuals: Virgi:>ius FrancoQe ,Irving Kaplan, Duncan-lee
, IshbelXLee

, SoLofaonS
K Rosenberg, William B.rTaylor and Donald IT. Wheel

flirect1w .°
n
..
Jun® 9 * 1947

» a New report in this case was made availabledi
£!

*'

'

T * Vincent and Mr. T. J. Dnnegan by the Hew York Office.reflecting the.-resuits of interviewa v-ith .1 »

.TnVrn Vnee^ j. r> _ a r- .‘^7 .

Aoranam jarowimaii.

meat here £ JSJgto.

^

" t“*."por* vlU 1,6 maae aIallabl8 the Depart-

There is attached hereto for your auoroval a. letter* fn fvie **.+
General advising the status of interviews^ Ste.

* AttorneY

achment

'ADDEfTDUM

, , .

ASAC Belraont was advised of the above and instructed to immediatelv
telephonically yr> ivne?ar1 — 7

DML /
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office NLemorandum • united stat^ government
i .

\

¥
TO :

FROM t

SUBJECT:

Director, FBI

SAC, New York

^GREGORY
ESPIONAGE - R

date: June 9, 1947

A
Reference is made to my letter of June 7, 1947, enclosing five

copies of the report of Special Agent JOHN T. HTISBOS, dated .June 7, 1947 .y•W 0
Inadvertently, a table of contents, which is Page^ 3a of the repoF?/

I omitted and there are being enclosed five copies of this page for the .

I ^/Bureau and two copies for the Washington Field Office.

3
V

Two copies of the above-menticned report were furnished to WR.
QUINN and ¥R. DONEGAN today and one copy of the report of Special Agent
LA?G3ERT G. ZANDER, dated June 4, 1947, at Washington, D. C., was only
furnished to them.

ENCS 5 %<$**+* *

cc—WASHINGTON FIELD (FNCS 2)

n7 '

/"

JTKiEVD
65-14603 G. L R.



OjfjfccC R/Lc??20V&Tl$Uf7l • UNITED STA1ES GOVERNMENT

ro Director, FBI date: June 7, 19I4.7

PROM
.. Hew yoric

SUBJECT: (^0Rr
ESPIONAGE - R

Transmitted herewith are copies of the report of
Special Agent John T* Hllshoa dated at New York
June 7, 1947 Id the captioned matter*

Pursuant to the Bureau 1 s request to be advised as to
the date on which copies of this report will be given
to T* Vincent Quinn and Thomas J* Donegan, Special
Assistants to the Attorney General, I wish to advise
you that two copies of this report will be deliverer
to them on June 9» 191+7 •

5 Ends*



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
Form No. 1
THIS CASE ORIGINATED AT WASHmOTON, D. C. FILE NO. 100-18029

REPORT MADE AT

CHICAGO, HUMOIS

PERIOD FOR
WHICH MADE

6/7/47

TITLE

A ClASSJ t-

SEASONS
BATS OF R2Y1£

REPORT MADE BY

SABI JU HALVORSCK EAHseak

CHARACTER OF CASE

ESP1DHAGE - B
REFER 5 I S

SYNOPSIS OF FACTS: msmkML UL
i - ? ,

.

; — I / ^

--rAT'^A’
h.-ferazich <

,S QBCRGE N. FSRAZICH resides at 5805 Dorchester Avenue, /-/
;

Apartment 5-C, Chicago, and Is employed by the university *

of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois* FSRAZICH interviewed Jane ;

7, 1947, and signed statement obtained* Background
information set oat* FERAZICH stated he has never been a
aesfeer of the Oonwnist Party or any organisation known by

j
-

him to have been affiliated with or controlled by the '

Cocnmnist Party* He stated that while employed by Foreign
Economic AAninistration apd U*N«R*R*A* the nattore of hie

work did not involve handling of confidential or restricted
' information, was never solicited for any information which

’ was not available to mesber nations of U*E*R*R*A*, and to
the best of his knowledge, never gave any information to
persons not authorised to receive Ut^ FBRAZICH sdyised he

has never met and/does not know JAC(B130LOS, TIP^CR.
1

PERLO,

JOBNABT, CHARLES KRAlffR, H£R0I£ DIASSBR, DOKAlDnnEEIER,
AUaPROSESBERO; ’PRICE, BATHUT 8IL7ERM&STER, WILLIAM
L«TPmftH and ANATOISx^OIXOV* Be met the following wWle
employed by National Bureau of Economic Research, W*P*A*,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1965 to 394p, end adalts con-

... tacts with them at later dates* HAERSMAGDCFF, EfflftRP
I FUZGERAH), SAUL YtlBCEDiSKY, IRVING‘KAPLAN, HESHsSCHHOEL,
CARL^pEEN and LAVID>lEliqSAUB* IERAZICH admitted eoctaots

4

with DATmANJA, Chief U*R*R*R*A» Dele-
gate fTcm Yugoslavia, and vASO'SZRENTlB on official U.N.R.R.A.
btudness* FBRAZICH originally net NORMAR EURSIER at the W"-

DO NOT WRITE IN THESE SPACES

6S 4~ si>

»au (A1C5D)

Washington Field (Encl*l) (AMSD-
Ragistered (100-17495)

2-New York (AM3D) (65-14605)

2-Chlcago

m ’it

/

utS" >-? hk 7W ON S’ X-ilfA—

KE'JCZ.tt

U’i
t i * * *„ *

"£T
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Chicago file 100-18029

ttaivewity of California, and admit* several eoabdtQNFlfifck
with him since that tine* FERAZ3CH advised he does

'

not know of any Communist Party connections of any of
shove acquaintances* Be stated that he does not know

*°y °f above-named persons nesting as a group* «igw*d
statement forwarded as enclosure to Washington Field^y

- P -

HEFERENCESs letter Xran Bureau to Chicago, dated JUne 5, 1947*

letter from Washington Field to Bureau, dated Mery 29.
1947* 1

rmiist

Teletype from Chicago to Bureau and Washington Field,
dated June 7, 1947*

A* CttSlRD. fflfrnlg

This is a Joint report made by Special Agent WBSIET A. ANDERSON and the
reporting Agent*

7* 3547, Special Agent WESLET A. ANTERSON and the repartii* Agent
interviewed Subject (HKRCffi N. HESAZICH, in Boon 506, Social Science Research
Building, Tfaiversity of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, and the following
information was obtained;

FEBAZXCII stated that he is residing at 5805 Dorchester Avenue, Apartment 5-C,
R*^,EET» ** Professorofmatwy

at the University of Chicago* JHiAZICH's family continues to reside at 52OTdiver Street, N* T*, Washington, D* C*, which he considers as his p*wM«awt
residence* 1

FERAZICH related that he is employed by the University of Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois, and is working on the ccmnezcLal aspects of atomic energy* Hie office

- 2 -



Chicago file 100-18029

is located at Boon 505, Social 8cience Research Building, 1156 East 59th
Street, Chioago, Illinois* FERAZICH attended the University of California
fraa September 25, 1925 to Hay 11, 1955* Bis education mas Interrupted
because it was necessary for him to earn his tuition* Re stated that while
attending the University of California be was a member of the League for
industrial Democracy, and also the International Foreign Relations Group*
Be advised that he dots not recall being a member of, or being President of,
the Social froblems Club, and does not recall being on the National Committee
of tbs Student Congress Against War* He recalls that a publication entitled
"Student Outpost" mas published at tbs University of California, but he did
not recall having any connection with it* FERAZICH advised that he mas not
a member of the Friends of the Soviet Union* He stated that be mas not a
member of the Young Communist League, and doubts that he mas present at a
meeting of the Social Problems Club at which plans mere made for control of
that organization by the Young Communist League* FERAZICH mas interested in
debating, but does not recall any particular debates* FERAZICH stated be
is not a member of tbs Comuniat Party now, and never has been a member of
the Communist Party in the past*

HSRAZICH recalled that he resided at 1758 Milvia Street, Berkeley, California,
far about a year while he was attending the University of California* He
does not recall any Communists living at that address and does not recall any
Communist meetings being held at that address*

FERAZICH recalled that he met NORMAN BURSUR when they were both attending tte
Hiiversity of California* Facts relating to BURSIER are set out in the signed
statement, which is quoted below* However, it should be noted that FERAZICH
has had several contacts with BURSIER since be came to Chicago in March of this
year* He stated that they had a dinner appointment on June 7, 1947, the day on
which FERAZICH was Interviewed* FERAZICH advised be was not amare if BCRSXER
Is acquainted with NATHAN SXL7ERMA5TER*

FERAZICH stated that he went to Yugoslavia on a United Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Adninfstratlon mission on August 28, 1944, and returned to the
Halted States on November 5, 1945 for a conference* Be also went to Yugoslavia
on November 22, 1945 on a U*N*R*R*A* mission, and returned to the Halted States
on January 5, 1946* As indicated in the signed statement, which la set out
below, FERAZICH stated that at no time during his enpOLogncnt by the Foreign
Economic Administration and U«N.R«R.A* mas he contacted by anyone soliciting
may information* It should be noted that be was questioned specifically in this
regard relative to a trip to Yugoslavia* FERAZICH stated he mas not solicited
by anyone for information while he was abroad* vA^

It should also be noted that specific association with persons involved in
thin investigation by FERAZICH are set out in the signed statement* FERAZICH
also stated that he does not know of any of the persons mentioned in the

- 5 -
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signed statement meeting as a group* He advised that he does not know of
espionage activities on the part of any of his acquaintances* HJRAZICH
furnished the following signed statement, quoted below:

"Chisago, HI*
Jane 7, 1947

"X, George H* Perazieh, make the following voluntary statement
to Earl A* Halverson and Wesley A* Anderson, who have identified
themselves as Special Agents of the Federal Bureau of investigation.
Special Agents Halvorson and Anderson have advised me that I am not
required to make any statement and that any statement which I do
make may be used against ms in court* This statement is given
voluntarily and without any threats, fores, or promises of any kind*

"I was born April 20, 1906, in Rezeviohi Fstrovae, Tc^oalavia*
I entered the U* S* at Oalvetaton, Texas, in Aug 1924 as a student,
and reentered the 17 S* for pexmansnt residence at Brownsville, Teas*
on Feb 26, 1941* I was naturalized an Sept 8, 1942, in the 17* S*
District Court at Buffalo, N.T. I attended tbs University of
California at Berkeley, Cal*, with acme interruptions in order to
aara tuition ftrem Sept 25, 1925 to May 11, 1955* I was employed by
the National Bureau of Economic Research, WBA, from about Nov 1955
to Aug 1940) by tbs liberty Bank of Buffalo, N.T* in the research '

advisory service Tran Aug 1940 to Sept*, 1942} Western Electric Co,
Hmey, N.J ftxa Oct 1942 to Oct 1945} Foreign Economic Achninistration
frm Nov 8, 1945 to Dec 51, 1945) and Ufaited Nations Relief and
Rehabilitation Adninistration from Jan 1, 1944 to Feb 28, 1947*

"I am not near a member of tbs Communist Party, and I have never
been a member of the Communist Party in the past* I have never been
a member of any organization known by me to have been affiliated with
or controlled by the Communist Buriy*

"I am not acquainted with, and to ay recollection I have never
heard of the following persons: JACOB GGLOS, VICTOR BERIO, JOHN ABT.
CH&RIES KRAMER, HAROLD GIASSER, DONALD WHETHER, AT.tjst ROSENBERG, qmv
BRICE, NATHAN GREGCRT SUVESIOSISR, WILLIAM L* ULUIAN. and ANATOIE
VOIBOV.

"I met HARRT MAGDGFF when wa were both employed by the Ihticnal
Bureau of Economic Research in Philadelphia, Ba, in 1966 or 1957*
I saw him frequently until 1940, but then did not see him again until
tbs Spring of 1946 in Washington, D* C* I had lunch with him several
times and we visited in each others homes during 1946* 1 do not know
if MAGDGFF is a menber of tbs Coemunist Party or Ni* engaged in
Communist activities*
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WNFIDtNTW”1 me^ EDEARD FIT2GERA.Ui when we were both employed by the National
Bureau of Economic Research In Philadelphia, Pa., and was associated
with him from 1937 to 1940. Since that time, I have seen him
several times in the spring of 1944 and once in the spring of 1946.
I do not recall where I saw him, but believe we had lunch together
on the last occasion. I do not know if FITZGERAID is a member of
the Communist Party, or has engaged in any Communist activities.

”1 J^tJaAUL LISCHINSKY when we were both employed bv the National
Bureau of Economic Research in Philadelphia, Pa7, and
associated with him for a few months during either 1937 or 1938. \7e
had no contact from 1938 until the spring of 1946, when we were both
employed by UNRRA in hash.

,

D. C. I did not associate wit.h Mm
socially. I do not know if LI3CKINSKY is a member of the Communist
Party or has engaged in any Communist activities.

nI met GEORGE SILVERLIAN, who was employed in the Procurement
Division of the French Purchasing Commission, during the late summer
or fall of 1946. At that time we had lunch with either DAN KUKANJA,
chief UNRRA delegate from Yugoslavia, or YASO SZRENTIC, who was attached
to the Yugoslav Embassy in Washington, D. C. At this luncheon the
discussion was concerning the procurement of wood working equipment for
UNRRA. I also talked to Silverman on other occasions and we discussed
official business concerning UNRRA. I believe SHVERLAN is acquainted
with both KUKANJA and S2RENTIC. I do not know if SILVERNAN is a member
of the Canmunist Party, or has engaged in ary Communist activities.

"I me|JBSING KAPTAN wh»q w? wwn employed by the National
Bureau_of_Scpnomic Research in PhiladelphiiT~^YT-^n-rT^«;~

™

qt»v
was ny boss. I was associated with him until 1938 or 1939 when he left
there, and was out of contact with him until the first part 1946.
During 1946, Kaplan and his wife and my wife and I exchanged visits ineach others homes about four times, and went to the theatre together
two or three times. I do not know if KAPLAN is a member of the
Conmunist Party or has engaged in any Conmunist activities*

MI met HERB SCHH2JEL when we were both employed by the National
B^fa^ of^con

?
a
i
c Eesearch Philadelphia, Pa., and was associated

with him from 1937 to 1940. Since that time, I have seen him only
twice, and that was during the spring of 1946. Once v/hen he visited
me in my office, and once when he took ny family for a ride. I do
not know if SCiHLEEL is a member of the Conmunist Party or has engaged
in any Communist activities*

"I net_CARL GREEN when we were both employed bv the N&tional
Philadelphia, I^.T^nd^aFassociated

Mai .fro® j,9j7 w 1940. iy only other contact with him was in
1946 when he called me, but we did not get together. I do not know
if GREEN is a member of the Communist Party or has engaged in any

- 5 -
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«Casmsniat activities.

_ ^ 04710 when no were both employed by the
National Bureau of Booncmio Research in Philadelphia, ft. andm
associated with bin fittm 1955 to 1940* I was also associated with fada
darla8 1944 1946 »hen WEINIRAUB was Chief of the Boreas of
Supply, of URHRA. WEDJTRAUB was also a social assooiate. I do notkncwlT m la a Miar of the Ccnmnsnist Party or has engaged in any
Ccmainlat activities* ^

I met NCRUAN BOSSIER when we both attended the University of
Ca3if«s?nia, and both worked In the same box factory* wnnfiTgp #b&
not live at 1758 Kilvla 8t, Berkeley, Cal, at the sane tine that I
did* RJRSISl was also employed by the National Boreas of Economic
Research for a short tine in 1965* The next tine I saw lr~B
In the spring of 1946 when he visited ay hone in Washington, D* c*

0017 t
J
tte that I saw him in Wish*, D. C,* I do not know

if BQtSIBt is a member of the Ccuonxnlst Rudy, or has engaged in any
CcBinnmlst activities*

"While associated with the Foreign Economic Adninistraticn ani
6RRRA, the nature of vy work did not involve the of
confidential or restricted information* I was never solicited for any
anroi-mtion which was not available to medber of ttvrra,
the best of ay knowledge I have never given any information pertaining
to ay work to persons not authorised to receive it*

I have read the above statement which to tbs best of ny knowledge
is true* This statement consist of six pages, and I have signed each
page and initialed aaeh correction

"Signed

/a/ GEORGE PERAZE3H
June 7 1947

"Witnesses

/a/ EARL A* HALVORSON, Special Agent
Federal Boreas of Investigation
Chicago, lU, Jons 7, 1947

/b/ A* ANDKhSGN, Special Agent
F*B*I*
Chicago, 111*, June 7, 1947"

Enclosure to Washington Field* Signed statement by GEORGE HRAZK5H, dated

SSnZsJ?47? Illinois, and witnessed by Special Agents EARL A.
HALVORSON and WESIET A. ANDERSON.

-PENDING—
-6 -
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JtikUt

T*o copis of thla report arc being famished to the far York office for4

Infovation because the Subjects In this case aay be oaUed before tte Grand
Jury In far York*

-PENDING-

V
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J
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.V -<f
‘

IRVING KAPLAN, aka Isidor Kaplan

r Ilr.

Dear Sir:

The following information is being furnished on the above
individual for use in connection with an anticipated interview:

BACKGROUND

iRVIliH^kAFIA?? and his wife .DOROTHY presently reside at 3351* f) \
•ive, Alexandria, Virginia. The above arM^ose -so a« riv /

irvii
Martha Custis Drive, Alexandria, Virginia. The above address is an apart- rVsL
ment building located in a settlement known as Paricfairfax. *• /

‘

The following various dates and places of birth have been-
given by KAPLAN:

: „

The Philadelphia index of voters lists his birth as
September 23, 1900, New York City; 8\'

%e WPA records at Washington, D. C. , show that he was bcrn
on September 23, 1906, no place listed.

The records at City College of New York City reveal that he
was born December 12, 1900, at Nvardoc, Russia.

-O

wasltoBftrtki)Polarti but now.
1

KAPLAN immigrated to the
His mother is JENNY (JENNIE) KAPLAN who wasT^™—^ UViU „ llw„
deceased. His father was MORRIS A. KAPLAN, b^T^Poland,‘pow#c^4aj7
but who was naturalized in the Supreme Court of New York City on December 18,
1911. IRVING KAPLAN claims citizenship through his father (derivative).

COPIES DESTROYED.-
^ ' ' —* |r j(

" ^ *

ELG:EKK
-,2DO-17fc93

ft*
rstW
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KAPIAN' s education consists of the foilowing*

Grammar school. New York City, 1907 to 1915
Morris High School, New York City, 1915 to 1918
City College of New York, 1919 - 1920
Columbia University, New York City, September, 1920 - June, 1923, where he

received an A.B. degree with honors and was a Phi Beta Kappa
Fordham Law School, 1927 - 1929

2IAN was married to DOROTHJ&'RIEDLAND
PRIEDLAND, 5529 Hawthorne Place, N. W.,
DROTHY. Other known relatives of DOROTHY

On March 31, 1929,
in New York City. PAULINE (PAULA]

Washington, D. C,, is a sister ofi

FRIEDLAND are

EL:iE?P4>J0RMAN (nephew)
J5AW4jOR!IAN
BEA%)HMAN (sister)
SAMUS^NORMAN

all presently residing in Baltimore, Mazyland.

KAPLAN'S known employment record is as follows*

Pierce Oil Company, New York City, clerk, July, 1918 - June, 1919
A. I. Namra Company, Brooklyn, New York, statistical clerk, July to September,

1923
Corporation Trust Company, New York City, auditor, from July, 1921* - December

1926
National Industrial Conference Board, New York City, Research Staff, fran

December, 1926 - July, I929
Pacific Gas and Electric Company, San Francisco, California, from September,

1929 - April, 1935> as an economist and statistician
Works Progress Administration, Washington, D. C. He was appointed July 11,

1935* as senior statistician. On December, 16, 1935* he was transferred

- 2 - sflBET
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and promoted to Associate Director of^tfae National Research Project in WPA .

In February, 1936, his salary was increased to #5,000 and then in March, 1.936,

he was transferred with the same title and salary to the National Research
Project at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, where he remained until August, 1938.

Department of Justice, Washington, D. C., August, 1938 - February, 191*0, where
he was Special Assistant to the Attorney General.

Social Security Board, Washington, D. C., from October, 1939 - March, 19l*0,

where he was engaged in research and survey.
Federal Works Agency, February, 19l*0 - February, 191*2, research analyst.
WPB, Washington, D. C. . head program progress analyst, from February 2, 191*2 -

September, 11, 19ul*.

Foreign Economic Administration, Washington, D. C., September. 12, 19l*l* -
July 11, 19l*5, '"here he was in charge of reconstruction and foreign
economic development.

Treasury Department, Washington, D. C. . On July 12, 191*5, he came here as
Economic Advisor, Liberated Areas* Problems , Division of Monetary ftesearch.

On the same date he was transferred to Foreign Funds Control as EconoMc
Advisor for a period not to exceed 120 days. He was assigned to the
United States Group Control Council to Germany to assist in carrying
on the liberated areas program of the Treasury Department. On November 12,

191*5, this detail in Germany was extended 120 days and was finally
terminated on December 22, 191*5* On May 19, 191*6, he was transferred
from Economic Advisor, Division of Monetary Research, to the Office
of War Mobilization and Reconversion. He entered on duty here
May 20, 191*6, as an economist where he received #9,012.50 per annum.

' He was separated on January 31, 191*7, along with the discontinuance of
this agency and furloughed through June 20, 19l*7. At the present time
he is unemployed.

SECjtr

Among the references given in KAPLAN'S Civil Service Application
for Federal employment, he listed the names of

^jATTtmTN CURRIE, Executive Assistant to the President
A, G.^SILVERMAN, War Department, Washington, D. C.

both of whom are prominent figures in this case.

The files of the Civil Service Commission carry a report on
KAPLAN showing that no derogatory information was developed in an investigation
of this individual. The following subjects in this case were interviewed
during the Civil Service investigation:

- 3 -
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V. L^B&SStiS
HARETMAGDOFF
EDWARD JsKFltZGERAID

At the time of IRVING KAPLAN'S employment with the Department

of Justice, he listed among other references IATJCHLIN CURRIE and A* G.

SILVERMAN who have been identified by informant GREGORY as members of the
Communist underground and group in Washington, D. C . } engaged in Soviet

espionage.

Original informant GREGORY stated that in the latter part of

191*2 or early 191*3 she learned from NATHMI..GREG0fi^SA8NSasm. .that IRVING

KAPIAN, who was connected with the Aar~Froductipn Board, was giving information

that he obtained through this agency to GEQRGHPSiLVERliAN, a subject in this

case, who in turn passed it on to SILVERMAStjsR. GREGORY related KAPIAN
was a dues-paying Communist Party member. GREGORY has never met KAPIAN but

said he was at one time associated with the Perlo Group. She said her
latest information was that he was connected with the Foreign Economic

Administration.

COMMUNIST ACTIVITIES AND CONTACTS

With reference to KAPLAN'S employment by the Nati^taal Research
Project, it was learned he was brought to Philadelphia by DAVllr WEINTRAUB ,

the National Director of the National Research Project, who highly recom-

mended KAPIAN. DAVID WEINTRAUB has been reported as a Communist Party organizer

in 1930 while he, WEINTRAUB, was the Research Assistant in the Research

Department of the Amalgamated Clothing__Wgrkfira_IInign

.

noted that WEINTI
case.

is to
has contacted other individuals prominent in this

- 1*
-
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SE ET

5> The files at UNRRA reveal that on February 21*, io)|)| subject
SOLOMON A. LISCHINSKY made application for a position with IflffiRA arri at that
time, among others, he listed as references subjects HAROUHGIASSER and
IRVING KABlAN. In 19hZ in an application for Federal

-
employment filed at

,

U
3ff

ed „ States Civil Service Commission, among others he listed subjects
GEORGET3ERAEICH and IRVING KAPLAN as references.

J

The files of this office reveal that the name of DOROTHY
-

FRIEDLAND KAPLAN was listed as an active member of the League of Women
Shoppers in 1910- and as actively associated with the National Federation for
Constitutional Liberties.

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION

Physical Surveillance

^ 0n November 30, 191*5 , an automobile bearing tags listed to
BEATRICE H.^VAJK-XAdSEL , 1622 Mount Eagle Place, Alexandria, Virginia, was

r C- 5 -
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sec/t

observed at the KAPLAN hone*' BEATRICE and her husband ALFRED are known to
be in frequent contact with the KAPLANS, as well as other subjects in this
case, and are reportedly Communist sympathizers.

A man and woman in a car with tags subscribed to by' TRvnir, _
nCySSKIN, 320U South Stafford Street, Fairlington, Virginia, contacted
MfsT KAPLAN on November 30, 191*5. IRVING CHS3KIN * s wife • s name is MILDP^,-
Both have contacted subjects in this case and are known to have attended
meetings where Communists were present.

On February 2, 191*6, the KAPLANS attended a party at the
FEP.CL 1 .1 . CCRNSLISONS* home, 2909 Clive Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.,
which party was attended by the LiAGDOFFS, BEArRIC^HEEiAN, MVEfttfEIiir RAUB,
the FITZGERALDS, and others. (It is to be noted that FEROIj^RNSLISON was
formeB&y a member of the Washington 3ookshop and is a contact of subjects
jDWARDrlTZG^RAID and HARRY mAGDOFF • BEATRICE HEUiAN was formerly employed
by the

-
Tass News Agency and as a secretary at the Russian Embassy.)

On February 5> 19U6, a pWfeical surveillance revealed that
KAPLAN, subject GECRGE PEPAZICH, and LQQ^GOLDBLATT of San Francisco,
California, had lunch together. GOLDBLArT on numerous occasions has been
in contact with Communist Party members and sympathizers. He was for years
an aide to HARI^IbEIDGES in San Francisco. At the present time he is an
attorney for the National Maritime Union.

s
IRVING KAPLAN and.FRANK COE on February 8 , I9I16 , were observed

at the home of GECRGE SILVERMAN. All Are subjects in this case.

Major 0SCARJ^5DANSKY lunched with Mr. and Mrs. KAPLAN
on February 26, 19l|6, and later BODANSKY was at the KAPLAN home for the
night. BODANSKY is a Russian-born, naturalized American citizen. He was
commissioned in the Medical Corps of the United States Amy in 19l*2 and
presently is stationed at Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland.

The KAPLANS wer?' observed in the company of ISIDORE GTW
ELMAN on May 2 and Octobe/ 31, 19l*6. NEEDELIAN is a Russian-born, “

’ naturalized~citizen who is isgal representative of the Amtorg Trading
Corporation, New York City^pKSDEDiAN and his wife EDITH are reportedly
active Communists.

- 6 -
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On July 12 and 29, 191*6, the KAPLANS are
with the GEORGE SILVERMANS.

A physical surveillance revealed that as KAPLAN and subject
SOLOMON LISCHINSKY were dining together at Delmonico’s Restaurant on lj>th
Street, Washington, D. C., on July 30, 191*6, they were greeted by subject
SOL ADLER who had recently returned to this country.

On August 3, 19li6, subject .SOL ADLER and Mrs. KAPLAN were
observed to meet IRVING KAPLAN and MURRAjK/ LA'TITi«iSR, an important figure in
this case, at the ’Washington Airport. /y

A physical surveillance on November 23, 19l*6, revealed that
the KAPLANS attended a meeting of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare,
a Communist dominated organization, at the residence of EDMUND and JAN^ICNE,
9221 Argyle Drive, Alexandria, Virginia. Also present at ^hls meetingwere
the MAGDOFFS and other contacts of the KAPLANS. (EDMUND STONE is employed
at the National Housing Authority and the STONES have frequently been in
contact with subjects MAGDOFF, FITZGERALD, and other Communist sympathizers.
The STONES are known to be actively interested in the Southern Conference
for Human Welfare.)

WILLIAM'
/.

On November 2$, 191*6,
AZIER, IRVING KAPLAN, BHUC

^ nf bttp, together at the 1*00"
,

Washington, C. (GLAZIER is Washington representative for the International
Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union and is in frequent contact with
known Communists, as well as subjects in this case. BRUCE WAY3UR is a
representative for the United Electrical Radio and Machine Workers of America,
CIO and reportedly holds a life membership in the Washington Bookshop.
WAYBUR is known to be a frequent contact of Communist members and sympathizers.
SAIjJiQHBOas frequently contacted KAPLAN and other subjects in the Gregory
case.) r

It is known that on February 5, 191:7, subjects KAPLAN, BASSIE,
and ED FITZGERALD lunched together at the Casino Royal, H Street and
ll*th Street, N. W.^ Washington, D. C.

On February 19, 191:7, KAPLAN, ED FITZGERAU), VeWbASSIE,
CHARLES KRA&&R, HE^BrySCHIMMEL, all important individuals in this'' case, and
an unknown man had luhch together at the Dodge Hotel, Washington, D. C.

- 7 -
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It was learned on February 20, 1947, that KAPLAN lunched with
bttssetffifTYON of the United Electrical, Radio and Machine Workers of America,
CIO. NIKON has been a member of the Washingt cn Bookshop and reportedly
a signer of the appeal for dismissal of charges against SAM ADAMS DARCY,
a Communist leader, which appeal was sponsored by the National Federation
of Constitutional Liberties. NIXON has also been close to the Communist
Party group in the CIO and is at least a fellow traveler of the Communist
Party.

LE^TPRSIt is kncwn that KAPLAN visited the office of LB^PHBSSMAN,
counsel to the CIO, on March 4, 1947. PRESS;IAN allegedly is a Communist

Communist Party.
I

kqown bl
and several subjects in this investigation.''] f£) u

On March 7, 1947, KAPLAN lunched with RICHARD SASULY at the
Casino Royal. RICHARD SASULY and his wife ELIZABETH are known Communists
in the District of Columbia and members of Communist front organizations.

Subjects HARRY MAGDGFF, VEET BASSIE, ED FITZGERALD, and IRVING
KAPLAN were observed at lunch together on March 24, 1947.

On May 21, 1947* ISAAOTF0LKOFF, reportedly the financial advisor
to the Communist Party in California, Visited at the KAPLAN home. Thereafter,
the KAPLANS and FOLKOFF spent some time at the ALFRED VAN TASSEL residence.

3
Technical Surveillance

during the peri
EDITH VANDEHW0UD3
West 93rd Street,'

JrF spei

KAPLANS,
contact with
DELIAN, 43

ituralized

hly confidential source revealed that tt

f this investigation, have been in -con^

^EEDEIMAN and her husband, ISIDORE GIB!
ew York City. GIBBY is a Russian-born,'

citizen and at the time of his naturalization subject KAPLAN served as a
witness. NEEDE121AN is legal representative of the Amtorg Trading Corporation,
New York City, and ihas law offices at 210 Madison Avenue, which is the
Amtorg Building. &i\X.

§ It is known that on December 10, 1945, DOROTHY KAPLAN contacted
HELEN SILVEmSTER, the wife of NATHAN . GREGORY SILVEHMASTER, and .LUDWIG

SjULLMAN, also a subject in this case. Nj ^

'VSElRET
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Frequent contact of the KAPLANS has been RUSSELL A. NIXON,
325 North THOMAS Street, Buckingham. Arlington, Virginia. This individual
has heretofore been identified.

identified.^ VA*
S.UCHS and his wife, FRANCES REGINA HICBKtUCHS, have

often communicated with' the KAPLANS. The informant a dvised that HERBERT
arranged to stay over night with the KAPLANS on April 1*, 19l*6. FRANCES
reportedly was a member of the Washington Committee for Democratic Action,
the Washington League of Women Shoppers, the Capitol City Forum, and a
Socialist Party mentoer. Reportedly she is on the mailing list of "The
Socialist" which is published by the Socialist Party of the United States.
Her name appears on the membership list of the American Peace Mobilization.!

The KAPLANS are in almost daily contact with BEADIJS^AnNaSSEL
and her husband, ALFRED J.-*VaJ**-TASSEL. He was National Representative of
the United Federal Workers of America in Philadelphia in 1938. Reportedly
he was friendly with ROSE COHEM, wife of ROBERT COHEN, a Communist organizer
for the First Congressional District in Philadelphia. Also allegedly he is
friendly with GERHT SHANDRCS, a known Communist. The VAN TASSELS are in
frequent contact with other ^important individuals in t his case and known
Communist sympathizers

a le-

ather Ampc

The informant advised that on February 5 and June 3 and 15,
191*6, LOU GOLDBLATT, 60l* Montgomery Street, San Francisco, CaLifomia,
attorney for the National Maritime Union, was in touch with the KAPLANS.
The informant a dvised that GOLDBLATT visited at the KAPLAN home on June 15,
191*6. Information on /this individual has been set out above.

* ‘

• mi:

residence. N^rs. MIRIAM
Mrs. STUART J^EBORER
bv this offic

on a few 0®
touoOHER, nee Mi:

was" the subject of

0) u-
has reached the KAPLAN

EITLIN, also known as
ch Act investigal

19l*2 to being a member of the above organization.

- 9 - \
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Director, FBI
Re* Gregory

Espionage - R

Irving Kaplan, aka

se^Tet

VINdCcHESKIN, 3201* South Stafford Street,
n in contact with the KAPLANS and the

MILDRED CHESKIN and IR’

Fairlington, Virginia, have often been
informant has advised that they occasionally arrange to visit each other.
As heretofore reported, they have both contacted other subjects in this
case

*
(J)

\K^
HERB SCHIMMEL, 3601* Minnesota Avenue, S. E., Washington, D.

On February 25, 19U6, Major OSCAR BODANSKY reached KAPLAN
and arranged to spend the night of February 26th at the KAPLAN residence.
This meeting has previously been set out,-dp

On M&jjphl6, 19U6, a person known to the informant only as
HELGA (probably HELGA WOLKSKI) contacted IRVING KAPLAN, inviting him to her
wedding on March 22nd to LESLIE KISH at the home of SYLVIA HAGLER, 1827
Summit Place, N. W. It is to be noted HELGA WOLKSKI reportedly has been
actively engaged in translating certain b ooks concerning Germany to assist
RICHARD SASULY. (V)(lAi

^ MURRAY\LATIMER, until recently KAPLAN'S superior in the Office
of ftar Mobilization and Reconversion, has often conversed with KAPLAN.
The name of MURRAY LATIMER allegedly has appeared in the active indices of
the American Peace Mobilization and the Washington Committee for Democratic
Action. His wife's name, EDITH, is also listed with the latter organization.
LATIMER is known to asstfpiate with the SILVEffiSaSTERS, the KAPLANS, LEE
PRESSMAN, and MARY JANE kEENEY, all active in this case

Of’) DU
The KAPLANS are krwm to have been on excellent terns with

PBOT^rEWWHRRfl and husband, LEONARD , 2529 - U*th Street, S. E., who are
closely associated with the HaRrtY MA'JDCFFS, and the EDWARD FITZGERALDS,
both subjects in this case.

Washington^D

.

>njQU. C.,

T>MILLER,
JOHN^JIERKES , 1*76 H Street, S. W.,

has contacted KAPLAN and also is a known contact of ROBERT
a subject in this inveptigation. ”

SALLYA30HQAN is known to have cartacted KAPLAN on numerous
occasions. The Washington Field Office indices reveal that her name appears

0 Vu

- 10 -
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Director, FBI
Be: Gregory

Espionage - B

Irving Kaplan, aka

as a member of the CIO United Federal Workers of America and as a member
contributing to the Spanish Refugee Belief Canpaign. She is known to have
contacted other individuals in this case.

CRAIcSvW.nCH'IT has been said by the informant to be in contact
with the KAPLANS. Thh files of this office reveal he was a member of the
Fight for Freedom Committee and a Communist Party member. VINCENT was the
Communist director of the Recruitment and Manning Organization,

j
^ _

HAST WEIT2IAN of the Southern Conference for Human Welfare
on occasion has contacted DOROTHY KAPLAN. It is known that MARY'S husband
JACOB is a member of the Communist Partlist rartyy^

j, etheMecha:On June 2h, 19U6, ETHEItfaECHANIC of the National Citizens
PAC contacted DOROTHY KAPLAN for help and DOROTHY agreed. ETHEL MECHANIC,

567 Le Baum Street, S. E., is a member of the Communist Party.
(X>

<*-

chairaan of the Southern Conference for Hunan
Welfare, and CHABLOTTE^iUNT, secretary, Alexandria chapter of the Southern
Conference, have both conversed with DOROTHY KAPLAN. CM

It is known that HELEN 1MAN and BELLS*5iQDMAN of the Southern
Conference for Human Welfare have often communicated with DOROTHY KAPLAN.
HELEN WATtAN is an active member of the Washington Bookshop and her name
appears in the active indices of the American Peace Mobilization and the
Washington Committee for Democratic Action. BELLA RODMAN is known to have
attended the May Day Rally sponsored by the local Communist Party on May 3>
191*6.

BOB WEINSTEIN, according to the informant, accompanied IRVING
KAPLAN, the VAN TASSELS, and the CHESKINS on a fishing trip on September 1,

19l*6. Allegedly he is a member of the National Federation for Constitutional
Liberties.

EDMUND and JAN^STONE. 9221 Argyle Drive, Alexandria, Virginia,

are on friendlyterms with theTCAPIJNS and other important figures in this

case. They have previously been reported as Communist sympathizers, mj L<-—
\ A

JCSEPffHSGULD, International Bank for Reccnstruction and Develop-

ment, often has converted with KAPLAN and also is knownJtp have been
frequently in the company of subject GEORGE SILVERMAN,

**

$ U-

- 11 -
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Director, FBI
He: Gregory

Espionage - R

Irving Kaplan, ^ka

PAL'IEh\e5ER and VERTA^RKES, both of CIO PAC, have frequently

been in contact with the EAFIANS • 7JEBER is a known contact of other subjects

in this case. BaRNES has been identified with the American Youth Congress

and has contacted HARRIET BOUSLOG, Executive Secretary of the Harry Bridges

Victory Committee and legal representative of the International Longshoremen's

and Aarehousemen's union of CIO.$CU)

-
heS’-V.^EDELSBURG often has conversed with KAPIAN. HeJLs.

secretary to SenatOTySEpPER along with KkA..£<fv and oCnL._i.EL. EDnLSnL is

known to be in contact with Communist sympathizers and in his work appears

to follow the Communist Party line.

LEE PRESS 1AIJ of CIO has frequently been in touch with KALLA;-;

.

He has previously been identified. Qfj U—

-

The informant advised the HAP LIES are friendly with

-SXLXi:, 3530 Quebec Street, i.'. The Lies' Committee lists the name "of

S'TEIK on the V.'ashinaton Committee for Democratic Action. He has been described

as a "pink", a Communist thinker, etc. by several fellow vorkers. Mrs. STEIN

is a member of the Washington cookshop.

LESTI-hMcLEPPER, National Housing Association and a close

friend of the CHEShINS, often has communicated w ith the KAPLANS. u „

On occasion ROgWhUTCHICK has communicated with the KAPLANS.

He is a Russian—born citizen who. in 19ii3 was practicing law in St. Paul,

Minnesota. rortedly he attended Communist Party meetings in Minneapolis

in 1936 and in 1937 attended the League Against TTar and Fascism Rally

in New York City. In 19h.l he reoortedly was close to the Communist Parts

State Secrete

In addition to the above individuals, the KAPLANS are known

to have contacted the following subjects in the Gregory case:

FRANK COE HAHHY LvIAGDCFF and wife B3ADIE liAGDOPF

GEORGE and AMELIA F^PAZICK REBECCA FITZGERALD

CHARLES and MILDRED K.-A ~.R. HaHRY DSX'IF.R^RnlTE

SOLOIION ADLER
VEET BASSIE

rENLY^OLLINS

Ver$\ truly you
:

)

^ truly youjj.

®U LmAi
GUY H0TT3L
SAC

f
\

- 12 -
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x - * v, DEPMtT*W OF JUSTICE

* urfltini
^•ukisitiohs pencil ^mW 1

teletype

COT^WASKINGTON AND WASHINGTON' FIELD A

Director and sac... .... urgent, MSEISIN

q> .j ^
GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R. . MRS . HELENAORAL, WIFE OF ALEXAND

INTERVIEWED AT HEP. HOME, TWO NINE NAUGHT EMPIRE BLVD •
,

• BROOKLYN,

NY. MRS. KORAL EMPHATICALLY DENIED ANY KNOWLEDGE OF EXACT IDEt’i
7

OF/^RANK. 'ALSO CLAIMED SHE WAS UNAWARE OF EXACT NATURE OF KOP.ALS

ArTTVTTTrq vrOM TU T T?TYM TF’H TO FCRTYFIVE BUT ADMITTED SKe HAD.
f

~ ~~

KNOWLEDGE OF FT’-ATRCTAL AGREEMENT MADE BETWEEN FRANK. AND •

K ORAL • MRS. KORAL DENIED PARTICIPATING IN ANY CLANDESTINE MEETINGS

WITH INDIVIDUALS KNOW!! BY FRANK OP WITH ANY OTHER INDIVIDUALS

AS SET FORTH IN REFERENCED REPORT OF SA R. K. SIMONS, NY MARCH

TWEN7Y3IXTH FORTY ONE ENTITLED "ARMAND LASI^FELDMAN, WAS, ETAL,

ESPIONAGE P>. DESCRIPTION OF UNKNOWN WOMAN CLOSELY RESEMBLES THAT C

MRS. KORAL. SHE STATED THAT SHE DID OWN AND HAD WORN IN THE PAST A-

LEOPARD SKIN COAT. ' P.fCKARDXi'CRAL\ALS C INTERVIEWED, WAS PRESENT

AT THE TIME MRS. KORAL INTERVIEWED . X^fcKARD ADMITTED MEMBERSHIP IN

AYD. ALSO STATED THAT HE WAS WELj/Ac\jA I! -TED WITH ANITOLi

J^OLKOV, FOSTER SON OF NATHAN W-.^SILVERMES TER. KORAL RE INTERVIEWER

AND ADDITIONAL PHOTOGRAPHS EXHIBITED TO HIM OF SUBJECTS OF k.

ACTIVE ESPIONAGE R CASES BUT KQkU MADE NO IDENTITY OF ANY PHOTOS.

SCKEIDT A * r
| ^ B 'f
37 JUNYT1947
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
EOJrrT WHERE SHJAil

0Iu£tiiiiI5£

FBI WASH FIEID 6/IOA7 /

WAT: JAG
100-17h93

WfDENTIfiL
A

FBI WASH FIEID 6/10A7 '
5 PK . s

&**m* -y yy M ^ v
JT. .•:•:> - .'•: •

•
; t V.

~\ -T-V '•> •
:. *;•;

HttMhn n -**r nin i
*

l:’/--'*' \jr}? ' tIT, ESF10MA® H. 8W JUNE EIGHT

l

r THAT HISS AWIbTOSCILLA iBE BACKING (FEESUWABLYFCiR tAGATION) fiDT WOT .FOR

PKRKAIENT K)VE YET. .SUBSEQUENTLY HISS INDICATED TO jq^EBti^y fl

Boas TO® JX PEACHAM (VERMONT) ALL OF JOLT EXCEPT FOR PERIOD AT BO]
*-• ^ 1 «J.V •- «C -• * ^ ‘V • s

* * ^ * ***-*'•' * *.**;, *
' *

f
. (N. H.) TO OSJE OF THE FHIBTO'S SEMINARS. JO INFORMED HISS TEQLT CNG 8JHTH

.

‘ '

‘V
**

• •

'
•

, ,-~l

" " "
. v •• V. '• •

; .

-

SC0OCI. HAD GOTTEN SUFFICIENT MONEY TO. RENT TWO HOOSES AND TEST WERE GOlfc

TO HAVE SEVENTY YOUNGSTERS. S REQUESTED HISS TO SHAK TO THE ®OUP
‘ -«P*

"

rjk'i
:

WC32* ON SDBJBCT "WAYS IN WHICH ORGANIZATIONS AMD INDIVIDUALS GAN ®GUOB V'T"

A BETTER INTERPRETATION OF INTERNATIONAL QUESTIONS AND HELP TO INFLUENCE

FOREKJJ POLICY.- mss STATED THIS IS a FI® SUBJECT AND IS WHAT HE HAS

WEN THINKING OF HOST LATELY—NEAT |® INDIVIDUAL (MJT ACTUALLY DO* JO.

COOBNTKD NOBODY EL® IS SSAKINO OB m£?jat JUm NINE HE10
"

GCWTACTKD MAGDOTT ADVISING OSCROr^LSZT HAD w—

^

V -

;
idt|poFF ABAssiBn iw <*MitfmaiAoifini^

it WOGYrGSlENFlEiD)JTATpR} S® TBOOjQBT ZSY WObl# 'fiOWtA(^ia®^|^^^ V; ;'

. ,, . «iii.tfitjs aoraoWtm » !& **«•* .

citfe a *M> waairj s*aia>, mt rau; «« it all. «mr mr&in7~™^ r vcfL~ *

WANTED GASH^A C®CK.Aip WAS KRVOU£

60 ilK 25 M' “ ?SE SR WAslR^^AhBAR'

CONFllkNTW



^ jON THE CHECK. ON JUNE NINE MILIER CONTACTED SAM^RODMAN) CONFIRMING

SAM HAD GOOD TRIP. MILLER DESIRED LUNCH WITH SAM WHO STATED GROFF

N^COMKLIN (PHONETIC) WAS COMING IN BUT INVITED MILLER TO JOIN THEN. ON

JUNE SEVEN ALIX REUTHER ADVISED DORIS PIENN SHE IS RETURNING TO NEW YORK

AND HAS TAKEN SUBLEASE FOR JULY AND AUGUST IN THE VILLAGE. DORIS ADVISED

ABEL WOULD BE THROUGH WITH THE BOOK BY FIRST OF MONTH. SUBSEQUENTLY AUX

CONVERSED WITH ABEL PIENN STATING HER NEW YORK NUMBER ’SILL BE GRANERCY

FIVE CASH FOUR FIVE NINE THREE. ALIX MENTIONED INEZ^UNOZ ?) WILL RETURN

FOR FEW DAYS ON SEVENTEENTH AND AFTER GOING TO CAROLINA WILL RETURN FOR

fe:; days again and alix wants to have sole: of their old friends over

DURING .VL-i-: after SEVENTEENTH. aLIX ALL FLENK DISCUSSED ONJ>fklTZ —

—

WHO IS IN TANGIER OR ELSEWHERE IN NORTH AFRICA (PREVIOUSLY DISCUSSED AT

LENGTH SEVERAL MONTHS AGO). ALIX STATED ALigS^JAYSON WHO IS WORKING WITH

J./^LLEN IN NEW YORK HAD ANOTHER LETTER FROM FRITZ WHO IS STILL RULINING THE

RADIO STATION AND FRITZ APPARENTLY HAS TWO STANDARDS: ONE APPLICA3IE TO

HIMSELF OUT THERE AND ANOTHER TO AMERICA.|*TlJX MENTIONED SHE HAD DISCUSSED

FRITZ WITH DAVE^WAHL THE OTHER DAY A® WAHL SAID "PLEASE DON'T TELL ME I

HAVE TO PUT ANOTHER CROSS ALONG THE WAYSIDE—GEE, IT SOUNDS LIKE THERE IS

'lA.
[X AND FLENN AGREED DAVE WAHL IS A WONDERFUL GUY. ONANOTHER LOST GUY." I Aft

JUNE EIGHT DEWITT ELDRIDGE CONTACTED DORIS/TLENN AND EMIL^H BASSHE. ELDRIDGE

INDICATED HE HAD WRITTEN TO PRESIDENT TRUMAN AND WOULD WRITE AGAIN BEFORE

THE. WEEK IS CUT. EMILY STATED ".VE JUST WROTE TO HIV TOO." ELDRIDGE MEN-

TIONED GOING TC THE BEACH aND RETURNING tlGET THIRTY LAST NIGHT. HE STATED

..fRT A CHARTING COLLEAGUE OF HOFfc
'
^'{lIDRIDGE ) WHO JUST RETURNED FROM 'j



iia^mbu

V;

jjj
--‘•^r-u'iirtL

SIX MONTHS IN COMMUNIST CHINA, AND SHE WAS VERY INTERESTING AND TORY GOOD.

ELDRIDGE STATED SHE IS NEW AND WAS IN A SORT OF MEDICAL MISSION THING.

ON JUNE El Off FLENN CONTACTED UART3J,#bpI£R STATING HE WANTED TO CONCRATU-

IATE POPPER ON READING THE SPEECH TO SOME OF OUR LEGISLATORS. FLENN

STATED HE WANTED POPPER TO MEET A FRIEND WHOSE NAME IS VIRGINIAyfolS, AN

ATTORNEY, WHO FORMERLY WORKED FOR THE GOVERNMENT. THEY MADE ARRANGEMENTS

FOR LUNCHEON MEETING WEDNESDAY. ON JUNE EIGHT PLENN TOLD DORIS PLENN HE

HAD VERY GOOD TALK 'WITH PAUI^KOSEK (FKCNETIC) TODAY AND WOULD TELL DORIS

ABOUT IT LATER. ON JUNE SEVEN CARL GREEN CONTACTED ROSENBERGS AND INQUIRED

ABOUT MARZANI CASE. GREEN INQUIRED IF ANYTHING HAD BEEN DONE ABOUT DOUGH

AND ROSENBERG STATED THEY HAVE GOTTEN SOME KIND OF DEFENSE COMMITTEE GOING.

GREEN INQUIRED ABOUT TESTIMONY OF EMIL DESPRES (FORMER STATE DEPARTMENT

EMPLOYEE). GREEN EXPRESSED SURPRISE THAT DESIRES CAME DOWN TO TESTIFY FOR



CONFIJENTIAL

??5

HY5ICAL SUR-

VEILLANCE DISCLOSED WAHL FIRST APPEARED AT HOTEL FOLLOWED BY POPPER WHOM

HE GREETED WARMLY. THEY WERE OVERHEARD DISCUSSING CASE IN WHICH THEY WERE

INTERESTED AND POPPER MENTIONED JGH^A?fl5GG& .VAS IN HIS OFFICE TODAY AND THE

| CASE STARTS TOMORROW (EDWAR^^ARSKI ET AL—CONTEMPT OF CON®ESS). SHORTLY

t

THEREAFTER HOUDEK ARRIVED AND THE TRIG ENTERED COCKTAIL ROOM. FOPFfcR

OVERHEARD DISCUSSING GENERAL ECONOMIC CONDITIONS IN EUROFE WITH KOUDEK
\

!JOINING CONVERSATION FROM TIME TO TIME. IT APPEARED POPPER PLANS TRIP

TO CONTINENT THIS SUMMER

HOTTEL

U;,. A
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I U. 8. DEPARTMENT OF WINCE
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W/
TELETYPE

Xr. ..

VAfH AND MASH FIELD FROM NEW YORK

IRECTQR AND SAC URGENT

1« 16 7124

SBEfifiBY,. espionage r. reburtel fourteenth last, alexand

VIGOROUSLY INTERVIEWED CONCERNING NAMES OF. PERSONS WHO HAD ^KNOWLEDGE

OF SONS ILLNESS IN NINETEEN THIRTY NINE. MRS. KORAL ALSO QUESTIONED

THOROUGHLY ALONG THESE LINES. KORAL AND WIFE VEHEMENTLY REFUSED TO NAME

FRIENDS WHO MAY HAVE HAD KNOWLEDGE OF SONS ILLNESS AT TIME FRANK

FIRST CONTACTED KORAL. KORAL AND WIFE BOTH REFUSED TO'NAME FRIENDS

WHO WERE MEMBERS OF THE CP. OVER AND ABOVE THIS THEY STATED THEY WOULD

REFUSE TO NAME ANY PERSONS WITH WHOM THEY WERE ASSOCIATED OR HAD SOCIAL

ACQUAINTANCE WITH AT THE TIME FRANK FIRST CONTACTED THEM. THEY ALSO

REFUSED TO NAME ANY OF THEIR PRESENT ACQUAINTANCES OR FRIENDS. EVERY

POSSIBLE POINT COVERED CONCERNING POSSIBLE IDENTITY OF FRANK AS WELL

AS MUTUAL FRIEND WHO MADE INTRODUCTION POSSIBLE. KORAL EMPHATICALLY

STATES THAT HE HAS GIVEN ALL INFO CONCERNING FRANK AND CONTACTS H

WITH INDIVIDUALS FOR FRANK. RICHARJJ^JWfcAL CLAIMED NO KNOWLEDGE OF

IDENTITY OF FRANK. ALSO CLAIMED HE DID NOT KNOW REAL NAME OF ANI-

ra^uumnsra father, HAmitxsEaoEYjLijERHAsiTR, photographs

/

OF SILVERMASTER DISPLAYED TO MRS, KORAL AS WELL AS TO RICHARD. BOTH

DENIED KNOWtNG SILVERMASTER OR RECOGNIZING HI ^
WHOM THEY WERE ACQUAINTED. X
SCHEIDT

WAL WITH

HOLD FOR CONF WITH BOS PLS

37 JUN18'^
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STANDARD RORM NO. 64 7
Office Mem .dutn • UNITED S iA- GOVERNMENT

TO

(j SUBJECT:

Director, IBI

SAC, Hew York
0
GHBOOHT ET AL
ESPICNAOT - S

DATE: June 13, 1947

. . . .
re-interviewed on June 11, 1947. In this interviewhe stated that CARTER 1 wife's maiden name was&JcSMAN. According to

QCID, sh* was the daughter of a prominent state senator fro* Upstate Peunsyl-
vania* She married CARTER BOOTLESS around 1938* They were divorced in 1942*^ SS^J!

8
J
nt
^P??

Ced H

P

0*** ** CASTEa ®O0LESS, he was thanliving with his wirs in PhilidelpfoA*

BARRY GQU) was unable to advise as to whether or not ROOTLESS* wifeknew or had any knowledge of GOLDS*

CARTER HOOTLESS^i^JS
ascertain the present whereabouts ofCARTER HOOTEESS* wife and to interview her concerning any knowledge sh

have of her late husband's contacts with GOLDS*

No further information was obtained in the interview with ttarry q0ID*
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JIASH AND WASH FIELD FROM NEW. YORK

pfsECTOB AND SAC URGENT

24 16

GREGORY, ESPIONAGE R«-. UN|_Tt Yt ?UIHN ADVISED TODAY THAT KE‘
ENTED THI^A^QTHEigW GRAND JURY TODAY AND THAT TWYWIuZsLREAW
T̂ ARM—^ TESTIMONY TOMORROW, he STATED THAT THE
GRAND JURY HILL SIT FROM TUESDAY TO THURSDAY EACH WEEK FROM ELEVEN I 1
AM TO ONE PM AND THAT WILE ON »«**. THEY

"
HILL SIT FROH TEN THIRTY AM TO ONE THIRTY PM HE ADVISED THAT THEIR
CONTEMPLATED PROCEDURE IS THE SAME AS PREVIOUSLY SET OUT IN NY TEL
UNE NINTH, NINETEEN FORTY SEVEN. HE STATED THAT HE WOULD Hr mPM_

ISHED_A_COHPLET£ LIST OF WITNESSES IN ORDER THAT HE MAY GAUGE THT ttmt

^TIAGENTS WILL BE, REQUIRED FROM THIS LIST. HE PLANS TO

/PENAS FOR THE SUBJECTS APPROXIMATELY ONE WEEK IN ADVANCE. HE ES-
TIMATED THAT THE MAXIMUM OF THREE SUBJECTS A DAY WOULD BE COvrprn AND
INDICATED THAT ARRANGEMENTS WOULD BE MADE TO DISCUSS the mtr^
J
ITS THr AGENTS IN THE HOMIBS PRIOR TO THE CTA«m j08Y meettmc. DUE

TO THE UNITED TIME THE GRAND JURY IS DEVOTING EACH WEEK TO TJIIS MATTER,
. QUINN ADVISED THAT IT WILL PROBABLY RUN THROUGH JUNE. AND JULY.

DJOURN FOR AUGUST^AND TAKE UP AGAIN IN SEPT AT WHICH TTMT rvr n„rcT_
•

HONING OF SUBJECTS OUT OF THE COUNTRY WILL BE CONSIDERED. THE BUREAU
%ILL BE ADVISED DAILY WHILE THE GRAND JURY IS $IFTlW OF DEVELOPMENTS
IN THIS CASE. REFERENCE NY REPORT OF SA FRANCIS D. O-BRIEN, SIX EL^EN
FORTY SEVEN HAS SET OUT INTERVIEW WITH ALEXAI^R KORAL. BUREAU REQ-
UESTED TO ADVISE WHETHER COPIES OF THIS REPORT ffifr
QUINN

* { , k B1W0SBBNmm 15Tu,2^ 7 *^
-!) 6 0 &UN 2l']9WL raPjfrjfrfYVT
Jolv Mn/fr
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Boom 5644, Ext. 667
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tLVML tfUKcAU OF IKVtSTIbMlON

U. 8. OEfAftTMENT 0^ JUSTICE

COMMUNICATIONS SECTION

JUN 171947'

44
TELETYPE

'

»r.i ii-Uj

WASH. AND VASH FIELD FROM NEW YORK 19

DIRECTOR AND SAC URGENT

'GREGORY, ESPIONAGE DASH R

NN WAS FURNISHED TODAY WITH COPY

OF CGO DIVISIONS REPORTS DATED JUNE NINTH AND JUNE ELEVENTH, FORTY SEVEN

AND NORMAN CSETTING OUT RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS OF GEORGE V?

URSLER RESPECTIVELY, REFERRED TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN ASSIST—

DIRECTOR LADD AND ASAC BELMONT, JUNE TWELFTH LAST, WHEREIN MR. LADD

ADVISED HAROLD^CLASSER INTERVIEWED MAY SEVENTEENTH LAST AND RESULTS t

FURNISHED TO DEPARTMENT. MR. OUINN ADVISES HE HAS NOT BEEN FURNISHED v-

WE FOR

SCHEIDT . a.

HOLD FOR CONF WITH NK PLS \^
c

TO REj^LECl

Kli^L 1
'

‘ IF B
15 wm



FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGA1 A
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF^W ^

JHB3
COMMUNICATIONS SECTION.

sac, n
imit the following message to:

*. vmwrwL Bjxmm nmm. t/ramin obaihd

^ rmm moK SAnmaxB v. *hih juixfu
'•' /<•

.'r,
^ tL Q». U8KTBL OBTHTHWI smtast hudoo"m

HftXOGLUSH. OCR OP LOTH B0XJOTXB9 HTHTpr

iwj fONonov fob HAMaorriL to qotu

LAST VTQ fO

T3XL bb rntaa

BOOTH

FLJiFIS
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